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A best seller for
over 40years...

and now better than ever.

Receiving
es1 Tube Manual

g
Picture Tubes
and Industrial
Receiving
Tubes

40
OPT anal

I
$2.50r

It's the world-famous RCA
Receiving Tube Manual in a new
updated edition. And it's avail-
able now from your RCA
Distributor.

The new 752 -page manual,
RC -29, includes technical data
on more than 1400 RCA tube
types. It also provides applica-
tions guides, terminal diagrams
and replacement guides on enter-
tainment and industrial receiving
types as well as characteristics
charts on picture tubes. I n addi-
tion, there is a full section de-
voted to the use of RCA tubes in
practical circuit applications.

So whether you're a service
technician, hobbyist, engineer,
student or educator, you'll find
information you need in the new
RC -29. Order your copy today
from your RCA Distributor. At
$2.50, it's a real bargain.

RCA/Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

RCA



E-7 1_1,21F_e e7YDA17_,IM
PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

4111111 REPAIR SO
VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.95.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included,
tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged extra. This price does not
cover mutilated tuners.

Fast efficient service at our con-
veniently located service centers.

All tuners ultrasonically cleaned, re-
paired, realigned and air tested.

1SC

WATCH US GROW

Universal Feplac9ment Tuner $9.95
This price buys you a complete new

tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

All shafts have a maximum length
of 101/2" which can be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series
450mA or 600mA.

CUSTOMIZES
Customized tuners are available at

a cost of only $15.95; (with trade-in $13.95)

Send n your orginal tuner for com-
parison purposes.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

Backed by the largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S. - Sarkes Tarizan. Inc.
HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA

Bloomington. Indiana 47401

CALIFORNIA
Tucson, Arizona 85713
North Ho Calif. 91601
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1505 Cypress St. Tel: 813-253-0324
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741 W. 55th St. Tel: 312-873-5555-6-7
5833 Gran Ave. Tel: 219-845-2676
.117 N. Pennsylvania St. Tel: 317-632-3493
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i505 Reistirrtown Rd., Box 2624 Tel: 301-358-1186
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7450 Vine St. Tel: 513-821-5080
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119 N. Erie St. Tel: 419-243-6133
1732 N.W. 25th Avenue Tel: 503-222-9059
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1703 Lamar Avenue. Tel: 901-278-4484
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You get more"security"
from Mallory.

And it's all do-it-yourself.
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The Mallory line of security products
is not only the most complete line you
can get anywhere, it's also just about
the easiest to hook up. It's genuinely
a do-it-yourself line.

Especially the complete systems.
From complete home intrusion alarm
systems (plug-in or wire -in) to smoke
alarms and car alarms.

And we have all the accessories you
need to expand anc adapt any of these
systems to your specific security needs.

Look for our security systems and
accessories on display in their bright,
new packages (with installation direc-
tions pri ited right on each package).
It's all at your Mallory distributor's now.

Send for our new Security Systems Catalog 9-654.
It describes and explains how to use every item we have.

MALLORY
MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
Box 1284. Indianapolis, Indians 49208: Telephone: 317-838-5353

. . . for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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We're making it our business to make your business easier.

All GE 18"and 19"diagonal
color TV's have

in -home warranty service.

Whatever went wrong with
their new General Electric
television set isn't your fault.
But by the time your cus-
tomers get around to calling
you, somehow you're the guy
they vent their frustrations
on. So to try to save wear and
tear on your nerves, we're
doing what we can to help
reduce your customers'
irritation.

Specifically, we're giving
in -home warranty service
on all our 18 and 19 -inch

diagonal color sets (with and without handles).
And if you don't think that's important, ask the
next lady who has to lug a We're keeping your
601 b. set into your shop. customers happier by

keeping their sets at home.

GENERAL* ELECTRIC
TV Receiver Products Dept., Portsmouth, Va.
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EDITORIAL

Must You Be Leaving?

Some never do
get a chance to
enter our profes-
sion. Just as soon
as they are about
to finish school,

some manufactur-
er comes along
and offers such at-
tractive immediate
financial returns
that it seems just
too good an offer to pass up. Others be-
come so obviously successful as elec-
tronic technicians or service dealers that
they too may receive offers from industry
that appear too good to ignore. Such peo-
ple may well be happier outside our pro-
fession, and we wish them every possible
success.

Others with varying levels of training
become electronic technicians or service
dealers and with a lot of perseverance
make it-either "getting by" or becom-
ing financially "comfortable."

Unfortunately there are still some that
fail to fall into either of the two preced-
ing categories. Some may be employees
that seem to wander from shop to shop,
never really able to settle down with the
right boss and make a go of it. Some
may be self-employed electronic tech-
nicians who find that although business
seems fairly good, there are more credi-
tors than customers. And some service
dealers open up a store, move a moder-
ate amount of merchandise; but the
books, once nearly balanced, later be-
come pages of red ink. The worst part
about it is that these are typically very
intelligent, highly frustrated people who
simply cannot understand what's going
wrong-and not even their best friends
seem prepared to tell them.

(This month's editorial is concerned
with what is certainly a very sensitive
subject. Many people in the predicament
just described may well think that your
editor heard reports from their friends
and is using this editorial as a face-sav-
ing technique for setting things straight.
Your editor does not believe in doing
things that way! He would much rather
openly call a spade a spade. However, it
is hoped that the suggestions offered
in this editorial will "hit the nail on the
head" for many in our industry and ap-

pear to be written just for them.)
There is little that can hurt a per-

son's chances of getting another job
more than a long list of places of past
employment. Anyone that has worked
for three shops during the past five

years is in for trouble. Maybe the boss
didn't understand you, didn't live up to
his promises, didn't provide an adequate
salary or test equipment. But three bad
bosses during the past five years????

Just because you are a little hungry,
do you snap up the first job that comes
along without any concern regarding the
type of person that you will work for?
You know, a job interview is a two-way
conversation. Or, are you such an ex-
treme individualist that no one can get
along with you-a person who demands
that everything be only his way or he
quits? Prospective employers might pre-
fer not to ask you these questions, but
they are some of the questions in the
back of their minds.

Although there are of course excep-
tions, a safe "rule of thumb" would be
a personal policy of sticking out any
full-time job, however unpleasant, for at
least three years.

Dissatisfied employees typically make
one disastrous mistake. They in effect
say to themselves: "If the boss is going
to be that way, I'll get even with him
by not going to those seminars or tak-
ing that advanced training." The person
that is going to be hurt in the long run
by such an attitude is not the boss, it's
you! After all, when you become tech-
nically obsolete, the boss can always
replace you with a bright young tech-
nician. Then where will you be? Any
shop -employed electronic technician
that is really concerned about his future
must-if he is to become successful-
have the drive to attend whenever pos-
sible (even at his own expense if neces-
sary) all the good seminars available.
(It doesn't take long to learn what semi-
nar sponsors are concerned with teach-
ing valuable subject material and what
ones are solely concerned with promot-
ing their own cause. The latter group
should be avoided like the plague.) He
should also seriously consider night -

school classes and correspondence -

school courses.

So that he can work like a "dog" for
his boss? Certainly not! If he feels that
he is being treated fairly and well by his
boss, ther for advancement in the shop
where he is employed. If this unfortu-
nately is not the case, then so that he
may have more skills "under his belt"
for getting that really good job else-

where. After all, good employers are al-
ways on the lookout for men that can
demonstrate at the time of interview
that they are technically qualified and
serious about the never-ending job of

self improvement. (DON'T LEARN TO
HELP THE BOSS, LEARN TO HELP YOUR-

SELF!)

It can Pe a frightening experience for
the self-employed electronic technician
or service dealer to go over his books
and find that he simply isn't going to
make it . . . that no matter what exten-
sions are made on the bills due, antici-
pated revenue will not cover them. Our
profession nationally ranks second in

the list of businesses facing bank-

ruptcy!!!!
Why?

Your editor is of the opinion-and it
is a belief expressed by others-that
those in our profession have greater
than aveage intelligence. However, they
also typically have one major handicap.
They tend to over specialize! In other

words, they have such an extremely
strong aptitude for circuit repair or pos-
sibly customer relations, and they have
concentrated so strongly on these par-
ticular interests, that they tend to for-
get the fact that a successful self-em-
ployed individual must have a variety
of skills'!!!

So much for the theory. Your kids are
hungry and it looks like you can't pos-
sibly make a go of it. What do you do?

By now it's probably too late. If you
had the foresight (they say, "after
thought is always better than fore-
thought") to prepare yourself before-

hand, this probably would not have hap-
pened. But there isn't time now. Finan-
cial pressures are much too great. The
best solution may well be to hire a law-
yer and file for bankruptcy before things
get even worse. Yes, close up shop!

However, in most states, your eiec-
tronic instruments are considered the

SEPTEMBER 1973, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER 7



Warning: Independent Bookkeepers
have determined that ordering any
TV reception products without talk-
ing to your Winegard distributor
about his fall deal will be detrimental

to your profits.

WWINEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Winegard Company -3000 Kirkwood Street-Burlington, Iowa 52601

. . . for more details circle 148 on Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL ...
continued from page 7

tools of your trade and, like your home,
a necessity. And on that basis they can-
not be repossessed to help cover your
debts, but may be kept for future em-
ployment. Whatever you do, don't sell
them to pay off your debts. Used test
equipment never sells for anything near
what it costs to replace. This is an in-
vestment that you simply cannot afford
to loose! (Keeping them may make some
people mad, but that's just too bad.)

Openly admit your mistakes and fail-
ures for then you need never fear their
later discovery. 11'11 even admit in print
that I failed third grade . . . hated

English with a passion . . . didn't even
like it in college . .. concentrated more
on science so that I could be like my
greatgrandfather who made (and later
lost) a small fortune inventing the first
hydraulic dentist chair . . . am still try-
ing to become a successful inventor .. .

but somehow find myself working as a
journalist!]

Whatever you do, don't go around cry-
ing on other peoples' shoulders. Nothing
will make your friends more uncom-
fortable . . . and less -frequent visitors.
If you fear that you face some public
stigma as a failure, you are quite cor-
rect! Who wants to hire a failure????
Particularly one that crys a lot. Prospec-
tive employers will fear (and maybe cor-
rectly) that the faults you possess that
closed your shop will also harm their
business.

Many an employer will openly admit
that he would much rather hire a bright
person who knows nothing about elec-
tronics-who knows his limitations and
is willing to learn-than to hire a bright
person who is fairly well skilled in his
profession but doesn't know his limita-
tions and isn't about to ask.

Unless in an unsafe geographical area
due to recent outbursts of excessive
vandalism, no business folds simply be-
cause it is in what has become a bad
location. A business may suffer a little,
but it doesn't just fold. Or it might not
even suffer if run in a manner that really
attracts the public! The problem must
thus be basically one of insufficiently
skilled business practices.

If you must close your business and
your friends in the industry are genuine-
ly concerned and sympathetic, but don't
jump at the chance of hiring you, seek
employment in another profession. At
least a job that will feed the kids and

relieve you of your most immediate
mental and financial strain. Even if the
best job available for the moment is
pumping gas or factory assembly line
work-take it! Possibly you must be-
come a clerk in some department store.
It is having a little money immediately
at hand and no: the glamour of the job
that is important. (Too many people
these days would rather just give up
and go on welfare!)

As soon as the "tail spin" stops and
you can start thinking straight again,
start thinking in terms of starting over
again with a new shop. This will help

give you the incentive to bear with it.
But, whatever you do, don't open that

new shop immediately! Instead, start
working to correct those deficiencies

that forced you to close-up shop in the
first place.

Put a smile on your face, even if you
do hurt inside, and visit with your old
friends still in the business-always
making certain that you refrain from
"crying on their shoulders," while re-

maining open to comments concerning
your past mistakes-not asking for these
comments, merely accepting them for
what they are worth.

As time permits (remember your first
business responsibility is now where
you are currently employed) begin at-

tending both business and technical
seminars. A self-employed electronic
technician has just as great a need for
sound business practices as a self-em-
ployed service dealer.

If you have not had courses in busi-
ness management, accounting or basic
psychology, go to your local college and
arrange for night -school courses. (Take
these courses even if you are not quali-
fied to receive college credits. It's the
information, not the credits, that you
are after.) You might even consider col-
lege courses in English and public
speaking. What is learned in these com-
munications courses might be supple-
mented with the experiences had by

joining a local Toastmaster's Club. Al-

though you are anxious to go back into
business for yourself, do not take more
than one (or at the very most two) night -
school courses at a time-at least start
out with only one-or you may find your-
self overwhelmed and again a quitter.

Check with your local vocational
school and see if it offers advanced

continued on pdAie l5

exactiv what
you need

LARGEST SELECTION ANYWHERE

Xcelite, first with color -
coded nutdrivers, offers
you a size and type to

 drive any hex head screw
or nut. Yes, metrics, too.

 hex sizes from 32"
to'/," and 3 mm
to 17 mm

 314" Midgets to
21" "Super Longs"

 nickel chrome
plated or plastic -
dip -insulated
shanks

 with clearance hole
or full hollow shafts

 tough, cold drawn,
accurately formed
sockets, regular or
magnetic

 fixed -handle or
interchangeable
shanks

 straight and tee
handles - regular

- or ratcheting types

 available
individually or in
handy kits and sets

Made in U.S.A. to
highest standards

REQUEST FREE TOOL CATALOG 171

ito

professional nutdrivers
nationwide availability through local distributors

XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

. . for more details circle 150 on Reader Service Card
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Just the finest
reception possible

with rugged
construction that

lasts for years.
Isn't that what

your customers
really want?

antennacraft
7 hi

P. 0. Box 1005 Burlington, Iowa 52601
... for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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LETTERS

Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

Add Name to Long List of
Persons Who Responded

Please add my name to the long list
of persons who responded to the
"what would you do?" letter in the
April issue.

What would I do? I wouldn't! A
$260 repair bill for an older TV set,
justified or not, could do nothing but
hurt your reputation. I do consider it
somewhat dishonest NOT to advise
a customer against spending $260 on
an older TV set. The "honest" thing
to do would be to sell him a new TV
set. (The shop did handle two other
brands.)

The TV manufacturers do not
distinguish between their economy and
luxury TV sets. They are all advertised
as "super" color sets; and the buying
public believes this. A person buying
a VW does not expect the same quali-
ty, service and comfort as if he had
bought a Cadillac. He is willing to ac-
cept this when paying a lower price
for the VW. Not so with TV sets.
Whether he buys a small Japanese
portable or a big American -made con-
sole, he is told by the seller that his
$250 TV has a clear, sharp, bright
picture with automatic this and auto-
matic that, just like the $800 console
TV set. So, until the advertising de-
partments of the TV manufacturers
educate the public to a point where it
realizes there ARE differences between
TV sets, don't go fixing an older TV
set to the tune of $260. The only thing
the customer can think of is that he
could have bought a new TV set for
that price, and your reputation for
being high priced and perhaps dishon-
est, is all over town. (I would be in-
terested in seeing an itemized bill for
the $260 repair job. It does seem a bit
high. )

FLEMMING PEDERSEN

Congratulations on Your Stand
Congratulations on your stand con-

cerning the NEA-NATESA merger,
also on your support of the CET pro-
gram. As a recently approved CET, I
can attest to the fact that the test was
a fair and comprehensive exam.

In my estimation, anyone worth his
salt in our industry should be able to
pass the test. So why all the crying by
so called technicians? Perhaps they
are afraid to put their own ego and

competence on the line! I can't see
any other reason why they would
scorn the C.E.T. Program.

Presently, we have two C.E.T.'s on
our staff and the rest of the men (we
have a total of 14) are studying for
the test and, by golly, they had better
pass or they might be out of a job!
Yes, I do feel that strongly about this
matter.

I've offered my services in whatever
way possible to ISCET and intend to
promote the CET Program in my area.
We had better do something to clean-
up our industry before our "uncle"
does, however, I cannot do it alone.
Any help or suggestions on your part
would be a great assistance.

STANLEY CMIELEWSKI, CET

Reader Locates Error
In Digital Article

I am writing concerning your ar-
ticle, "Basic Digital Circuitry," sixth
article, in the July 1973 edition of
your magazine. This article jumped
right out at me due to your use of the
HW 10528A Logic Clip. I have be-
come quite familiar with this little
jewel as well as the rest of the 5010A
Kit.

But back to the article. It's good
and I rather imagine that the rest of
them were too, though I do not have
copies of them right now. The figures
#23 to #32 were excellent and I can
agree with them. The figures #4 to
# 13 however have me confused.

I can see your explanation con-
tained in the article concerning the
appearance of all I's at the inputs.
However, the clip readouts do not ap-
pear to me to refer to your Fig. #3
(Buffer -Storage IC) diagram.

Believe me, I'm not "Nit Pickin,"
and while I've had considerable digi-
tal experience, myself and anyone
else are in a constant learning process,
to even try to keep up with the "State -
of -the -Art" in solid state, and it's just
articles like this that help to do that
with a constant banging away at the
basics.

I enjoy your magazine immensely.
I'm both a self-employed part-time
service technician and I am also work-
ing for RCA Service Co. in govern-
ment contracted electronics. This
magazine gives me something for
both jobs.

MARVIN H. ROSIE, JR.
We certainly appreciate Mr. Rosie's

bringing an error in the July article
to our attention. Although the se-
quence of photographs in Fig. 4
through 13 is correct, we made a
transposition in labeling the output
terminals for the buffer -Storage IC.
Thus this one error is repeated in Fig.

continued on page 13
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board room
For space -saving 'lytic capacitor replacements on crowded printed
wiring boards found in most of today's foreign and domestic consumer
entertainment products, Sprague Type EV Verti-Lytic' Capacitors have
the widest range of values . . . in the smallest case sizes . . . of any.
single -ended capacitors available anywhere!

Get on Board with the KE-17 Assortment
This handy assortment of 61 Type EV Capacitors in the 27 most -
popular ratings gives you an on -the -spot inventory of the
replacement capacitors you need for most of the sets you'll
encounter. Sturdy blue plastic cabinet has nine pre -labeled
drawers for fast, easy selection. And you pay for capacitors only
... the cabinet is yours at no extra cost!

See these "new era" capacitors at your Sprague
distributor's. Or, get the full story by writing for
Brochure M-951 to: Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall
Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247.
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1 YEAR GUARANTEE

ALL PTS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. (NO FRAN-
CHISES!) and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington, Indiana. Only this way can we
guarantee the same quality-PRECISION TUNER SERVICE-that made PTS the leader in this field.
PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG
(80 pages of tuner blow-ups, tuner -antenna coil -and shaft replacement guides available for $1.00).

WE OFFER MORE. SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US. WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST.
TRUSTWORTHY.

YOU AND US-A TRUE PARTNERSHIP.

1 Nt
ELECTRONICS, INC. is

recommended by more TV manufacturers
and overhauls more tuners than all other
tuner services combined!

for finer, faster, le,q
Precision PIL  

Color  Black & White  Transistor
 Tubes  Varactor  Detent UHF

All Makes

VHF, UHF or FM $ 9.95
UV -COMBO 16.95
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.

(Dealer net!)
over 4000 exact tuner replace-
ments available for $14.95 up

(new or rebuilt)

HOME OFFICE-INDIANA:
PIS ELECTRONICS. INC.
P.O. BOX 272
BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401
TEL. 812, 824-9331
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LETTERS ...
continued from page 10

2, Fig. 3 and Table 11 (pages 40 and
41). These output terminals should be
as follows: 7 = A', 4 = B', 10 =
C' and 13 = D'. Then everything
works as described. Ed.

Reader Comments Concerning
Transistor Biasing Article

The author did an excellent job of
reducing the problems of proper bias-
ing of transistor elements to simple
elementary form. Such work repre-
sents an outstanding contribution to
the practicing technician and develops
the feeling of "being at home" with
the circuit behavior pattern of the
transistor.

I found the article very interesting-
from stem to stern. I did note two de-
tails which might warrant a slight
change in wording. [This concerns the
article, "Transistor Biasing," on page
31 of the July 1973 issue. Ed.]
1. In adding the resistor Rv in Fig.

4 to stabilize the voltage to the
base, mention is made of the in-
creased current drain which will
result from lowering the values of
Rv and RD, but no mention is made
of the fact that there will also re-
sult a reduced value of shunt re-
sistance at the input (base to
ground). Either a Thevenin equiv-
alent or a "word picture" could
make this clear.

2. The use of a diode to fix the driv-
ing voltage to the base, as shown
in Fig. 11, would "short circuit"
the input signal. To erase this fault
would require some form of a bal-
last resistor, perhaps of the form
illustrated.

IN

DI

"BALLAST" RESISTOR

I would invite the author to under-
take a similar treatment of the sub -

continued on page 14

Comments from our readers are always welcome.

Address your letters to:

Phillip Dahlen, CET, Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

Will you be prepared
to handle his
business
when it comes
your way?

... remember... there's an Amperex
replacement tube for any socket in
any set you're likely to service. TV,
Hi Fi, FM or AM, House Radio,
Car Radio, P.A. System or Tape
Recorder. Imported or Domestic!

Amperex
TOMORROWS THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

\!k%tde7e-
'4g11

*NH RI R SUPPORTS

I TI INUI PI NDI NT

SERVICI DIALER

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, DISTRIBUTOR AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS DIVISION, HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11002
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Keep
inventories
small with
SK 3004.
It's the only solid-state device you
need to make over 4,000 different
replacements. And it's just one part
of RCA's compact SK line of 156
devices that can replace over
51,000 foreign and domestic types.
SK is the way to go to cut inven-
tory to the bone and still have the
replacement you need when you
need it.
Ask your RCA Distributor about
SK, The Solid State System. And
get your copy of the new RCA SK
Replacement Guide SPG-202N.
RCA Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

RCA Electronic
Components
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LETTERS...
continued from page 13

ject "Interstage Signal -Coupling Cir-
cuits."

R. H. KAUFMANN
[We contacted Lambert Huneault,

CET, the author, concerning points
one and two questioned by Mr. Kauf-
mann and he offered the following
reply:]

1 am in receipt of your letter of
July 9th regarding my article on
Transistor Biasing, and I wish to
thank you for your generous com-
ments on the article.

As for your two suggestions re-
garding resistors Ru and Rv and
stabilizing diode D1, permit me to
make the following comments:
1. The first point is well taken; in

Fig. 4, lower values of R. and Rv
would indeed lower the input re-
sistance of the circuit, both resis-
tors being in shunt with the base -
to -emitter resistance of the transis-
tor in an ac equivalent circuit. As
you can well appreciate, this is an
additional factor which must be
carefully weighed against the de-
sirable effect of improved bias sta-
bilization when arriving at the
compromise value of resistance for
both R. and Rv. This consideration
would be particularly important
when the output resistance of the
preceding stage is relatively high.

2. As for the stabilizing diode of Fig.
11, things are not as bad as they
look! My first reaction was the
same as yours when I first en-
countered that circuit, years ago.
. . . It sure looks like the diode will
short circuit the input signal. How-
ever, when biased properly, a
diode behaves just like a low -value
resistance, and this is precisely how
the diode is used in Fig. 11; it re-
places resistor Rv in Fig. 4 and 9.

In some applications, particu-
larly in high -power stages, the in-
put resistance of some power -out-
put transistors is very low; placing
a forward -biased diode in shunt
with the base -to -emitter resistance
of the transistor does not short the
input signal to ground but simply
makes the input resistance of the
circuit that much lower. A "driver"
stage is usually necessary to sup-
ply the relatively high amount of
signal power to the low -impedance
input.

To clarify the point one step
further, it should perhaps be
pointed out that the diode does not
cause signal rectification at the
transistor input any more than the
transistor's input diode, i.e., the tran-
sistor's base -to -emitter junction,

which is indeed a P -N diode. The
reason is that in a Class -A amplifier,
the amplitude of the signal is lower
than the available dc base bias; this
allows the diode to remain forward
biased through the full cycle of the
input signal, so that its low resist-
ance simply varies in accordance
with the signal-just as does the
transistor's base -to -emitter resist-
ance in shunt with it.

In a somewhat different applica-
tion, particularly popular in high -
power audio output stages featuring
complementary transistors, forward -
biased diodes are often connected
in series with the signal, i.e., be-
tween the signal source (driver
stage) and the base input leads. In
effect, the forward -biased diodes
conduct ac current in this applica-
tion.

Your suggested circuit does have
merit, however, and the "ballast"
resistor could be inserted as shown
in your letter, to minimize the load-
ing effect of the diode on the pre-
ceding stage, particularly when
the input resistance of the associ-
ated transistor is relatively high.

Another way of using the stabiliz-
ing diode would be to connect it
instead of resistor Rv in the trans-
former -coupled circuit of Fig. 15.
Being connected between ground
and the "low -side" of the driver
transformer secondary, the for-
ward -biased diode would not ap-
pear across the transistor's input.

For the sake of completeness, it
could also be pointed out that a
reverse -biased diode is sometimes
used for bias stabilization in the
base circuit of some transistors; in
this case, however, it is used to
compensate for leakage current in
the collector circuit of the transis-
tor rather than for variations with
heat in the resistance of the base-

to -emitter junction. As a matter of
fact, two diodes can be used in
some applications-one forward -
biased and the other reverse -biased
-for an improved solution to the
biasing problem.
In closing, I would like to mention

that you have apparently read my
mind in expressing a wish that I un-
dertake a similar treatment of the sub-
ject "Interstage Signal -Coupling Cir-
cuits." A few months ago I wrote an
article on "Transistor IF Coupling
Circuits," and it is scheduled for pub-
lication in the August issue of ET/D.
The article-also written at the tech-
nician's level-presents a simplified
survey of nine interstage coupling cir-
cuits popular in radio and TV circuits.
I hope you enjoy it.

LAMBERT C. HUNEAULT, CET
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READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

For Sale
I have retired and have various

pieces of used test equipment for sale.
Please write for listing and prices.

W. J. SHOEMAKER

2428 Saratoga Ave.
Baltimore, Md. 21227

I have used test equipment and
tubes that are 20 years old in the orig-
inal boxes. Please write for listing
and prices.

RICHARD MIC01.1

Rt. 5 Box 31
Oxford, Miss. 38655

I have a number of TV, radio, in-
dustrial, obsolete and military elec-
tronic tubes for sale for less than cost.

R. C. ALAIMO
10062 Cunningham
Westminster, Calif. 92686

I recently sold my shop and found
several pieces of test equipment still
around that I wish to sell. Please
write for listing and prices.

PETER GRAULICH
1157 Concord Dr.
Haddonfield, N.J. 08033

EDITORIAL ...
continued I rem pal,Pe 9

courses in electronics. Some seeming-
ly good schools don't. Supplement these
courses as necessary with correspon-
dence -school courses. Use the test in-

struments that you once used in your
shop to experiment with the concepts
presented in the correspondence courses.
Don't be afraid to take time to play

around with interesting new circuitry.
Never quit reading your trade journals.

You should continue to read not only
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER but
also all other publications that you feel
will keep you advised of information re-
quired for future business success-
not only the schematics and service tips
but also the basic business principles.

Once you have become a more broad-
ly educated person, start moonlighting.
Start out with two or three service calls
a week and experiment with your cus-
tomers. Never be a phony, but see what
happens as you experiment with various

techniques for dealing with them. Ap-
ply some of the basic customer psy-
chology learned in college or trade
school. However, please again refrain
from crying on people's shoulders. Be
frank concerning the past, if asked, but
don't offer details! Be certain to be fair
to both your customers and other elec-
tronic technicians and service dealers
when performing this work by charging
the going rate for work performed,
never offering "cut-rate" service.

Whenever you encounter defective
circuitry that you are unable to service,
do not let it sit around!!!! Instead, offer
to pay some friend, that is technically
more qualified, to help you. After all, you
are responsible for seeing that the job
is done right! And if you don't make any
money on the job, that's your fault, not
the customers-your fault for not know-
ing how to do the job right, or your fault
for not seeing that the customer is

charged what the job is worth.
It is far too easy to make the mis-

take of jumping back into business for
one's self too fast. First complete those
college, trade -school and correspon-
dence -school courses suggested. Work
at the subject matter covered until you
have mastered it. Not until this is ac-
complished is there even a chance of
future businesss success. Once this has
been done, and once you have again
reached the level of electronic technolo-
gy required for the circuitry to be ser-
viced-and have proven it through ef-
fective moonlighting-then that is the
time to go back to full-time self employ-
ment.

When you start your new business,
don't make it too big. Just large enough
for you to handle. You are now faced
with three responsibilities: Taking care
of your family (unless single, then at
least your own personal basic needs),
providing your customers with the ser-
vice that they are entitled to, and re-
assuming past moral (if not legal) finan-
cial obligations to see that all old debts
are cleared. Once this has been accom-
plished, then think in terms of expand-
ing your business.

Even after your new business does
become a success, or as an employed
electronic technician you get that job
you really wanted, never forget your
past failures and the fact that they re-
sulted from a lack of professional skills.
Learning is a never-ending process.

,

You'll be
happy, too,
with
SK3020.

It replaces nearly 2,800 types and
does the job as well or better. That
means less service time, less inven-
tory, more business for you. And
with RCA's full SK line of only 156
devices, you'll have everything you
need to replace over 51,000 foreign
and domestic types.
Contact your RCA Distributor
today for the full SK story and get
the new RCA SK Replacement
Guide, SPG-202N, too.
RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029

RCA Electronic
Components
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Safety wiy maw.

real cool!
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UPDATE with SOLID STATE
...IT'S GREAT!

E.D.I. SOLID -TUBES REPLACE

MANY INEFFICIENT
HIGH VOLTAGE TV VACUUM TUBES.

NO X-RADIATION

LONGER LIFE

INSTANT STARTING

COOL OPERATION

In use by TV service organizations. includ-
ing Sears Roebuck and W. T. Grant

$ Test report by Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, states ...

"there were no electrical breakdowns and no
measurable radiation emission."

MR. TV SERVICEMAN
Your customers have seen this ad in local
newspapers. Don't wait till you're asked
about SOLID -TUBE. Get with the times!
...PLUG IN EDI SOLID -TUBE NOW.

(Available at your parts distributor)

k Registered Trademark

Another Fine Product Of
irELECTRONIC
IDEVICES, INC.

IA 21 GRAY OAKS AVE  YONKERS, N.Y 10110

TEL:914-965-4400 MX 110-560-0021

Virginia Electronics Association
Convention Press Release

The ninth annual Convention of the Virginia Electronics
Assn. was held June 22-24, 1973 at Tyson's Corner, Va.
and lived up to its theme, "Progress Thru Education."

The association business sessions were highlighted by
reaffirmed support of state licensing and national associa-
tion merger. Testing for Certified Electronic Technicians
was held throughout the convention and Dick Glass, Execu-
tive Vice President of the National Electronic Associations,
addressed a special Saturday luncheon which honored the
state's 74 C.E.T.'s

Phillip Dahlen, Editor of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER magazine and Chairman of the International So-
ciety of C.E.T.'s, was the featured banquet speaker and
was accorded an Honorary Membership in VEA for hav-
ing "proven his friendship and concern for the profession
he serves."

The VEA Ladies Auxiliary established a well -stocked
hospitality room just for the gals and scheduled an enjoy-
able evening at the Wolftrap Theatre on Friday preceding
the convention. Anne Mitchell of Hampton was elected
President of the Auxiliary. Lu Cole, Anita Laine and Anne
Cooke were elected Vice President, Secretary and Trea-
surer, respectively.

John McPherson (Yorktown) was re-elected President
of the association for the 1973-74 term. Also re-elected
were First Vice President, Wayne Appleman (Richmond);

20986

siiimiziamilsmansasallia

First automatic counter-
totalizer at that price.
* AGC Au_oranging to 200 KHz * 5 digits
standard, 2 optional * Leading zero suppression
* 25 mV sensitivity * 5 high stability oscillator
options * Rechargeable battery option * BCD
conversion optional 5 -day delivery

For details or a demo of Model 6202, contact your local
Scientific Devices office or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron
Drive, Concord, CA 94518. Phone (415) 682-6161. Europe:
Munich, W. Germany: Leamington Spa, U.K.

SYSTRON DONNER
... for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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Second Vice President, Everett Kilby (Manassas); Re-
cording Secretary, Jane Hudson (Lynchburg); and Trea-
surer, Joe Jackson (Madison Heights). Elected to their
first terms as VEA officers were Third Vice President, J.
Cobb Lathe (Suffolk) and Secretary General, Art Pearsall
(Norfolk).

Enjoying the VEA Saturday Night Banquet are 11 to R) Dan Witt, G.E.

Service Specialist; Jesse Leach, NEA Vice President; Larry Steckler,

Editor, RADIO -ELECTRONICS; Dick Glass, NEA Executive Vice Presidert,
and his wife Dot Glass.

M. L. Finneburgh, Sr., E.H.F., performed the officer in-
stallation ceremony at the Saturday evening banquet and
drew a resounding ovation from the general membership
with his Sunday dissertation on the need for industry and
association unity. Other national notables attending and
participating were Stan Prentiss (Associate Editor for
TAB BOOKS); Larry Steckler (Editor, RADIO -ELECTRON-

ICS Magazine); Mary Anne Shurtz (Virgina Consumer
Affairs Coordinator); Dutch Meyer (General Electric Na-

continued on page 51

PERMA-CLEAN

TUNER TABS

DEALER NET
CARD OF 12 TABS $9.95

DESIGNED FOR STRIP TYPE
TUNERS -8 W AND COLOR

PRETREATED WITH

PERMA - CLEAN
. THE NON -EVAPORATING CLEANER

THAT WILL NOT CAKE OR HARDEN

The Service Dealer Now Makes A Profit for Cleaning Tuners
 Continuously Cleans, Polishes and Lubricates Contacts
 Will Not Detune or Cause Frequency Drift
 Harmless to Plastics and Tuner Components

Fast and Simple to Install
NO SPRAY CLEANER NECESSARY

Available at most electronic part supply companies or send 59.95 per card ,o

UNIVERSAL TUNER TABS MFG., INC.
12400 MINNETONKA BLVD., HOPKINS, MINN. 55343

1973 by UNIVERSAL TUNER TABS MFG.. INC.

. . . for more details circle 145 on Reader Service Card

REVOLUTIONARY
BREAKTHROUGH

FOR TUNER
MAINTENANCE!
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION/ OF HYDROMETALS, INC. 0

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A.M.
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An Extraordinary Offer

ANY3

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ... with Trial
(Combined List Price $37.85) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .. . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $37.85) for only 99c each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership ap
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Simplified TV Trouble Diagnosis
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Servicing the New Modular Color TV
Receivers (Two Giant Volumes)

List Price $15.95; Club Price $7.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
4 -Channel Stereo-From Source to Sound

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Complete Minibike Handbook

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
125 Typical Electronic Circuits Analyzed

& Repaired
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

Handbook of IC Circuit Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Passive Equalizer Design Data
List Price $19.95; Club Price $12.95

Basic Audio Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Music Instrument
Amplifiers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Repair Small Gas Engines

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Hi-Fi Stereo/Quad Principles & Projects

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Refrigeration

List Price 57.95; Club Price $3.95
Using Electronic Testers for Automotive

Tune -Up
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Kwik-Fix TV Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Basic Electronics Course
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Marine Electronics Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder
Repairs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!



Now to Use Color TII
Test Instruments

Here's an opportuni-
ty to close whatever
gaps there are in
your ability to use
modern, up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically to save
YOU time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's com-
mon-sense approach
to using the right in-
struments, thereby
getting the most out

of your investment in test gear.
Youll improve your ability to use an
oscilloscope, color bar generator.
alignment generators, vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine, square -wave
generators. The author also has in-
cluded a description of his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-
tachment, you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistors-
even ICs-in or out of the circuit.
256 tips_ over 230 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 577

MrvTEST
NSTRUAENTS

Ilicial
...:  7

Electronics Data Handbook:
New 2nd Edition

This brand-new, com-
pletely updated and
greatly enlarged edi-
tion of an industry
classic now saves you
even more time in
quickly finding the
electronics data you
need! Now 50 % larg-
er than the earlier
edition, it includes
just about any formu-
la you want-plus
numerous worked out

tables and charts which give you di-
rect answers so you don't even have
to use a formula. Here is an all -in -
one reference to the data for DC and
AC circuits, vacuum tubes, transis-
tors, antennas and transmission lines,
measurements, and all the conversion
factors, abbreviations, equivalents
and mathematical data for electron-
ics. 256 pps. Hundreds of tables,
charts, illustrations and formulas.
Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 1111

Basic Electronics Problems
Solved
Here are easy step-
by-step solutions to
many basic electronics
problems in a conve-
nient one -atop source
dealing with both
solid-state and tube -
type circuits. The
content not only pre-
sents a detailed ex-
planation of each
Point. but also pro-
vides many actual
examples on how to

work out problems. Then, to firmly
fix the information in your mind.
there are numerous example prob-
lems for you to solve; answers to
these are included in one Appendix.
and worked out solutions in another.
Covers DC circuits. AC circuits,
powers of ten, semiconductors, power
supplies, and receiver circuits. A fin-
al chapter shows how to use a slide
rule to speed calculations. 192 pps..
over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 530

ertronics
data
tondhook

104 Simple One -Tube Projects
A collection of use-
ful, easy -to -build con-
struction projects for
technicians, experi-
menters, hams, and
hobbyists. Now you
can put those idle
tubes and como-
nents to work with

pth

this vast, one -of -its
kind assortment of
unique electronic cir-
cuits. Included in
this convenient selec-

tion are test instruments, ham gad-
gets, receivers. power supplies, DX
aids, wireless mikes, tube rejuvena-
tors. electronic games, eavesdroppers,
stereo and hi -fl devices, and literally
dozens more. None use more than
one tube! Few will cost more than
85. Astute technicians and hobby-
ists will find many gadgets adaptable
to specific needs. 192 pps. Hard-
bound.

List Price $6.95  Order No. 4114

Servicing Transistor Equipment
Here is a systematic
guide to the servic-
ing of transistor ra-
dio. television, tape,
and high-fidelity
equipment, with em-
phasis on speedy
trouble diagnosis.
Chapters describe
semiconductors and
transistors, their op-
erating principles,
characteristics, and
circuitry. The au-

thor has fully covered how tran-
sistors are connected in a circuit,
how transistors are tested, and fault
diagnosis. A separate chapter is de-
voted to the portable transistor re-
ceiver, with a step-by-step descrip-
tion of operation and repair. Align-
ment and fault-finding details are
amply discussed. A final chapter
gives practical advice on making re-
pairs. 160 pps, 6 x 9", 78 illus.. 6
troubleshooting charts. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 294

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits

Contains 124 exam-
ples of standard
transistor circuits.
complete with opera-
tional data for am-
plifiers. oscillators,
logic and switching
circuits, power sup-
plies and various
nonlinear circuits.
The broad range of
circuits included were
selected on the basis
of application and

practicality. A design philosophy
section is included with each group
of circuits, thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other than
those selected as examples. This is
a collection of practical circuits
which have wide application. Each
circuit description includes data con-
cerning any unique design or opera-
tional data. Hundreds of illustrations
and diagrams. 448 pos.. 6" a 9".
hardbound.
List Price Tp0.15 s Order No. G-30

Modern Radio Repair
Techniques

Up-to-date service
data on all types of
modern radio receiv-
ers, including AM.
FM, stereo, auto
and multiband . . .

plus complete 36 -
page foldout sche-
matics for 12 popu-
lar brand -name seta.
Reveals many simple
shortcuts to making
radio repair a profit-
able side or main

line of business. Material is present-
ed so that seasoned technicians can
gain from the numerous trouble-
shooting tips, and beginners, with a
few hours study, can begin to turn
out profitable work in a short time.
Includes shortcut methods of trouble-
shooting, plus general test tech-
niques. Covers receiver circuits and
fundamentals of circuit operation.
260 pps.. 170 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 530

&ledger Ileac
Technique*

Circuit Consultant's Casebook
A practical guide of

Circuit value to anyone in-
comuttantt volved in any phase
Caapbook of circuit design work

from theory to
actual breadboard
Performance. Written
for the circuit de-
signer who encount-
ers difficulties either
in conceiving a suit-
able circuit configu-
ration to meet a re-
quired specification

or in obtaining optimum perform-
ance from a newly designed circuit.
Part I is devotej to basic design
problems, and includes a wealth of
actual examples. Part 2 deals with
ways of meeting specific requirements
not readily achieved by standard cir-
cuit. In certain cases a simple modi-
fication to a standard circuit con-
figuration is shown to be sufficient;
in others a novel approach is given.
224 pps., 114 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $9.95  Order No. 23$

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition
-A brand-new. en-
larged edition of the
ever popular circuit
designer's "cook-
book," now contain-
ing over 600 proven
circuits. for all types
of functions, selected
from thousands on
the basis of original-
ity and practical ap-
plication. Now you
can have. at your

fingertips. this carefully planned ref-
erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the an-
swer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping stones to
almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sec-
tions, over 600 illus. 8 % " x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T-101

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-
day reading .. from
alpha articles
through zoom lens
. . . defines the

terms YOU need and use most often,
including those found in radio. TV.
communications, radar, electronic in-
strumentation, broadcasting, indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full,
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors,
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator. final anode, electro-
static lens, nonlinear resistance, etc.) .
420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hard-
bound.
List Price $3.95  Order No. 300

Japanese Monochrome TV
Service Manual

This brand-new, all -
in -one schematic -ser-
vicing manual con-
tains all the data you
need to repair virtu-
ally every Hitachi,
Panasonic. and Sharp
black -and -white mod-
el sold in the U.S.
and Canada during
the past three years
(1969-71). In this
me compact colonic,
fOU hav e all tha-

sic information needed to service e
b
75

specific models. Included are full-
size schematic diagrams, PC board
layout drawings and photos. adjust-
ment and alignment instructions
and parts lists. The foldout section
has 24 full-size schematic diagrams.
The text rovides service informative
on 47 additional chassis similar t.
those shown in the foldout section
212 pps., 8',4" x 11".
List Price 57.95  Order No. 60;

JAPANESIN

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2
Here's more of tha
Jack Darr wisdoil

and wit!) in book
form-a valuable co'.
lection of timely ser-
vice hints and trou-
ble solutions covering
color and mono-
chrome TV, radio.
stereo, plionos. r. -
corders, CB gear, etv.
Discusses the "ei.-
gineering" servicing
approach, efficient'.Ind how a technician may condithri

his thinking to produce more in a
given tinie period. Like the first vM-
ume, the content was selected on the
basis of usefulness to the average
technician, covering a wide range nf
electronics devices. Each of the In
chapters covers a general category .if
interest, and in each the subject mat-
ter is arranged in logical order
enable you to find what you need
quickly. Provides a wealth of infor-
mation. 176 pps., numerous illus.
Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 566

C1$IC

'MIRO 2

Basic Color Television Course
This complete, easy -
to -follow course on
color TV receiver
basics (including li
& W) serves as a
vital text for the
beginner, and a use-
ful reference for the
experienced. Author
Stan Prentiss covers
everything you need
to know about TV
receivers in one
GIANT 420 -page

volume. Includes brand-new circuits
using transistors and IC's. Thorough-
ly explains TV signals, broadcasting.
color, how circuits operate ( includ-
ing monochrome circuits) , antenna
systems, alignment techniques, trou-
bleshooting tips, CATV systems,
and foreign TV, with details on PAL
and SELAM systems. Includes study
questions and answers. 420 pps.,
over 300 illus., 24 TV trouble
pictures in full color. Hardbound.
List Price $9.95  Order No. 601

11111 1111

How to Interpret TV Waveforms
This truly unique
photo -text guidebook
by Forest H. Belt
was created to help
you find and cure
TV troubles of allkinds - through
proper interpreta-
tion of scope= wave-forms.lo-The over 250
largewaveform ph
tos have been col-
lected through in-
tensive study of TV

circuit breakdowns. Scope settings
in the text tell you how to make
each waveform viewable. Shows what
normal waveforms should look likeand also what happens under various
component fault conditions. In each
case the author explains the ab-
normality in the waveform and
points out the component causing
the trouble. 256 pps., 250 wave-
form photos and 20 schematic dia-
grams. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 616

How to IntetplIt
Tr Worvfootos

Installing & Servicing
Electronic Protective Systems

!lure's everything you
need to know to
break into this chal-
lenging field! Covers
the installation and
servicing of virtually
every electronic fire
and theft security
system, tells how to
estimate costs, and
contains data onhow to build your
business. Over 160
photos and illustra-

tions. including complete schematic
diagrams of many protective devices.
Discusses sensing and detecting
methods, then covers specific types-
electromechanical, photoelectric, ul-
trasonic, microwave, proximity, audio
and visual, seismic, vibration and
stress intrusion systems, night view-
ing devices, vehicular, etc. Federal
Crime Insurance regulations, glossary,
and list of manufacturers and sup-
pliers. 256 tips. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 605

Solid -State Circuit
Troubleshooting Guide

li,re s a brand-new
approach to under-
standing and trouble-
shooting all types of
solid-state circuits.
This unique book
discusses various
tYPos of solid-statedevices - diodes,
transistors, field ef-
fect transistors. in -
t tn ed devices, ands

em-
phasis on how these devices work in
circuits you're most likely to en-
counter, and how to pinpoint a
faulty component in minutes. The
book is loaded with schematic di-
agrams of typical circuits and prac-
tical suggestions on how to trouble-
shoot and repair them. Many "ser-
vice thinking" charts are included.
224 pps., over 150 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 607

AN EXTRAORDINARY :0/Jd=1;1  lb II
. . for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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This year, 3 tubes get you
what 5 tubes used to get you.

It's the biggest award program GTE
Sylvania has ever had. The most flex-
ible one, too.

It's so simple. Buy Sylvania receiving
tubes and get Award Tickets.

Once you've got your Award Tickets,
here's how to redeem them: On -the -spot,
from many participating distributors.
Or, accumulate them up to any value
for any prize in our catalog.

You'll find awards for every taste.
golf or fishing or hunt-
ing. Or cooking or
housekeeping, too.

Over the years,
you've bought hun-
dreds of millions of tubes
from us.

Now, we'd like to do a lit-
tle extra for you.

If you don't have all details on the
1973 Dealer Award Program, talk to
your GTE Sylvania representative.

SYLVANIA

For

Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

TV SWEEP GENERATOR 700

Covers frequencies
from 3MHz to 860MHz

A new sweep generator, Model PM5334, is developed for use in
electronic servicing. The generator covers frequencies from 3MHz
to 860MHz in eight panel -selected sweep ranges. The setting
accuracy in the eight ranges is said to be better than 1%. Sweep
width can reportedly be made to cover any of the eight bands or
any fraction of any band, being continuously adjustable from 8 to
50Hz on any band. The instrument is said to offer fixed frequency
markers at 5.5, 10.7 and 38.9MHz, each with 0.1 percent stability.
The output of the generator is reportedly electronically stabilized
and is continuously adjustable down to 80dB below the maximum
output level of 200mv. A 1kHz internal amplitude modulating
signal may also be superimposed on the output. To simplify the
many functions, the instrument's front panel controls are color
coded by specific function. Test & Measuring Instruments Inc.

ANTENNA AMPLIFIER 701

Provides high gain with
low -noise characteristics

A solid-state amplifier module is custom -designed
for installation within the weatherproof terminal

housing on the crossarms of the company's
"Quantum" antenna series. Four models are

available: VHF/UHF/FM, 30011 output;
VHF/ UHF/FM, 7511 output; VHF/FM, 30051

output (2 terminals); and VHF/FM, 7511
and/or 30011 output. The amplifiers are said to

have high -gain, low -noise characteristics, and
designed to strengthen fringe area reception. A

built-in FM trap may be switched on to prevent FM
signal overloading in problem areas, while allowing
reception of local FM stations. The Amplifier Module will reportedly perform dependably in all weather, throughout

a temperature range from -40°F to 140°F, while the dual diode circuitry provides lightning protection.
Indoor power supplies are included with the amplifiers with conveniently located output terminals. Channel Master.

FOR MORE NEW PRODUCTS SEE PAGE 53

TOOL CASE 702
Rugged one-piece
molded construction

Introduced is a new tool case which is reportedly as
practical as it is strong. The pockets on the pallet are
said to be molded without any seams, stitches or rivets
to form a one-piece unit; and the case itself is made of
one-piece molded construction. An aluminum rim is
placed around the case for extra strength; and it is said
to have a heavy-duty, steel core handle. There are
compartments for extra tools and equipment with
multiple lid pockets for papers and order books. Platt
Luggage.
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w Tubes you can
depend on
for customers
who depend
on you.
We're in this business together.
Tube Products Department, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

GENERAL (Jeb ELECTRIC



Capture the

 MODEL F -87-C

TRUE COLOR...

et.

Designed for: Weak VHF signal areas.
Very weak UHF signal areas.

33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM List Price: $59.95
MODEL CX-F-87-C (75 OHM) List Price: $66.20

L.
All VHF -UHF -FM models complete with behind -the -set Signal Splitter.

 MODEL F -89-C
FOR: Extremely weak VHF signal areas.

Extremely weak UHF signal areas.
54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $102.95
CX-F-89-C (75 OHM) List Price: $109.20

 MODEL F -88-C
FOR: Very weak VHF signal areas.

Extremely weak UHF signal areas.
47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $79.95
CX-F-88-C )75 OHM) List Price: $86.20

 MODEL F -86-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.

Weak UHF signal areas.
27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $46.95
CX-F-86-C (75 OHM) List Price: $53.20

 MODEL F -85-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.

Moderate UHF signal areas.
21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

List Price: $39.95
CX-F-85-C (75 OHM) List Price: $46.20

with a new FINCO'80 Series
COLOR SPECTRUM TV ANTENNA

NHF-Fil4

 MODEL F -82-V
Designed for: Weak signal areas.

20 Elements VHF -FM List Price: $49.95
MODEL CX-F-82-V (75 OHM) List Price: $58.30

 MODEL F -84-V
FOR: Extremely weak signal areas.

34 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $89.95

CX-F-84-V (75 OHM) List Price: $98.30

 MODEL F -83-V
FOR: Very weak signal areas.

28 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $72.95

CX-F-83-V (75 OHM) List Price: $81.30

 MODEL F -81-V
FOR: Moderate signal areas.

14 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $35.95

CX-F-81-V (75 OHM) List Price: $44.30

Write for Catalog No. 20-658 Dept. No. ETD 9-73

THE FINNEY COMPANY 34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET,
BEDFORD, OHIO 44146 /1216) 232 6161

... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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Here's Another Month of Extra Profit

First Week
Mond ay What was the last elec-
tronic service requested by a cus-
tomer which you have not adver-
tised or promoted? Do something
around it right now, it may be your
most neglected source of profits for
a long time to come and something
you have just been overlooking.
Tuesday Who were the last five
customers looking at that big color -
TV set or stereo -combo who said
they had to think it over and would
let you know later? Call on each of
them today-just the right amount
of time may have elapsed by now.
Wednesday Pick out a particular
service that has been rather neglect-
ed lately in advertising and promo-
tional effort. Have everyone in the
business give it sole and complete
attention today. Be sure it is suggest-
ed to every customer contacted. The
results may be surprising.
Thursday Check the displays care-
fully for age . . . take down at least
the oldest of these today and build
a new one around some entirely dif-
ferent item on which there's now too
large an inventory.
Friday Set up a "Non -Advertised
Special" display for just today only.
Point out that it is offered in appre-
ciation for the customer's visiting
your business. If it works well, try
it at least another week with a dif-
ferent one every day. It may turn
out to be the best extra business
builder you have ever used.
Saturday Ask every customer who
comes in today: "Do you have a
small portable radio in your home
which needs repair?" You will be
surprised how many have just that
set aside for taking care of when
they get around to it.

Second Week
Monday Use today to change those
special displays around the cash reg-
ister or check-out counter. When
left more than a month, their effec-
tiveness becomes small. Best results
have been proven out where changes
are made weekly.

by Ernest W. Fair

Tuesday Today's the day for ask-
ing every single customer who is
contacted about a preventive check-
up on his family TV set. Push the
idea that big troubles can be caught
at small expense when this is done.
Wednesday How much of the
manufacturer literature you've been
receiving is gathering dust some-
where around the place? Get it all
out and start getting it into every
customer's hands . . . that's where it
can make sales for your business.
Thursday Look around the store
for the item standing out as the "or-
phan" no one wants. Have every-
body carry one in hand today, if not
too large, and show and suggest it
to every last customer.
Fri day This is the day to keep old
stock from deteriorating and losses
resulting. Have each employee use
every spare moment checking to
make sure oldest items are up front
in all displays for first sale, newest
stock to the back of the display.
Saturday Set up a display near the
exit labeled "Stop! Did you forget
something? Maybe it's here." Com-
monly used items in lower price
ranges should be featured as this
idea will sell them more readily than
higher priced ones.

Third Week
Monday "Be extra nice to dis-
gruntled customers today," is an-
other experiment in merchandising
which can often surprise any dealer.
Usually "obnoxious" customers are
avoided by employees. Many need
only a little special treatment to
change their approach and make
them better customers.
Tuesday Make up a list of cus-
tomers who, during the past year,
have expressed more than normal
interest in trading in their old or
small TV sets on new big ones, but
were not financially able to buy
what they wanted. Chances are that
conditions have improved for sever-
al of them, who can now get what
they desire.
Wednesday Give those neglected

corners of the store and shop spe-
cial attention today-all places have
them. Spruce them up, give the mer-
chandise therein better display and
make it easier for customers to see
things there. It may well add more
selling space.
Thursday Use today to check the
place carefully for customer com-
fort, i.e., how well it is laid out to
make it easy for customers to do
business therein. Aisle displays can
become too many and too crowded,
for example, unless such a check-up
is made regularly.
Friday Put a "Missed" notebook
at the checkout counter or by the
cash register and have every em-
ployee write therein any requested
item or service from a customer
which has not been offered. It may
open up the door to more than one
overlooked opportunity for profit.
Saturday Have you spent enough
time lately talking with customers
about their plans for the future? The
more the technician/dealer knows
about these, the better he can pro-
gram his own efforts.

Fourth Week
Monday Make today a "more light
for better display" day by closely
checking the cleanliness of all
sources of light everywhere. Be sure
there's enough light so that custom-
ers can easily see what you want
them to see.
Tuesday "Is today the day you are
going to buy that second TV set for
your home?" is a good question to
ask with a sign the customer can see
the first moment upon entering. It's
also a good way to dispose of those
trade-ins and uncalled for sets left
for repair.
Wednesday Set everyone in the
place to working on selling "one ex-
tra" item or service to every custom-
er who does business with the firm
today.
Thursday Know who your custom-
ers are, to up -date your mailing list.
Start today by taking names and ad -

continued on page 55
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When the
big-name

companies
fail you,

It happens. Boy, does it ever happen.
Well, next time call Workman. Off -the -shelf

delivery has been our stock in trade for years.
And our new WEP semiconductor line is

going to carry on the tradition. It's got a few other
things going for it too:

The packaging does a lot of work for you-
cross-referenced to all major lines right on the
face of the card. The back of the card has basing

hi* No ST.*
COMA.-

TO

SYLVANIA

EMIT
MOTOROLA

HEP 53011,

53028,53029,

3030
PNP

MEDIUM POWER
SILICON TRANSISTOR

WORT SC MAN }o IMltllllll rt Melliurga mt.

Nisi** villP11414

WEP S3027 WEP 53027

*X-51
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

Character. 'tic* Symbol. Roles URN

Collector -5m Volume SVCS° 35 Vdc
Colloctor-EreNter Volta,* IIVCE0 35 We
Ereltterliese Volrece 9V0 110 4 YIN
Collector Comoro IC 1.5 Amos

Toted CrisIpotIon PD II None
Serell.eirrel CuLerfi Fre,- It SO Mks

Cotten, Gore (,.to) Igo 110 Typicel

Complete cross reference of ell
WEP devices with JEDC and

wororfacturors numbers, available

Packaging on
Workman's WEP Semi
conductors tells you al;
you need to know-
cross referencing,
specs, basing diagram.
symbol and ratings.
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come to
the Solid
State of
Workman.

diagram and full specifications with symbol
and ratings.

About 200 WEP numbers offer one -for -one
replacement against competitive lines and our
complete cross referencing enables them to replace
up to 1000 numbers in other lines.

The whole line is fully warranteed and we've
designed it to make life as easy as possible for you.

Which is a pretty good reason for not waiting
for someone else to flop before you call us.

After all, things are complicated enough
today.

Workman.
Your first second resource
for replacement components.
Workman Electronic Products. Inc. Box 3828. Sarasota, Florida 33578 A subsidiary of IPM Technology. Inc.

. . . for more details circle 149 on Reader Service Card
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Here's everything you'd expect
from a high-priced signal generator.

Except a high price.

The accuracy of your tests
depends on your signal
generator. But you needn't pay
high prices for accuracy -
B & K is proud to introduce our
Model 2050 Solid -State RF
Signal Generator, with
features other companies
charge more for. Just look at
our specs: 100% Solid -State
Silicon Circuitry featuring
FET's in RF and audio

oscillator stages for greater
stability and linearity. Six
bands, with ranges from
100 kHz to 30 MHz with 1.5%
accuracy. 3 outputs: RF,
modulated RF (400 Hz) and
externally modulated RF.
A big multi -colored, 41/2"
vernier dial, with positive anti -
backlash dial drive. Zener-
regulated and internal fuse -
protected power supply.

You needn't pay high prices
for versatility, ruggedness and
accuracy in a signal generator-
now there's the Model 2050.
It's just what you'd expect
from B & K.

Contact your distributor
for full information, or write
Dynascan Corporation.

$9995

a Very good equipment at a very good price.
Product of Dynascan Corporation: 1801 W Belle Plaine Ave Chicago. .11 60613

... for more details circle 104 or Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

GTE Sylvania's
Modular E05 Color -TV
Chassis
by Joseph Zauhar

Part I-A single plug-in integrated circuit
completely eliminates the VERTICAL -HOLD and

the HORIZONTAL -HOLD

controls as a customer adjustment

 Most major manufacturers now
have a 100 percent solid-state color -
TV chassis available. However,
many of them are now also employ-
ing a modular chassis with plug-in
components and using more plug-in
IC's with improved complex circuits,
thus providing manufacturers with
more flexibility in design and set

features not previously possible.
ICs and plug-in components enable
the TV technician to perform more
of the work in the home in less time.
With the plugability concept, he can
quickly troubleshoot the problem
by input, output or substitution
methods.

The GTE Sylvania Modular E05

Sylvania's Model CX3178W Portable Color -TV set employing
the E05 solid-state modular chassis.
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color -TV chassis that we are review-
ing this month and next month was
given a very high rating for accessi-
bility and serviceability by an inde-
pendent service review panel using
the NEA (National Electronic As-
sociations, Inc.) rating form for an
all solid-state modular color -TV
chassis.

This TV set is as close to a totally
automatic color -TV chassis as we
have ever seen. In addition to the
large number of automatic circuits
employed in the past, the manufac-
turer has now completely eliminated
the VERTICAL -HOLD and the HORI-
ZONTAL -HOLD controls as a customer
adjustment.

The first thing observed after un-
packing the TV set (a GTE Sylvania
Color -TV Model CX3178W em-
ploying the E05 solid-state modular
chassis) was the small number of
controls located on the front control
panel. This is made possible by a

new color tuning system the com-
pany calls "GT-Matic." The system
eliminates most of the controls on
the front panel leaving only the ON/
OFF switch, VOLUME control and
channel selector knobs. The VERTI-
CAL hold is eliminated completely
by a miniature "digital computer"
package in a single plug-in integrated
circuit. The COLOR INTENSITY, TINT,
CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls
are factory preset. If you should
want to make minor adjustments for
personal preference, just unlock the
control center, located on the top
rear edge of the TV cabinet, and
make the adjustment. The HORIZON-
TAL control is located on a board in
the chassis and is factory set-al-
though it could be adjusted if re-
quired.

We found the back cover of the
TV set easy to remove with a mini-
mum of screws and one tool fit all of
the screws on this cover. After the

Rear view of the horizontally mounted E05 chassis showing the
service controls and adjustments.

Top real edge of the cabinet showing the GT-
Matic controls through the open door, plus the
built-in cable -ready antenna connector.

After removing two screws the cabinet slides
out an additional 2 in. or can be removed by
releasing two retaining springs and unplugging
the wire cables connected to the chassis.

Top view of the chassis with mos: of the circuits grouped on three
separate plug-in modules, which include 'our stages of fully shielded
Video IF.

Integrated circuit IC400 plugs into the deflection panel, which is road-

mapped and includes components clearly identified by number.

Top view of the VHF tuner showing the transistors plugged into sockets.
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cover was removed, we found ade-
quate chassis exposure and the chas-
sis will slide out an additional 2 in.
if required by removing two chassis
screws. To remove the chassis com-
pletely, just release two spring clips
on the guide. If the chassis had to be
completely removed, this step is
simplified through the maximum use
of plugs on the deflection yoke, con-
vergence assembly, tuner cluster,
speaker, and degaussing coils, short-
ening removal time.

A chassis layout sticker cemented
to the inside of the back cover of
the TV set contains information on
the picture tube number, transistors,
board locations and adjustments.

The TV set contains basically a
horizontal flat chassis, with most of
the circuits grouped on three sepa-
rate plug-in modules. Clean chassis
layout is used for maximum service-
ability, with the modules placed side
by side-each a complete circuit
module-one for each trouble. The
boards are clearly road mapped and
easy to read with chassis run num-
bers clearly identified. The service
controls and adjustments are clearly
labeled on the chassis boards.

This chassis is actually designed
for two-way serviceability with the
individual transistors and integrated
circuits on the three boards made to
plug-in for low cost maintenance or
complete board replacement.

Our circuit review begins with
some of the unique circuits making
the chassis different from previous
chassis reviewed. The circuits can
be followed in the simplified circuits
included in the ankle or the August

TEKFAX Schematic No. 1484.

Tuner and Video IF System

I he VHF tuner employed is quite
conventional except that the three
transistors employed are plugged
into sockets, enabling the substitu-
tion method of troubleshooting.

A built-in connector provides
easy hookup for cable TV systems
or coaxial cable from roof antennas,
eliminating the need for the installa-
tion of a matching transformer at the
TV set. And a special shielding from
the cable connector to the VHF tun-
er reduces ghosts and interference.
The four -stage Video IF system
used is also fully shielded against
40MHz interference, with adjacent
picture and sound traps for rejecting
upper channel picture and lower
channel sound interference.

Noise Protection System
The composite signal and noise

are fed to pin I of integrated circuit
1C400 (Fig. 1, Block A) located on
the deflection board. The noise is
clipped just above the sync tip level,
amplified, inverted and matrixed
with the composite plus noise signal
before sync separation in an effort to
create a noise -free composite signal.
The composite sync amplifier, fed
with a sync negative signal, inverts
its polarity and matrixes with the
noise signal to provide noise protec-
tion to the sync circuits.

Transistor Q7 (Fig. 2) is an emit-
ter driven noise clipper biased by
voltage divider R410 and R412. It
maintains the noise polarity and
drives Darlington Amplifier transis-
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of the noise protection system. Courtesy of GTE
Sylvania Inc.

tors 05 and Q6. The Darlington's
collector resistor voltage is clamped
by zener diode ZD1, limiting the
noise signal amplitude. The non -
inverted noise signal drives transis-
tor Q8. Signal inversion in its collec-
tor permits the noise riding on the
positive composite sync signal to
cancel, because of the noise signal
polarity. The resulting virtually
noise -free composite sync signal is
amplified by Darlington Amplifier
transistors 012 and Q13, presenting
a positive composite sync signal to
the sync separator timing network-
coil L410, resistors R414, R416 and
R418, capacitors C404 and C406-
between pins 4 and 5 of IC400,
shaping the sync signal by its low-
pass filtering response.

Transistor Q14 and diode ZD2
form the sync separation circuit.
The positive composite sync drives
its base, producing a negative polari-
ty signal, with ZD2 acting as the
clamp for removing the video and
blanking signal, leaving only the
sync signal.

The resulting sync signal is ampli-
fied by transistor Q21 and coupled
to the base of transistor Q22 by di-
odes DI, D2 and D3. Transistor
Q22 then amplifies the sync signal
and feeds it to pin 6 of IC400. The
synchronizing signal is integrated
and used as a vertical trigger. It is
also applied to the horizontal APC
detector, locking the horizontal os-
cillator to the station sync.

AFC ant 31.5kHz Clock Circuits
The noise immunity and stabiliza-

tion of integrated circuit IC400

 II1144,CS
r0 .....

 vIC
COPY.
 W,

0

0

0 0

Fig. 2-Schematic of the noise )rotection system integrated circuit,
IC400. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania Inc.
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brings a high level of technology and
circuit sophistication. This miniature
"digital computer" packaged in but
a single plug-in integrated circuit
permits the complete elimination of
the VERTICAL HOLD control in the
TV set's synchronizing system, sim-
plifying customer adjustments. The
noise protection, sync separation
and phase comparison produces an
excellent phase and frequency lock,
whether on a standard or non-stan-
dard sync signal.

The 31.5kHz clock is phase
locked to the horizontal sync signal
by a comparator circuit (Fig. 1,
Block D in the IC400 block dia-
gram). The 15,750Hz sawtooth
waveform and the horizontal sync
are phase compared. Their relation-
ship controls the clock's timing or
phase by increasing or slowing the
clock's frequency in relation to the
sync/sawtooth phase error.

Horizontal output pulses from the
horizontal output transformer are
clamped to ground by diode SC425
and fed to pin 8, IC400. Transistor
Q20 (Fig. 3) amplifies the pulse,
inverting its polarity. The zener di-
ode, ZD1, clamps the waveform and
feeds the pulse to pin 7. Capacitor
C422, tied to pin 7, integrates the
pulse into a sawtooth waveform.
This sawtooth waveform is applied
to the phase comparator transistor
bases (Q24 and 025) for compari-
son with station sync pulses.

The sync pulses are separated
from the positive sync composite
signal by diode ZD2, plus transistors

Q21 and Q28. The separated sync
is amplified by transistor Q23 and
coupled to the phase comparator
emitters of transistors Q24 and Q25.
When the sawtooth and the sync
pulse are phase locked, no correc-
tion voltage develops. The 31.5kHz
clock timing thus requires no change.
However, when the sawtooth fre-
quency is lower, the sync pulse rides
down the sawtooth slope, reducing
the differential amplifier's forward
bias and speeding the clock until the
sawtooth and sync pulse are phase
locked.

The clock (oscillator) frequency
of 31.5kHz is adjusted by coil L420
and capacitor C414, with AFC volt-
age applied to transistor Q35, which
is part of the 31.5kHz clock. Tran-
sistor Q37 feeds the oscillator sig-
nal to transistor Q34, a dual collec-
tor transistor that couples the
31,500 clock pulse to pin 15 of in-
tegrated circuit IC400 through tran-
sistor Q33.

Count Down Integrated Circuit
Integrated circuit IC300 (Fig. 4),

the horizontal and vertical count
down chip, contains six sections: A
single flip flop that divides the clock
input by two for a 15.75kHz hori-
zontal drive signal; a 10 flip-flop ar-
ray that divides the clock input by
525 for a 60Hz drive signal; a com-
posite sync processor for checking
the vertical sync pulse for the pres-
ence of equalizing pulses; a vertical
sync processor for clocking the ver-
tical drive pulse for non -interlaced

Fig. 3-Partial schematic of the AFC and 31.5kHz clock integrater cir
cult, IC400. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania Inc.
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Fig. 4-Block diagram of the vertical count
down integrated circuit, IC300. Courtesy of
GTE Sylvania Inc.

signals; a comparator circuit that
produces mode switching logic; and
a vertical -drive waveform generator
that puts out a retrace width vertical
drive pulse. These six sections func-
tion to provide a synchronized scan
system that operates under inter-
laced or non -interlaced signal con-
ditions. The composite sync signal is
sampled by the composite sync
processor for the presence of equal-
izing pulses to determine if the sig-
nal is interlaced or not.

Blocks "D" and "E" represent
the logic circuits that determine the
appropriate vertical sync operating
mode. The presence of equalizing
pulses indicates an interlaced signal.
The logic circuits then switch to a
count -down mode, dividing the
phase locked 31.5kHz signal down
to a 60Hz square wave. The 10 flip-
flops (Block B), (Fig. 4), create a
perfectly interlaced vertical drive
pulse. The resulting clocked 60Hz
square wave is fed to the vertical
drive waveform generator (Block
F), producing a retrace -width, ver-
tical -drive pulse.

The synchronizing signal is sam-
pled by the composite sync process-
or for equalizing pulses. Their ab-
sence over several frames indicate a
non -interlaced signal and the logic
circuits then switch from the count-
down mode to direct synchroniza-
tion. The vertical pulse from the
comparator (Block E) clocks the
vertical drive waveform generator
(Block F) producing a retrace width
drive pulse. A single flip-flop circuit
divides the 31.5kHz clock frequency
by two, producing a clocked 15.75
MHz output for the horizontal -drive
circuit, providing an accurately
synchronized scan system.

continued on page 56
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Updating One's Home
by Phillip Dahlen

Start right at home getting familiar with MATV

 Many of us can remem-
ber way back when . . .

when we either lived in a
house that at one time had
been converted to electric
lighting or had relatives
that lived in such a house.

People years back
thought nothing of using
the socket that hung from
the ceiling as both a light
socket and an electrical
outlet for the toaster, iron,
refrigerator, etc. If there
were too few outlets in the
room, then one simply
tacked some extension
cords (cotton covered
ones at that!) around the
baseboard and door mold-
ing. It may have looked
like heck, but it served the
purpose of the time and
everyone did it, even if it
might have been a bit dan-
gerous. (Some in fact still
do it, despite modern
building codes.)

The same has been true
of the telephone. Maybe
your editor is a bit fussy,
but neither does he like to
see phone wires draped
along baseboards around
the house. In his house he
had the phone company
tear out the phones (there
had been two wall phones,
plus one in the bedroom)
and replace them all with
but one phone and several
baseboard outlets. It not
only looks better but has
knocked quite a chunk out
of the phone bill. (Since
then these baseboard out-
lets have been replaced
with a new set of stud -
mounted outlets that
matches the electrical
power outlets. When the

phone isn't in the room,
there are no wires to be
seen!)

The electrical power,
the phones, now what?

About two years ago
your editor began tearing
the dark fiber -board pan-
eling out of two first -
floor bedrooms, deciding
to brighten the rooms up
by replacing it with lightly
colored plaster board. It
was at that time that he
decided to prepare for an
MATV system with out-
lets as convenient as the
electrical power or tele-
phone outlets.

In the larger of these
two bedrooms he installed
two extra metal outlet
boxes, drilling holes above
them into the attic.
Lengths of clothesline
were extended from these
boxes into the attic for
pulling through future co-
axial cable. One additional
box was installed in a sim-
ilar manner in the smaller
bedroom.

During this early plan-
ning stage, your editor also
decided that the cable to
the antenna (which was to
be either on the roof or
hidden in the attic) would
be routed down between
the walls to a lower -floor
closet, rather than being
draped along the outside
of the house. This would
also help improve the ap-
pearance of the installa-
tion. In preparing for such
routing, he drilled a hole
into the attic and another
hole through the floor, and
ran a piece of clothesline
up into the attic as well as

Antenna for MATV installation aimed through trees toward
transmitters.

'11

Illommto

Duluth TV

Close-up view of antenna show ng antenna matching transformer con-
nected to antenna and coaxial cable.
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down into a closet in the
lower level.

These clotheslines were
covered by the plaster
board and the outlet boxes
were covered with blank
plastic plates that could be
removed when the MATV
installation was made.

Of the various antenna
system manufacturers con-
tacted, Jerrold Electronics
was the first one that was
really enthusiastic con-
cerning this particular
MATV installation.

As the first step, it
shipped out a VIP -307
"deeper -fringe" antenna
along with a Model A.I.M.
719 field -strength meter.
The antenna was manual-
ly rotated at the top of a
10 -ft. roof mast with the
wooden end of a garden
hoe, while the resulting
signal -strength measure-
ments were logged. It had
been hoped that the sys-
tem would be designed for
receiving Minneapolis as
well as Duluth stations,
but the maximum signal
strength received from
Minneapolis with that an-
tenna was but a -35dB
and so we decided to first
concentrate on the Duluth
stations. Data was then
sent to Jerrold Electronics,
which in turn designed
the system around its line
of components. Although
your editor owns but two
TV sets-with the only
two FM radios being fac-
tory installed in the cars-
it was decided at that time
that the system should be
designed to drive 12 TV/
FM antenna outlets, in-
stalled at convenient loca-
tions throughout the house.
(Such an extremely large
number of outlets does not
mean that this is a family
"glued" to the TV set. At
most, the kids watch
"Captain Kangaroo," "Mr.
Rogers," "Sesame Street"
and the "Electric Com-
pany," plus possibly a car-

toon show or two on Sat-
urday morning. Your edi-
tor and his wife are lucky
if they have time to watch
the late evening news.)

Your editor was quite
pleased in noting that the
philosophy of the engineer
designing the MATV sys-
tem closely matched his
own. He believes that
where the size of the an-
tenna or the strength of
the signal to be received
must be rather limited,
then amplifiers or pream-
plifiers are the ideal an-
swer. However, where
there are no such restric-
tions, then it is better to
put one's money into a
larger antenna rather than
to buy both an antenna
and an amplifier or pream-
plifier.

This position results
from the fact that no pre-
amplifier, amplifier or fil-
ter system can give you a
better TV signal than that
received by the antenna.
These extra components
may filter out some forms
of noise or RF interfer-
ence, they may strengthen
the signal received . . . but
they cannot otherwise im-
prove the signal. Thus any
snow or ghost signals re-
ceived by the antenna will
also be amplified by the
system. It would therefore
seem better to spend one's
money to purchase a larg-
er antenna which may
eliminate the need for any
amplifiers (and the distor-
tion that they might pro-
duce) and which can at
the same time be direc-
tional enough to virtually
eliminate snow or ghosts.

The 12 -outlet system
designed by Jerrold Elec-
tronics contains no am-
plifiers or preamplifiers
(although they do manu-
facture them). Instead,
a VIP -307 "deepest-
fringe" antenna is used-
even though the TV sig-
nals received come from

LOCATION OF TV -ANTENNA OUTLET BOXES

LOCATION
CABLE OUTLET IN ROOM ROOM LOCATION OF ROOM IN HOUSE

1

2

o 2

Wall 4
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Wall I
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(lentalivel
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The coax passes through a WaIIThru at the outer edge of an attic vent
on the way into the attic from the antenna.

In an unfinished lower -floor closet, the coaxial cable from the antenna
is connected to a four-way splitter, which in turn is connected to four
feeder lines. A fourth coaxial cable (shown unused at the left) has been
routed through the house for possible future use.
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transmitters only about
eight miles away. As de-
signed by the manufactur-
er, this antenna drives a
Model STD -82 -DP match-
ing transformer which is
connected to CAC -6 7511
foil -shielded cable that ex-
tends to the lower -floor
closet. There the signal is
fed to a Model 1597 -DP
splitter. Each of the result-
ing four lengths of CAC -6
cable is fed to a series of
three Model VT -75U vari-
able -isolation TV outlets
-the last outlet in each
series being terminated
with a Model TR-72B
7511 terminating resistor.

Your editor made the
entire installation alone
during on-again/off-again
intervals that correspond-
ed to approximately three
days of full-time work.
(This enabled him to learn
the complete job.) Had
two people instead com-
pleted the job, it could
probably have been done
in a day or less-so much
of the time being spent
climbing through a small
hole in the ceiling that
lead to the attic, or up and
down stairs.

The mast, which came
with the house, was hinged
at the base and so was
easily lowered for attach-
ing the antenna. The
screws to the mast clamps
were only loosely tight-
ened-loose enough to ro-
tate the antenna, but tight
enough to keep it from
sliding down the mast.
Then with a 20 -ft length
of coax already connected
between the antenna
matching transformer and
field -strength meter, the
meter was tuned to the
highest -frequency channel
(Duluth Channel 10) for
which the antenna would
be most directional, and it
was rotated with a wooden
hoe handle for peak recep-
tion. (All local TV trans-
mitters are located on the

ROUTING OF COAXIAL CABLE

Type CAC -6 cable was supplied for the entire system

ANTENNA LEAD-IN CABLE is connected to the VIP -307 antenna-located near the peak
of the roof, nearly a third of the way from the right end of the house-via matching
transformer STO-82. This cable is then routed into the attic through a Mosley 625
Wall-Thru at the outer edge of an attic vent and passes across the exposed attic
beams to near the left end of the house, where it passes between the kitchen and
first -bedroom walls to a closet in the lowest level of the house (This unused closet
-facing a stairway between the family room and fourth bedroom/den-is readily
accessible for later expansion of the system.) There the cable is connected to four-
way coupler 1597.

CABLE A is connected to the coupler and passes from the closet through the walls
back up to the attic and then down between the same walls for use in the first bed-
room (outlet I ). At the metal electrical box it is cut and connected to outlet VT -
75U. Additional cable is connected to the same outlet, passes up through the same
opening between the walls and across to the rear outer wall, where it again descends
to the first bedroom (outlet 2). From there additional cable returns to the attic,
and further along it drops down through the same outer wall to be terminated in the
second bedroom (outlet 3). This is accomplished by connecting the cable to a type
VT -75U outlet as before, but then connecting a TR-72B loading resistor in place of
additional cable.

CABLE B is connected to the coupler and passes from the closet to the ceiling of the
fourth bedroom/den (which had to be partly removed) and then up a front outer
wall to the kitchen (outlet I ). It returns to the ceiling of the lower room, passing
along into the workroom/furnace area and then up the same outer wall to the living
room (outlet 2). Upon again returning to the ceiling of the lower room, it passes
further along the ceiling beams to a wall dividing the workroom/furnace arca from
the pantry/well room. Passing down that wall, it is terminated at outlet 3.

CABLE C is connected to the coupler and passes from the closet virtually in parallel
with Cable B until it reaches the pantry/well room. There it makes a left turn and
after traveling across a portion of that room, it runs upward into a space between
the walls of the living room and third bedroom. There it passes from outlet I to
outlet 2 and then back down to the ceiling of the lower room. It is then snaked over
the walk -out laundryroom ceiling (using a heavy sewer -type snake) and (after
making a small access hole in the laundryroom ceiling) pulled up the outer wall at
the rear of the house to be terminated in the third bedroom (outlet 3).

CABLE D is also connected to the coupler and also passes from the closet virtually
in parallel with Cable B for nearly the entire length of the fourth bedroom/den. It
then makes a left turn and is snaked across the width of the room into a second un-
finished closet located beneath the stairway. From there it is run down along the
inside wall of the closet and terminated at outlet I. (Should the family room be
remodeled-it was purchased with such special features as picture windows, plus
a landscape painted within an odd artificial fireplace-there will be two additional
outlets installed in that adjacent room.)

CABLE X is not yet electrically connected to anything, but runs virtually parallel with
Cable B from the first closet into the pantry/well room, whene its excess length is
coiled up. At a later date it may be extended underground to the adjacent woods by
the side of the house where the construction of a giant rhombic antenna system may
be attempted for effective reception of extremely distant TV stations.

top of the same hill about
eight miles away.) The
position of the antenna
was then marked with the
use of a standoff and the
mast again lowered for
tightening the antenna and
connecting the MATV
lead-in' wire. It was then
again lifted in place and
the guy wires were tight-
ened.

After running the coax
through a "wall through"
located at the edge of an
attic vent, the cable was
run across the open attic
rafters and cut. Both ends
of the cut cable were then
pulled down to a lower -
level closet with the use of
the clothesline. There a
four-way splitter was in-
stalled and the remaining
length of cable in the attic

was again cut with both
new ends being pulled
down through the wall for
the first antenna outlet.
This process was contin-
ued until the first three
outlets were wired in the
boxes that had been in-
stalled prior to putting up
new plaster board.

The roof was extremely
low where the clothesline
entered the attic and in
this particular house rout-
ing cable through the attic
to the outer walls would
not have been possible
without using this clothes-
line technique. Houses
with higher peaked roofs
should not represent such
a problem.

The three remaining
sets of cables were run
through the lower -level

Jerrold also supplied Model
FSX-1314 television matching
transformer/splitters for connection
at the UHF and VHF antenna
terminals of the TV sets, plus
CAC-6-MF cable ready for use between
the outlets and transformers.

ceiling (from the front of
the house this level would
appear to be the basement,
while from the back it
would appear as the first
floor-where the first
owner lived when building
the balance of the house),
removing ceiling tile or
small pieces of ceiling
plaster as necessary.

With the wiring com-
pleted, the field -strength
meter was used for check-
ing all 10 installed TV/
FM antenna outlets (two
await later installation).
At each outlet it was noted
that the video levels are
well above the audio levels
on all channels; and with
the adjustable isolation at
each tap set at minimum
(12dB), the TV signal
level is relatively near 0dB
on all channels. Over a
VHF channel range of
Channels 3 through 10
(there are no UHF chan-
nels in the Duluth area)
some of the TV video lev-
els are as high as +2dB
and some of the TV audio
levels arc as low as -5dB.

The best test is a work-
ing test with a color -TV
set. At each TV -antenna
outlet tested we note virtu-
ally ghost -free, snow -free
reception despite the fact
that there are many very
large trees nearby that
could cause ghost images
-including one directly in
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front of the antenna. Also,
with both color -TV sets
operating we are unable to
observe any trace of inter-
ference resulting from pos-
sible interaction between
TV sets.

Your editor feels that
this installation has been
an excellent work experi-
ence, one that he recom-
mends for anyone even
slightly interested in in-
stalling MATV systems
professionally. By making
the first installation in
one's own home, as your
editor has done, one has
time to study the layout of
wall studs and how they
are arranged in a house.
There is also time to cor-
rect mistakes without hav-
ing a nervous customer
looking over your shoul-
der. As an example, your
editor, when missing one
inner wall, in one location
almost drilled up through
the living -room carpet.
Imagine if the drill went
through and the customer
was standing directly
above. He has also heard
of professionals missing
and ruining good wood
paneling by coming out at
the wrong place-the en-
tire room having to be re-
paneled at the service
dealer's expense.

Yes, this is hard work.
There is a chance of mak-
ing expensive mistakes if
one is careless or inexpe-
rienced. But when you
charge what a job is worth,
there is a lot of money to
be made with such instal-
lations. And every modern
house should be as well
wired with TV -antenna
outlets as it is with tele-
phone and electrical pow-
er outlets-whether con-
nected to a small antenna,
a large series of antennas
or a CATV system. 

INSTALLING THE OUTLET
Although there arc many other

possible techniques, your editor
wanted these antenna outlets to be
of the same substantial quality as
arc electrical power outlets (rather
than some makeshift installation
merely screwed into plaster) and so
t hose to mount them in convention-
al metal electrical boxes.

The first task for installing these
boxes was to locate a stud (one of
the wooden two-by-four's support-'
mg the house) in the approximate
area of the desired outlet. For some
outlets, it was possible to locate
these studs by observing bearly visi-
ble rolls of nails supporting the plas-
ter board. (Electricians have be-
come proficient in locating these
nails with a special magnet.) For
this outlet, your editor instead in-
serted a stiff wire through a gap be-
tween the plaster board and the bot-
tom of an adjacent metal power out-
let box, extending the wire until it
reached a stud-the length of wire
representing the approximate dis-
tance between the present box and
the next stud.

Once the stud is located, masking
tape is placed on the wall and a lev-
el is used to rule horizontal lines ex-
tending from both the top and bot-
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tom of the nearby metal power out-
let box. Having located the stud, the
right ends of these lines correspond
to the approximate location of the
stud.

A small keyhole saw is used to cut
through the plaster board along
these ruled lines. These cuts arc
made relatively near the right ends

f the lines and extended until they
reach the stud beneath the plaster
hoard.

Once the stud has been located
exactly by cutting through the plas-

ter board, the level is used to rule a
vertical line corresponding to the
left edge of the stud.

The metal electrical box to be in-
stalled is then placed against the
plaster board near the vertically
ruled line. Allowing additional space
for passing screws-located external
to the left and right sides of the box
(note the screw on the upper left
corner of the box in the photo)-
through the plaster board, a second

vertical line is drawn for cutting the
left side of the opening.

Upon cutting along the horizon-
tally and vertically ruled lines, the

resulting rectangular piece of plaster
board is easily removed.

The wide flanges at the top and
bottom ends of the metal box arc
adjusted according to the thickness
of the plaster board and tightened so

1

4. Al
that they will hold the box slightly
behind the plaster board.

A hammer and chisel arc used to
make a notch in the wooden stud
corresponding to the future position
of the right external screw on the

metal box, which would otherwise
prevent us from positioning the box
vertically against the stud.

The metal box is turned endwise
and inserted through the opening in
the plaster board, moving aside any
wall thermal insulation in the way.

Once in place, notches arc cut at the
top and bottom of the plaster -board
opening to correspond to the small
flanges into which the antenna out-
let is to be screwed.

With the metal box moved as far
forward as permitted by the large
metal flanges pressing against the
rear side of the plaster board-
these preventing the box from ex-
tending into the room beyond the
plaster board-a pencil lead is used

to mark on the stud the location of
the two rear holes in the side of the
metal box.

A pair of Vice -Grip pliers is
clamped around an automatic center

punch, which has an internal spring -
snapping action that permits it to be
hand driven as though hit by a ham-
mer.

The automatic center punch is
used for pounding screw -starting
holes into the stud at the two points
located with pencil marks.

After drilling a hole up behind
the wall somewhere between the two
studs, through the ceiling of the
workroom/furnace area below, an
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old copper water pipe is pushed up
between the walls, pulled near the
opening in the plaster board and se-
cured to a length of plastic clothes-
line.

Upon pulling the clothesline into
the room below, two lengths of ca-

ble are taped to it and then pulled
up with the line.

Two openings are made in the
bottom of the metal electrical box to

accommodate the cable.
The cable is inserted into the two

openings at the bottom of the metal

box before the box is again inserted
for the last time behind the plaster
board.

A ratchet- or wrench -type screw-
driver is used to tighten the two
screws (we found that round -headed
sheet -metal screws worked best )

and thus secure the metal electrical
box against the stud, making its
strength independent of the limited
strength of the plaster board.

With the box in place, the cable is
cut and stripped.

A plastic tool (supplied with the
antenna outlet) is used to expand

the grounding sleeve (mandrel) of
the outlet to correspond to the larg-
la-than-average diameter of the foil -
shielded coax.

Each cable is passed through a

ring (ferrule), and then the connec-
tor mandrel is pushed between the
cable center -wire insulation (dielec-
tric) and the shield until the man-
drel is completely covered. The fer-
rule is then slid over the mandrel
and a crimping tool (PL -659A) is
used to crimp the ferrule in place,
thus securing and grounding thc ca-
ble.

Once the cables are secured, the
center conductors of both cables are
connected to the "hot- side of the
outlet.

COVER PHOTO

Now that the cables arc colin,,t
ed. the antenna outlet is screwed in-
to position within the metal electri-
cal box.

A plastic cover plate finishes up
the job to provide an MATV Dude
j.ist as durable and attrailis
styled as the electrical power otr
in the room.

Two close-up photos for critical observation of any ghosts or interfer-
ence present on a color -TV set connected to the MATV system. We note
that the camera used in taking these photographs tends to be more criti-
cal than our eyes and the picture quality on both color -TV sets appears
virtually perfect.
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How to Convert Lookers Into Buyers

 Most of the salespeople had just
given up trying to sell these lookers
or just stood around watching
them, or tended stock. Being young,
ignorant, and perhaps most impor-
tant, bored with the inactivity, I be-
gan to talk to the lookers. I dis-
covered that 90 percent followed a
pattern. Just for fun I began ex-
perimenting with methods of up-
setting and penetrating the pattern
to see how the lookers would react.
At that time, it was generally ac-
cepted that (1) there was a depres-
sion on (2) these lookers were just
killing time and (3) they weren't
going to buy anything. Depression
or not, killing time or not, I found
that with my new methods and ap-
proaches I began making sales to
the lookers.

Things are not much different to-
day. We still have periodic "reces-
sions," the stores are still full of
lookers, and the salespeople still
stand around watching them!

There is a popular conception
that "every salesperson dreams of
converting lookers into buyers,"
which is simply not true. Yet, it is
not hard to convert a high percent-
age of the lookers into buyers if
you know how to apply the extra
sales push required.

In this article you will find a set
of sales tools which, if mastered,
will become the method by which
you will be able to convert many of
your business' lookers into buyers,
even though the lookers show little,
if any interest, in buying. And these
methods and techniques will work
in filling stations, hardware stores,
boutiques, or anywhere where goods
or services are sold. It doesn't make

by Arthur G. Maxwell

When I was working my way through college, I had a

part time job as a salesman in a now defunct
department store. Although the depression of the

30's was in full swing, the store still had a lot of

traffic-Lookers

any difference whether the lookers
are men, women, teenagers or se-
nior citizens, my sales tools, when
mastered, will help convert them
into buyers. All you have to do is
master the sales tools, practice ap-
plying them, and you will soon be
making sales you have been losing.

Converting lookers into buyers
hinges on your being aware of the
lookers' reactions to your extra
sales push. Reading the lookers re-
actions is similar to reading a play-
er's face in a poker game. People
are not born with this ability, they
learn it. This article will help you
develop the necessary awareness. In
addition, it will show you how to
create the desire to possess what-
ever you are trying to sell in the
mind of the looker.

Let's face it, if you don't light
the fire of the desire to possess with-
in the looker, no matter what you
do, or what you say to your pros-
pect, you will be ineffective and the
looker will never buy the item from
you.

Now, let's get going and learn
how to convert those lookers of
yours into buyers.

First off, you must find out if the
looker has a current, future, or spe-
cial interest in whatever you are
showing him. To discover this, you
must ask the looker discovery ques-
tions.

Here are some examples:
Suppose that a looker walks up

to your display of automatic stereo
record players. To find out if your
prospect has a current, future or
special interest in an automatic
stereo record player, you must ask
him discovery questions. Your dis-

covery question might be: "Madam,
do you have a stereo record play-
er?" If the looker says no, you have
a prospect. If she says yes, divert
her attention to another item, be-
cause she is generally not a real
prospect.

At this point, let me caution you
against using "canned" approaches
and false sincerity.

How many times have you had a
salesperson go into his spiel, sound-
ing automatic, insincere and
phoney? Or telling lies like, "I have
one in my home and think it's won-
derful." Or feed you a line of false
flattery?

The expert salesperson analyzes
the typical sales situations he is ex-
posed to and composes a personal
set of discovery questions appropri-
ate to his typical situations. He
carefully rehearses each one, just
as an actor does, until he has per-
fected their presentation and can
use them smoothly, convincingly
and project them with a real feeling
of sincerity.

Now, let's go back to our ex-
ample situation.

Let's say that your "looker"
doesn't have an automatic stereo
record player and so can be con-
sidered a prospect.

There are several approaches that
you can take. One is to try and
evoke in your looker a sense of per-
sonal pride that arises from the
ownership of whatever you are try-
ing to sell. Here are a few ways to
do this:

Using your discovery questions,
find out if any of your lookers'
friends have a comparable automat-
ic stereo record player. If they don't,
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you can exploit the fact that your
looker will be the first one in her
set to have one. This is the tech-
nique of making her friends and
neighbors green with envy.

Another approach is to convince
your looker that the mere posses-
sion of the item you are trying to
sell her will give her great personal
satisfaction. For instance: The cabi-
net of the stereo record player is
such a beautiful piece of furniture
that she will get endless pleasure
just looking at it. Or that the music
it reproduces for her will give her
great personal satisfaction because
of its perfection and quality.

Another approach along this line
is to convince your looker that the
item you are trying to sell her will
allow her to do something that she
can't do now. In the case of the
record player, owning it will allow
her to listen to hours of music with-
out having to get up and change
records, because it is completely
automatic. (If you were trying to
sell her an automatic dishwasher,
she could watch television while the
dishwasher did her work.)

Convince your looker that own-
ership of the item you are trying to
sell will allow her to do something
that she now does far better, and
do it more efficiently. An example
of this might be that your record
player will change records with ab-
solutely no damage to the records,
as well as increase the life of her
records.

"Keeping up with the Joneses" is
still a very real part of everyday
life. Therefore, based on what you
learn with discovery questions such
as: "Do any of your friends or
neighbors have an automatic, stereo
record player?" you can quickly de-
termine if this approach is appli-
cable to this prospect. If she says
that they do, you have a chance to
successfully use the "keeping up
with the Joneses" approach to con-
vert your looker into a buyer.

You can, and should, create a
personal reason why the looker
should buy the item. Ideally this
should be a personal reason that
has not occurred previously to your
prospect. Once again, this means
that you must get "inside" your
prospect by using your discovery
questions.

Here are two examples of "per-
sonal reasons":

"The record player will look
magnificent in her home."

"Ownership will put her in the
elite class."

Personal reasons are some of the
most vital factors determining
whether or not a sale will be made.
When a customer has no strong
personal reason for buying, he or
she becomes very difficult, if not
impossible to sell.

Another area to explore is to find
out if the item you are trying to sell
will open up a new area of pleasure
for the "looker." Show her that it
will, and by so doing, create an-
other powerful reason for your
looker to want to own the item.

Don't overlook the fact that plea-
sure for an individual can exist in
many different areas, such as:
Evoking admiring glances; pleasure
because of the results the item gives;
pride of ownership; charming chil-
dren to sleep; pleasure for use; and
sensation from using the item. You
must develop your ability to ferret
out these hidden items through your
discovery questions, and once they
are known to you, apply your care-
fully prepared and rehearsed tech-
niques to make the looker desire
the item enough to buy it.

Many times the lookers' lack of
desire to own the suggested item
stems from insufficient knowledge
of the specific merchandise you are
trying to sell him. You can easily
discover this by means of your dis-
covery questions. If you discover
this to be the case, you can, by
proper handling, unlock the looker's
sales resistance. It is extremely im-
portant that you present informa-
tion about the item as quickly as
possible. You may have to educate
your looker. This has a plus value
even when it is not the main ap-
proach that you are using with a
particular looker.

Try to show the looker that the
item you are trying to sell her will
make it easier for her to do something
she dislikes, but which she has to
do regularly in her life. In the case
of the stereo record player, it would
relieve her of the necessity of chang-
ing records so often. Or perhaps the
fact that your machine turns itself
OFF automatically, thus relieving

her of the worry, "Will it be ON all
night?" You must have a whole
repertoire of possible benefits, care-
fully prepared, rehearsed and ready
for instant use.

I made a survey of 40 stores,
from small proprietorships to the
largest of chain stores. I did not
find a single salesperson who was
sufficiently conversant with Con-
sumer Union's rating of the prod-
ucts they were trying to sell to be
able to turn that rating to their ad-
vantage if it was complimentary, or
to refute it if it was uncompli-
mentary! Yet, here is one of the
greatest selling tools you can have
-a Consumers' Union report on
the product you are trying to sell.
Why not use it to turn lookers into
buyers?

You must give the looker hands-
on experience . . . I mean you've
got to get the product into her
hands . . . make her hold it, exam-
ine it, open it, start it, stop it, or do
something with it.

Have you ever watched a floor
salesman in a department store try
to sell record players or television
sets? Have you ever seen one of
them make the looker open the unit,
put on a record, play it, turn the
controls and become immersed in
the product? If you have seen one
in a hundred do this, you've seen a
lot. Don't believe me, go into Sears,
Ward's, Macy's, Gimbles, or the
local appliance store and find out
if the salesperson makes you oper-
ate the device and become im-
mersed in the product. Some 99
times out of 100, the salesperson
will be a "gentleman" and operate
it for you, while you stand by self-
consciously watching him. You cer-
tainly are not being given "hands-
on" experience with the product.

By failing to give you "hands-on"
experience with the product, the
salesperson loses some of this
chance to make the "looker" de-
sire the product.

When you are pushing a new
item, merchandise that has been
presented before, you can, and
should, exploit the "first possession"
factor. You will find that in a great
many lookers the urge to be the first
in her set, or in her neighborhood
to have the item is a very powerful

continued on page 54
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Looking Ahead to 1980

by Sky West

After reading some of a study made by the Rand

Corp., known as the Delphi Study and the Kiplinger

Forecast of Washington, D.C., they make a very

remarkable over -lay. That is: The service dealer

industry may undergo substantial changes in the
next few years!

 For the most part these reports
are not specific predictions about
what happens to the service dealer,
but rather what will happen to in-
dustry on a general forecast. These
conclusions may be broken down
into five broad areas as follows:

Technical
By 1980, computer assisted de-

sign, computer assisted quality con-
trol, plug in circuits, etc., will re-
duce the malfunctions of home en-
tertainment systems greatly. How-
ever, more and more gadgets will
appear on electronic equipment to
go wrong. Equipment will un-
doubtedly be more sophisticated,
but in one sense easier to service
for an outside man. Again, there
will be larger quantities of electron-
ic devices to service in the home
and the outside man will un-
doubtedly have to be knowledgeable
and versatile on all home electronic
products.

The bench man as we know him
today and the percentage of total
volume of work he will accomplish
will be less. Again he will have to
be much more knowledgeable and
versatile. The benchman and the
outside service tech both will have
difficulties if they do not subscribe
to a regular program of training of
some type. Perhaps a program like
the JESUP training program could
meet these needs, providing the
manufacturers will cooperate.

From the looks of it, over 10 per-
cent of the present business and
present technicians of the industry

will be squeezed out by 1980. There
will actually be lesser numbers of
technicians and businesses even
though a larger volume of business
will be conducted. The squeeze will
be brought about by the like of
technicians and service dealers stay-
ing with the "state of the art" in
technology and in management.

Management

By 1980 a major problem for the
independent service dealer will be
marketing his service. Two-step pro-
curement will gradually dig into the
traditional wholesale house. We will
be buying more and more from
manufacturers. A closer relation-
ship between the good TV manu-
facturers and the TV service dealer
will be obvious. The manufacturer
will have a tighter control on his
franchises. Realizing this situation
also puts a great possibility of some
rascal manufacturers increasing
their own service facilities to meet
the public demands.

There will be a larger spread be-
tween the sales dealer and the ser-
vice dealer, as well as an even great-
er trend to specialize. One of the
major factors is certainly a sharp
demand for increased productivity
and more sophisticated manage-
ment. This perhaps will increase a
squeeze on the number of service
dealers also.

Foreign competition is still an-
other, a fear that it will swamp us,
that the United States will slip far
behind other major trading nations.

Wrong again. Some crippling set-

backs, surely . . . lines that will suffer
or even fold. But other lines will ex-
pand sales, enlarge the market for
our goods to service for years to
come. But these should not take
your eye away from forces of
growth . . . even pollution control,
an expense for many, will mean
profits for others.

To capitalize on the new boom,
you will need better management,
sound planning, better tools and
aids that help you to distinguish
right from wrong. You will need to
spot new markets early, before
they're crowded. You will need to
tune in on a changing "lifestyle"
in America . . . one that affects
work, family forming, leisure time
use, retirement, etc. Young adults
will be the fastest growth market,
now through 1980. People 25-34,
and those 35-44, there will be large
gains for both groups, the former
expanding by 25 million by 1980.

These years are spending years,
a time for acquiring things. These
young adults are bright, individ-
ualists, leisure minded. Though fam-
ilies will be smaller, there will still
be millions of births. They will be
in the market for all sorts of elec-
tronic devices, TV's, Hi-Fi Stereo,
cassette tapes, video tapes, musical
items of all types in their first and
second homes, in their autos, their
campers, their boats, etc.

The "hippie" years have made
this an unusually artsy-craftsy gen-
eration. Moreover, it is a generation
that has a lot of time to kill. Fewer
kids mean they are less "tied down"
and better able to roam here and
there.

Other markets will be growing
also, now through the 70's. Many
older Americans, people 65 and
over. So, interest in retirement liv-
ing and in retirement preparation.
Also: In diet foods, health care,
reading aids, peace and quiet with
plenty of electronics.

People will live in big cities and
suburbs-the majority of them-
strip clusters of people on the
Coasts, in Florida, in the Southwest
and, more and more in Dixie.

The new boom could last for
years . . . through this decade . . .

or further. The 60's saw a similarly
long-lived period of growth in the

continued on page 57
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GREATEST TV Schematic Bargain EVER Offered

NOW -Complete TV Schematics for less than 5c each
COLOR TV
Covers ALL
Color Sets
1960 - 1968

BLACK & WHITE
Coverage for

23 U.S. Brands
1965 - 1968

TV TECH /MATICS-
8 Giant Volumes

Cover 99 of Color TV -4 Years B&W!
Here are FABULOUS savings on
nationally -known TV schematic and
service data. Here is everything
you need to fill your vital service
data needs for TV model years 1965
through 1968 . . . plus COLOR TV
coverage from 1960 through 1968!
What it amounts to is a low, low
cost of less than $9.00 per year for
your TV service data . . . with an
extra 5 years of Color TV coverage
thrown in for good measure!

SERVICE DATA FOR MORE
THAN 20 BRANDS
TV TECH/ MATICS is the ideal Ser-
vice Data package for today's mod-
ern technician. It includes com-
plete schematic diagrams and vital
servicing data for every TV receiv-
er produced by more than 20 lead-
ing American Manufacturers for
1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968. All dia-
grams and servicing details are
completely authentic, based on in-
formation provided by the original
equipment manufacturers. Each
year's coverage is permanently
bound into two convenient -to -use
volumes which open flat to 11" x
291/2", ready to provide you with in-
stant service data at your work-
bench. Some of the diagrams are
as large as 58" x 22".

EASY TO USE
TV TECH/MATICS is easy to use.
Brand names are arranged alpha-
betically by model year. No more
hunting through several file draw-
ers to find the schematic you need!
And at the special low price, think
of the savings you will enjoy on
your schematic needs . .. think of
the time you'll save by having the
schematics you need right at your
fingertips in handy, permanently -
bound form!
TV TECH MATICS is the ideal way
to cut down your schematic expen-
ses, and to enjoy the convenience
of having all your data needs right
at your fingertips.

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
You receive 8 BIG volumes in all,
two for each year from 1965

8 BIG Volumes

Regular Price $79.60
... NOW YOURS

for only $34.95
through 1968. Included is a clearly
detailed and annotated TV sche-
matic diagram for each specific
model. You also get complete re-
placement parts lists, alignment in-
structions, tube and component lo-
cation diagrams, plus key wave-
forms and voltage readings . . . all
the information you need to service
over 90% of the TV receivers you'll
encounter!
Compare that with the over $100 a
year you may now be paying for
comparable information.

STREAMLINED AND CONVENIENT
All the information for a given mod-
el is contained on two facing
sheets. The special bound -leaf for-
mat allows pages to lie flat when
open. Each volume is organized al-
phabetically by manufacturer, then
numerically by model number. In
addition, a handy Chassis/Model
Finder is bound into each volume.
Regular list price for each year's
coverage - 2 BIG volumes - is
$19.90. All 8 volumes normally sell
for $79.60. Your price is ONLY
$34.95... a savings of nearly $45.00!

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
You MUST be satisfied that TV
TECH MATICS is the greatest har-
gain in TV Schematics ever offered.
Order at our risk for FREE 10 -day
examination. Prove to yourself they
are worth many times the price.
You can return them in 10 days for
full refund or cancellation of in-
voice. No need to send money. But,
the supply is limited, so fill-in and
mail the NO -RISK coupon today to
obtain these time -saving, money-
making manuals.

-CONTENTS-
CONTENTS 1965 MODELS

Covers all 1965 models for: Admiral, Airline,
Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes, Dumont, Elec-
trohome, Emerson, Firestone, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Muntz, Olympic, Packard -
Bell, Philco, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone,
Setchell-Carlson, Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, mad Zenith . . . plus all color sets 1960-
1965, at no extra cost!
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1966 MODELS
Covers al 1966 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil.
co, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell-Carl-
son, Sonora, Sylvania, Truetone, Westinghouse,
and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1967 MODELS
Covers all 1967 color and B & W models of: Ad-
miral, A rline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell,
Philco-Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setch
ell -Carlson, Truetone, Westinghouse, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

CONTENTS 1968 MODELS
Covers all 1968 color and B & W models for: Ad-
miral, Airline, Andrea, Coronado, Curtis -Mathes,
Dumont, Emerson, General Electric, Hoffman,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packard -Bell, Phil -
co -Ford, RCA Victor, Sears-Silvertone, Setchell
Carlson, Sonora. Sylvania, Truetone, Westing-
house, and Zenith.
PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE $19.90

53.95
BONUS OFFER

Send remittance with
order and we'll add 5
different SINGLPAK
Manuals (79c list each)!
These are 16 p. reprints
of mfr's. TV data...

yours at no extra
charge

LARGE PAGES contain complete circuit schematics, replacement parts lists, alignment
instructions, critical part locations, important waveforms and voltage readings.

NO RISK COUPON-MAIL ODAY
TAB BOOKS. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

o I enclose 534.95 for which please send me your :complete 8 -Volume Tech/Matics
Schematic Offer postage prepaid...plus my 5 FREE SINGLPAK Manuals.

0 Please invoice me for 534.95 plus postage. Same return privileges.

Name Phone

Company
Address
City State Zip

(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.) ET -93 J
... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Dynascan's Model 1403 Scope
by Phillip Dahlen

A lightweight, portable instrument for those jobs
other scopes are too expensive to perform

Dynascan's Model 1403 solid-state 3 -in. scope.
For more details
circle 900 on the Reader Service Carc.

 Much past editorial effort has
been given to promote the use of
triggered -sweep bench scopes having
a bandwidth of at least 10MHz.
These expensive instruments permit
the formation of useful traces cor-
responding to signal conditions that
cannot be observed by other scopes.
However, how many electronic
technicians are strong enough to toss
a 40( + )-lb instrument into their
repair kit to lug around from cus-

SWEEP RANGE 1142;
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tomer to customer? And how many
of these technicians are ever going
to bother to check a defective con-
sumer product in the field for the
proper alignment of video and chro-
ma circuits? Probably none that are
making any money-this being a job
for the bench!

However, there are times when
an electronic technician in the field
wishes he had access to a scope . . .

maybe to locate a defective IF cir-

cuit or to locate a source of audio
hum or noise . . . or just to make
some preliminary checks so that he
can give the customer an estimate
before taking the set into the shop
for repair. This calls for a scope, but
not necessarily one that can do all
those things required of one in the
shop.

To fill such a need, and to elimi-
nate the worry associated with car-
rying a real expensive scope in the
field, Dynascan has introduced its
B&K Model 1403 solid-state 3 -in.
scope, which is said to be extremely
rugged yet weigh only 8.5 lb. Its
overall dimensions are reportedly
51/4 by 7443 by 111/4 in.

Other manufacturer specifications
include the following: The scope
has a bandwidth of dc to 2.0MHz,
plus direct -deflection terminals for
viewing waveforms to 150MHz. It
is 100 percent solid-state and has
dc amplifiers on both horizontal and
vertical axes. A wide-angle CRT is
used to reduce case depth. Vertical
sensitivity is 20mv/cm or better.
Maximum input is 600v p -p; input
impedance, 1M shunted by 30pf.
Continuously variable GAIN control
range is greater than 22dB. There
are four continuously variable time -
base ranges from 10Hz to 100kHz.
Power requirements are 117/234v
ac, 50-60Hz, and a three -wire
grounded line cord is provided. 
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Our tests show that

JERROLD Super Vu -Finders And

Paralogs Outperform All Others
 MORE GAIN & FLATTER RESPONSE
 RUGGED AND EASY TO INSTALL
 ELECTRICALLY GROUNDED

WE WANT YOUR
PROF trAL OPINION.

(TOOLS
NOT

INCLUDED)

FREE! HEAVY DUTY
LEATHER TOOL POUCH

Last year we offered NFL Coffee Mugs for trying
Jerrold antennas. This year it's Tool Pouches. Why do we
make these offers? Because we know that once you stack
Jerrold antennas up against the antennas you are using now,
you'll switch to Jerrold. Hundreds of dealers switched last
year.

If you're a professional antenna installer, you owe it to
yourself to make this evaluation.

FOR EVALUATING ANY SUPER VU-
NDER OR PARALOG 300 PLUS.

. for more

JERROLDELECTRMICSCORPORATION .c7=1
I P. 0. Box 350, Dept. DSD, 200 Witmer Road, Horsham, Pa. 19044

Please send me a free Tool Pouch. Enclosed is an instruction
sheet from the following Super VU -Finder antenna.

I (model)

I 3 Comments

1 Before trying the Super VU -Finder, I was using the following antenna.
(make) (model)

2 In my opinion the Super VU -Finder is:  BETTER  WORSE
because.

NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

I COUPON MUST BE POSTMARKED BEFORE DEC 31, 1973 /================ === == so
details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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BOOK REVIEWS

COLOR TELEVISION THEORY
AND SERVICING by Clyde N. Her-
rick, published by Reston Publishing
Company, 374 pages, hardbound.

Far too many authors when pre-
paring a new book these days merely
collect manufacturer literature and
schematics and prepare a hodgepodge
of information that is at least better
than nothing. This is definitely not the
case with the material prepared by

this author, who is also a member of
the faculty at San Jose City College.

This is certainly an up-to-date book
concerned with the servicing of hybrid
or all solid-state color -TV chassis. It
is not intended for the beginner, but
instead requires that the reader have
at least a little knowledge of B/W -TV
sets and some arithmetic, algebra,
geometry and trigonometry.

In writing this book, the author con-
centrates strongly on theory: What
colors make up a colored picture and
how, the electronic processing of these
color modulated signals, why the old
disk color system didn't work, what

Want a brighter picture?

it's in the bag!
',AWE

. r ACIONV.

Ideal for school lunche
football games,
hunting or fishing
... sold in stores
as high as $4.95

At Perma-Power, our bag is brighter TV
pictures ... and brighter customer smiles.
You'll smile when you buy 6 Perma-Power
Color-Brites (2 Model C-501 for round tubes,
4 Model C-511 for rectangular tubes) for only
S34.70, and get the insulated bag as our gift.
Your customer will smile when you brighten her
color TV picture, and extend useful CRT lifD by
6 months or more.
Hurry now to your distributor . . .

this is a limited time offer!

Pla OPM
Division of
Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation
845 Larch Ave., Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
(312) 279-3600

Durable, lightweight
insulated bag

keeps food and
beverages

hot or cold for hours

free!
when you buy 6

PERMA-POWER
Color-Brites

happens to produce dynamic and static
convergence, etc., etc. No attempt is
made to catalog every possible servic-
ing problem that you may or may
not eventually encounter. Instead the
author clearly describes how things
should work in a color -TV set so that
this basic knowledge can be used to
effectively service all makes and
models.

If you are going to prepare a tech-
nical library, this book should defi-
nitely be in it.

TELEVISION SIMPLIFIED, SEV-
ENTH EDITION by Milton S. Kiver
and Milton Kaufman, published by
Van Nostrand Reinhold. 612 pages,
hardbound $15.95.

When you update and revise a book
six times, as has been done for this
one, there is little excuse for any error.
And thus this is a highly developed
text concerned with all aspects of
video signal formation, the reception
of TV signals, the TV -set circuitry
for signal processing, and the forma-
tion of the final color -TV picture. Al-
though some rather sophisticated
mathematics (for the average reader)
is included in the book, this can be
ignored, still offering the reader valu-
able information.

The authors still rely more heavily
on tube than solid-state circuitry when
describing circuit functions, but the
principles covered are so fundamental
that this is of little importance.

Although the authors do not pro-
vide enough circuit description for ef-
fective general servicing, this book to-
gether with detailed manufacturer cir-
cuit descriptions (obtained from other
sources) will certainly make one a
much more effective electronic tech-
nician.

BASIC ELECTRICITY AND BE-
GINNING ELECTRONICS by Mar-
tin Clifford, published by Tab Books,
256 pages, hardbound $7.95. paper-
bound $4.95.

Except for I I pages of material
near the end of the book, this recent-
ly copyrighted book could have just
as easily been written 45 years ago.
This does not mean that the informa-
tion included is obsolete, but rather
that it is so basic that it is just as im-
portant now as it was then. The re-
maining 11 pages are just as basic but
concern semiconductors.

This book appears to be one that
would be of interest to either the per-
son with no background in electronics
that wishes to consider entering our
profession, or the more experienced
electronic technician who might flip

. . . for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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through the pages and scan material
in review. Again, this is intended as
no criticism of the author, who does
have an interesting style of writing,
but as an indication of how basic the
material is.

Some of the subjects in this book
include: How it all started, steps
toward current control, basic defini-
tions, static electricity, ac and dc cur-
rent generation, resistors, current car-
rying capacity of wires, capacitors
and coils.

MARINE ELECTRONICS HAND-
BOOK by Leo G. Sands, published by
Tab Books, 192 pages, hardbound
$7.95, paperbound $4.95.

There have been many changes re-
cently in FCC regulations concerning
Marine Radio. Although the best
source concerning these regulations is,
of course, the rules themselves as pub-
lished by the FCC, this book does pro-
vide the prospective owner of marine
equipment or the electronic technician
thinking of entering this field with a
general idea of what it is all about.

Some of the subjects covered in the
book include the following: The his-

tory of Ship -to -Shore Radio, frequen-
cy bands available, types of stations,
communicating range, selection of
equipment, general receiver and trans-
mitter design, basic tank and antenna
circuits, power supplies, direction
finders, and a summary of FCC regu-
lations.

The author, who is also editor of
CB MAGAZINE and CANE MAGAZINE,
provides a well rounded outline of in-
formation that one must know before
they can really get into this field. How-
ever, it provides no substitute for the
training required for an electronic
technician to obtain the necessary
FCC license to work in this field of
communications. Neither does it in-
clude the necessary specifications for
selecting and servicing Marine Radio
equipment. Within these limitations,
this is an excellent book.

BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PRO-
CEDURES by Irving M. Gottlieb,
published by Tab Books, 416 pages,
hardbound $9.95, paperbound $6.95.

The title of this book may confuse
some of our readers and cause them
to believe, falsely, that this book is

for but the beginner. Instead, it could
more accurately be described as an ex-
cellent aid for electronic technicians
at any level of skill.
. As strange as it may seem, many

successful electronic technicians still
fail to realize that there can be signi-
ficant errors in the measurements made
with even the best VOM's if they are
made at the extreme high or low ends
of the scales. The book explains why.
It also includes such fundamental cir-
cuits as the wheatstone bridge and al-
ternate methods for determining re-
sistance. At the other end of the spec-
trum it goes into detail concerning the
use of Lissajous Figures for frequency
measurement and observing the firing
characteristics of triacs. A six -page
index makes this book a handy refer-
ence for locating information needed
concerning any particular problem en-
countered in making measurements
required for servicing special circuitry.

This book should be considered a
must for all electronic technicians
concerned with upgrading their tech-
nical skills so that they can be con-
sidered more efficient at their work.
It covers virtually all types of mea-
surement required in our area of elec-
tronics.

P"-- TEST RIG FOR TUBE & SOLID STATE
THE COMBO RIG
MODEL CJ -175

$8995
less picture lobe  ELIMINATES HAULING CABINET

& TUBE
 S DEEDS TROUBLE SHOOTING
 SERVICES TUBE & SOLID STATE

TELEMATIC TEST RIG CJ -175
CONSISTS OF:

 Compact metal case
 Universal Yoke
 Convergence Yoke
 Blue Lateral Magnet
 Solid State Transvertei
 4' Anode Extension
 4' 90 degree CRT

Extension
 4' Yoke Extension
 Convergence Load
 4 Yoke adaptors for

Solid State

Write us for free subscription of current cross-reference charts.
2245 Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
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KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

Heath
color generators
are your best buy

assembled just

111495:::

Now you can buy Heath's solid-state color bar/pattern
generators as kits or factory -assembled & calibrated.
Either way you get that famous Heath quality and the
features you want at a price you can afford. These high
performance generators provide 12 patterns plus clear
raster for purity adjustments: dots, cross hatch, vertical &
horizontal bars, color bars and gray scale...in either fa-
miliar 9 x 9 or the exclusive Heath 3 x 3 display. Switch -
selected RF or Video output on channels two through six.
RF output is variable to 50,000 uV for composite signal in-
jection into the receiver antenna input. Video output of
more than ±1 V p -p is available for composite signal in-
jection behind the video detector. Other features include
front panel sync output...4.5 MHz crystal -controlled sound
carrier oscillator for sound trap adjustments...red, blue
and green grid jacks and shorting switches...two front
panel 500 W AC receptacles...crystal-controlled master
oscillator and IC logic circuitry for rock -stable operation.
Buy your generator in kit form and enjoy maximum savings.
Or order it assembled, ready to go to work for you on the
bench. Either way you get a versatile, high quality genera-
tor...and substantial savings over comparable equipment
through Heath's low, direct -to -you prices. Order now...or
send for your FREE catalog below.

Kit IG-28, 8 lbs. $79.95'
Factory assembled & calibrated SG -28A,
10 lbs. $114.95*

1111=11M=MI IMO NI 1.1 Ell IN Ell 11
Heath Company

IDept. 181-9 HEATH

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 Schlumberger
0 Please send latest Heath catalog.
0 Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Please send model(s)
Name

Title

Company/Institution
Address

City State Zip
'Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. TE-266

*811 IM IMO Ell NO
... for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis 1A-Repair Information

Symptom: Weak video-no snow between channels.
Repair: Check the voltage at Pins 7 and 8 of IC101 (IF/
AGC). If the voltage on either pin is less than 15.5v, then
check for an open or short in Transformer TI02.

`.1.1CI Info

.11

(101
13 1

11.1,1 IIou

tam

.1.011

0414 ,4(
MOO

MIS I,
101.

Mit*
3.11I

--TPLIB .-.TPHA

IOW

carry it with you!

WAHL COrdleSS
SOLDERING IRON greatest advance
in soldering since electricity !

Wahl "Iso-Tip" gives soldering heat in 5 seconds
from self-contained batteries. Lets you solder

in hard -to -work places unhindered by cord
and plug. Move from place to place with

ease. Make repairs in the field. Recharge
your "Iso-Tip" in transit with the 12V

cigarette lighter converter/charger. Full
charge is good for up to 100 joints*

or more. Safe to use on delicate
components. Comes with PC -type

fine tip, built-in work and pilot
lights, protective carrying tube.

7565 Kit
with 12V
Auto Charger - $18.95
7500 Kit
with 120V
AC Charger - $19.95
(*Depending upon wire
size, temperature and
atmospheric conditions.)

WAHL
CLIPPER CORPORATION
Department 1
2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081
(815) 625.6525
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Symptom: Gear tooth effect, or ragged edges on outlines
because of random horizontal scan line displacement.
Varies with BRIGHTNESS/CONTRAST control. Repair: Damp-
er diode Y206 may be open or there may he a poor solder
joint at either end of Y206. In some cases the TV set may
operate normally but transistor Q206 may draw more cur-
rent than normal, causing unexplained failure. Diode
Y206 can be checked in the circuit by measuring the re-
sistance between the case (collector) of Q206 and the
chassis ground. It should read about 7SI in one direction
and more than 1K in the other direction.

.0011

Symptom: Repeated failure of transistor Q206 (horizon-
tal output). This symptom may be caused by an incorrect
drive pulse to the base of Q206 which results in over dis-
sipation of Q206. Repair: Check the voltage at the collector
of the horizontal -drive transistor Q205. It should be 70v ±
10v. If it is incorrect (usually goes to about 120v), check
transistor Q204 for opens or shorts. Check resistors R238,
R240 and R244, and capacitor C231 and associated wir-
ing for opens. Check especially for a poor solder connec-
tion on the wire jumper from the B+ end of resistor R238
to +22v. This juniper is under the horizontal oscillator
coil shield can.

"The Country Boys" Have It!

NEW oviktoto

InsranTewan
t'rRMANENT BOND

HIGH STRENGTH

RAPID BONDING
ALPHA CYANOACRYLATE

George Dalton

 One component only - no mixing required.
 Versatile - bonds metal, glass, phenolics,
rubber, ceramics and plastics.  Extremely rapid
setting - seconds, not hours.  Economical -
one drop covers one square inch and costs less
than 1/4c.  Very strong - up to 5000 lbs/in2
tensile strength.  Fingertip pressure only - no
clamps or fixtures.  Sets at room temperature
- no heat needed.  Does not use solvents or
catalysts.

Packaged in Meadville, Pa. in top quality, 2 -
gram Blister Pack ultra -sonically sealed in no
leak tubes. Retails at $2.98.

SEND FOR OUR 5 -TUBE EVALUATION KIT
Five assorted two -gram tubes @ $7.95, postpaid.

INOT AN IMPORT - MADE IN U.S.A.
Available at your local distributor.

ONEIDA ELECTRONIC MFG. INC.
MEADVILLE, PA. 16335

for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card

KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

Heath
audio generators
are your best buy

kit only

4995'

assembled just

Now you can buy Heath's low distortion audio generators
as kits or factory assembled & calibrated. Either way you
get famous Heath reliability...and a low cost, high quality
bench instrument. Use them as a signal source for bridge
and harmonic distortion measurements...as an external
modulator for an RF generator... in testing audio amplifiers
for gain and response. These high performance generators
provide near -perfect sine wave output from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
with less than 0.1% distortion. Fast switch -selection of out-
put frequencies from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. Eight output ranges
from 0.003 to 10 V full scale into a 10 k ohm load ...six
ranges from 0.003 to 1 V full scale into a 600 ohm load.
Large meter reads out in both voltage and dB, with output
meter accuracy of ±5% with proper termination. Buy this
easy to assemble generator in kit form and enjoy maximum
savings...or order it factory assembled and calibrated
ready to go to work for you. Either way, you get a versa-
tile, quality piece of equipment...and substantial savings
over comparable equipmert through Heath's direct -to -you
prices. Order now ...or send for your FREE catalog below.

Kit IG-72, 8 lbs. S49.95*

Factory assembled & calibrated SG -72A,
9 lbs. $74.95*

=MENNE= Ill ME MI IM
Heath Company
Dept. 187-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

CI Please send latest Heath catalog.

EI Enclosed is S

Please send model(s)

Name

Title

Company/Institution
Address

City_.. State Zip
Mail order prices: F.O.B. factory. TE-289*a II ---MIND-------

..
NI NI MI III1V
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71,1119,

Build Your Business
With A Permanent Ad
On Permanent Press

Put your men in lettered permanently pressed
uniforms and the public will aways know who YOU are,
where YOU are and what YOU sell and service.

Join other independent businessmen who have been
building their businesses with ELIN'S custom lettered
uniforms. Their neatly dressed employees have been
making positive impressions on old, new and potential
customers for over 35 years.

Look smart, be smart and save money. ELIN'S per-
manently pressed customed lettered iniforms are
100% Tax Deductible.

To get our new catalog, use the Reader Service
Card. You'll see 24 pages of fabric samples, shirts,
jackets, trousers, jumpsuits, coveralls, shopcoats and'
counter coats.

Start today. Make your business name a permanent
ad on your permanently pressed ELIN uniforms.

ELIN UNIFORM MANUFACTURING COMFANY
100 Elin Road, Rochester, Indiana 46975  (219) 223-4311

... for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

I
THE SHORTAGE OF QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS IS REACHING A

CRISIS!
14c tke Allem!

A stepping -stone to a Successful Future.

A TWO-WAY RADIO HOME STUDY COURSE

From

THE ONI Y SCHOOL DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 2 -WAY RADIO

Agri 0.9

AA

MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE
109 COLLEGE HILL ROAD, SUMMERDALE, PA. 17093

0 SEND FULL DETAILS ON MT I HOME STUDY COURSE ON TWO-WAY RADIO

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card

Symptom: Two vertical "drive" lines-one on each side
of the screen. BRIGHTNESS control may vary width of the
lines. Repair: Damper capacitor C234 may be open, or
there may be a poor solder joint on either end of C234.

Symptom: Fuse F404 fails (19 -in. JA only)-current
reads normal about (400-550ma), and resistor R199 may
be burned. Repair: Look for a discolored or melted spot on
the back of the picture tube socket at pins 6, 2, or 11. This
indicates that the picture tube has arced and caused
shorting of one of the 1K resistors inside the socket in
series with each cathode wire. This allows normal picture
tube arcing during early life to bypass the spark gaps,
causing damage to the above components. If the discolora-
tion or melted spot is not noticed, check the resistance
from the circuit board plugs to pins 6, 2 and 11 in the
socket, which should be 1K. Change the socket if defec-
tive.

Symptom: Dim raster-no video or scan lines. Looks like
poor focus or a picture tube. Repair: A shorted vertical out-
put transistor (Q267 or Q268) may cause the raster to
be deflected completely off the screen. Secondary emission
in the picture tube causes the above stated symptom. Tran-
sistor Q267 can be checked for a short in circuit. Tran-
sistor Q268 must be unsoldered to be checked.

7:1

Ot

MOTOROLA
Color -TV Chassis TS-929/931/934/938-INSTA-MATIC Switch will not
Function Properly

If the Ns -TA -MA -rid switch locks down but will not re-
lease or switch will not lock down and there is erratic,
mechanical action, make the following corrections:

The switch body may not be properly positioned relative
to the mounting bracket. Align the switch body perpendic-
ular to the bracket and tighten the four mounting tabs as

Hill I 1 UNII4
11.1 LUNINIII

..114N111,

1 411.0
S1111NL

4 140, III NU
DOWN 1,1,111

41;41NS1 SWIICM

00

j
COO

51111%',

101:5 ':VIII NI. I 00%111 1.111f1,41Sf
1011011 I U111110155
Ill I. UI, 5101ht, UN 1 all 511051,

MO111IIN1,
8001.111

shown in the illustration. Turn the coil spring to place one
or two turns over latch spring, whichever obtains the best
action. The latch spring may be distorted. If so, replace it
with latch spring Part No. 42P63085.

If the switch has intermittent electrical action, make the
following corrections: The replacement of switch contacts
may be avoided by spraying inside of the switch with good
grade of tuner or control cleaner (Part No. 11P65176A04).
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NEWS . . .
coninwed front page 17

tional Service Manager); Bud Petzold (Motorola Service
Manager); Paul King (Sylvania Service Representative);
Ed Polcen (Zenith Service Representative); Jesse Leach
(NEA Region One Vice President); Walter Cooke (NEA
Region Two Vice President), the VEA Immediate Past
President and recipient of the President's Plaque for out-
standing services to VEA.

Denver Chapter of CPEA
Adopts Code of Ethics

The Denver Chapter of the Colorado Professional Elec-
tronics Association-an association of Television, Radio
and Electronics Service Technicians-adopted a Code of
Ethics which is one of the most explicit and binding in the
industry. The Denver Local, whose president is Mr. Wil-
liam K. Parker, has set standards defining advertising
terms, technician qualifications, the firm's responsibility to
customers seeking service, among other things. The terms:
Service Call, Trip Charge, Inspection Fee, Estimate, etc.,
are spelled out to eliminate all confusion and misleading
types of advertising. Also the Code requires that all war-
ranties he specifically stated on all receipts and protection
of customer property he provided for by compulsory in-
surance or proof of financial responsibility.

It is anticipated that this Code of Ethics will be adopted
by the entire State Association of CPEA and will be a
model for the entire industry.

SOLDERING +
DESOLDERING +

RESOLDERING
SOLDER ABILITY

ELEMENTARY U TO ELITE
WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

meets industries demands
with a COMPLETELY PORTABLE SOLDERING/DESOLDERING/RESOLDERING SYSTEM

Send for our FREE 16 page

SOLDIEFIOADIUTY
manual

ME Mb MY Mr
15954 ARIAINTA STREET

VAN NUTS. CALIFORNIA 91406

PRONE (2131 969.2324

TELEX NO. 65-1469 (OSUMI VAN

Ads in EEM, MAS, EBG,

AE, TR, and EPAC Catalogs
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KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

Heath
bench VTVMs
are your best buy

kit only0)(195*
Ok

assembled just

5995*

Now you can buy Heath's popular service bench VTVMs as
kits or factory -assembled & calibrated. Either way you get
famous Heath quality and reliability...and the features you
want at a price you can afford. Measures AC & DC voltage
from 1.5 to 1500 V full scale in seven ranges...measures
AC p -p voltage in seven full scale ranges from 4 V to 4
kV...seven resistance ranges with 10 ohm center scale,
x1 to x1 megohm. Other features include single test probe
for all measurements...big 6" meter...11 megohm input
impedance for minimum loading...25 Hz to 1 MHz re-
sponse...sturdy gimbal mount for under -bench installa-
tion...120/240 VAC operation.
Buy this meter in easy -to -assemble kit form and get maxi-
mum savings. Or order it factory assembled and calibrated,
ready to go to work for you right out of the box. Either way,
you get a high quality, versatile service tool...and enjoy
the substantial savings over comparable equipment that
Heath's direct -to -you prices provide. Order now or send
for FREE catalog below.

Kit IM -28, 7 lbs. $39.95
Factory assembled & calibrated SM-21A,
7 lbs. $59.95'

=I= ME ME ME EM El
Heath CompanyI Dept. 192-9

In Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

C Please send latest Heath catalog.

1
1

 Enclosed is $
Please send model(s)

Name

Title

Company/Institution
Addresq

State Zip
'Mail crder prices; F.O.B. factory. TE-290

*IIE ME UM IMEW
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Fastatch II
THE RIGHT CONTROL.

THE FIRST TIME.

Fastatch II is Centralab's precise,
complete answer to control re-
placement in radio, TV, stereo and
auto radio. It makes possible
more than 9 billion combinations
-thus your Centralab Fastatch II
Distributor can serve you best -
now. The Fastatchfl snap -together
control exceeds OEM require-
ments because of these built-in
features for constant service.

 Patented, snap together, permanent
locking, anti -backlash construction on
dual and twin controls.
 No alignment or twisting of controls.
 Shafts can't loosen or pull out.
 No cutting of shafts.
 Universal terminals replace printed
circuit, wire wrap and hole type ter-
minals.

WHEN YOU NEED A CONTROL
YOUR FASTATCH II DISTRIBUTOR
IS THE FIRST MAN TO SEE

Get the right replacement faster
with 8 new Centralab service
kits. See your FASTATCH 11

distributor for complete details

DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS

A111111
II=11

1111111MM

NNW
CENTRALAB

Electronics Division
GLOBE -UNION INC.

NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
Combines a multimeter
with a 20MHz counter

703

A Model 3420 Multimeter Counter
combines a four -digit multimeter,
which measures ac and dc voltage
and resistance, with a five -digit
20MHz counter in one compact in-
strument. For frequency measure-
ments, the unit offers 100mv sensitivi-
ty to 20MHz. With a full five -digit
display, 99999 maximum reading,
frequency measurements can report-
edly be made to crystal accuracy of

I x 10-6 for one year without recali-
bration. Maximum resolution to
0.01Hz on any measurement can be
realized by selecting one of five time

bases. I he instrument has five dc
voltage ranges from 10/Lv resolution
to 1200v; five ac voltage ranges from
lOmv resolution to 1000v; and six
resistance ranges from lOrnil resolu-
tion to IOM. The reported accuracy
of the basic dc function is +0.01%
of reading ± 1 digit. Hickok Electri-
cal Instrument Co.

MULTITESTER 704

Designed primarily for
service technicians

A new family of Volt -Ohm -Meters
(VOM) and accessories is introduced.
The multitester includes test leads,

batteries and an
instruction sheet.
As accessories, the
company has pro-
vided four models
of high -voltage

ec probes, meter cases40 and a Universal
!Test Lead Kit.

This equipment has been designed for
use primarily by service dealers and
technicians. The Model VM-100K is
the top of the line, with a sensitivity
of 100,00011/v. The Finney Co.

C -R REGULATED POWER 705
SUPPLY

No deterioration of performance
when subjected to an RF field

A Model C -R Regulated Power
Supply for bench testing of two-way
radio equipment is designed to feature

remote control op-
eration, dual out-
put 1-20v dc, 0-4
and 0-40a, adjust-
able current limit-
ing on both ranges
and voltage limit-
ing. The most sig-
nificant feature of
the unit is that
there is reportedly

no deterioration of performance when
it is subjected to an RF field. Voltage
input is selected internally by a termi-
nal strip connection change. The cabi-
net size is 13 in. high, by 8 in. wide,
by 13 in. deep. Lapp Co.

CRYSTAL CHECKER 706

Gives go or no-go
crystal reading

The Crys-Mate Model KC720, de-
signed for caddy portability and on
the job use, is simple to operate. An

immediate indication
of the working con-
dition of any plug-in
crystal, no matter what
frequency, can report-
edly be obtained. The
unit gives an immedi-
ate go or no-go crys-
tal reading, avoiding

trouble shooting in other parts of the
circuit if the. crystal is faulty. The in-
strument can also reportedly be used
as a frequency standard by plugging
in the crystal of the frequency to be
checked. TeleMatic.

TAPE HEAD AND GUIDE 707
ALIGNER

Aligns axis, height,
zenith and azimuth

A new concept in accurate cartridge
machine head alignment is intro-
duced. It is reportedly the first instru-

ment on the market
to allow precision
alignment in all three
axis: height, zenith
and azimuth. It is
thus said to offer

consistent tracking, reproduction and
fidelity. Collimeter II may be used
with all stereo and mono machines by
manufacturers, broadcast engineers,
home and auto stereo service techni-

. . . for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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cians. An internal light source in one
mode illuminates the head alignment
of the pole pieces to the height and
azimuth crosshairs. In the second
mode, the indicator lamp triggers on
only when sensors detect the proper
zenith. Ramko Research.

INSTRUMENT ENCLOSURE
CABINET 708

Anodized aluminum extrusions with
colorful -finish aluminum -panel
construction

A line of attractive cabinets are
designed to enclose existing instru-
ments or to serve as a decorative al-
ternate to conventional rack mount-
ing. These enclosures are reportedly
formed of strong anodized aluminum
extrusions with colorful suede -finish
aluminum panel construction to en-
sure high standards of durability.
Sizes ranging in standard incremental
heights from 12.25 in. to 28 in. with
a universal front panel size of 19 in.

are an extension of the company's
series of front -loading cases. All cab-
inets are said to have integral handles
and easy access hack panels. The
heavy-duty aluminum extrusion frame
is designed with thread tracks to per-
mit mounting braces and brackets.
Buckeye Stamping Co.

ALIGNMENT TOOL 709

Hexagonal shaft
for easy gripping

A new glass -filled nylon alignment
tool is available with a ',b -in. hex for
use in Motorola business and commu-
nication equipment. One end is un-
dercut to enable tuning bottom and
top slugs. The 5 -in. tool has a non -
rolling hexagonal shaft to enable easy
gripping. InjectoraII Electronics Corp.

COLOR BAR GENERATOR 710

Incorporates a while position
purity and balance adjustment

A solid-state, portable color bar
generator, Model LCG-391, incorpo-
rates a white position PURITY -AND -

BALANCE adjustment among six pattern

selections. Compact and light -weight,
the unit reportedly provides binary -
clock digital integrated circuitry to
assure accuracy. The generator is said
to also offer return -trace blanking for
vertical and horizontal signals; flick-
erless horizontal lines; a square cross-
hatch pattern for linearity checking;

two switch -selectable frequencies;
front panel RF output connectors; oN/
OFF rocker switch; and silver plated,
integrated -circuit PC board construc-
tion. Leader.

NATION-WIDE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO.
OUR 20th MAIL ORDER YEAR

ORIGINATORS
OF

30 4
Tubes

$27 per 100
Some Slightly Higher

r ORDER NOW
From This

Sample Listing
3HQ5 6FQ7
5CG8 6GF7
5U4 6GHB
6AU6 6HB7
6AY3 6HQ5
68A1l 6.1H6
6BZ6 15KY8
6DT6 17AY3
6DW4 171N6
100's of Types

Available at
30C Each!

DISCOUN1 TRANSISTORS
(Sylvania Types)

ECG 152 ...590 Ea. - 10 for $5
2N3054 -690 Ea. - 10 for $6
2N3055 -790 Ea. - 10 for $7
FREE Transistor Radio With Every Tube
Or Transistor Order Of $50 Or More.
Order Now Or Call, Write Or Wire For
Complete Giant Listings!

All tubes & trans stars individually boned,
branded, code dated, guaranteed 1 year.
5 day money bad. offer. All tubes & trxn-
sistors shipped immediately, prepaid.

SEND FOR FFEE COMPLETE LIST!
Nationwide Tuner &
Solid -State Service
Any Tuner Rebuilt

$8.99
VHF or UHF

All parts included.
Tubes, transistors, nu -
vistas extra. Send only
$8.99 plus $1 ship-
ping. Repaired tuner
will he returned pre-
paid along with job
sheet and shipping la-
bels for future repairs.
Mutilated tuners will
he replaced at discount
prices. All repairs
guaranteed fur 1 year!

Complete Solid -State
Repair Service

Radios( home Of auto).
stereos, cassettes, 8 -
tracks, Il&W tratisirtor
TV's, etc. Sample Re-
pair Charge: AM Ra-
dio, $3.115 plus parts.
54 -Track Stereo, $9.95
phis parts. B&W TV
(transistor), $12.95

plus parts. SVrap ousts
carefully. Send all Iwo -
ken parts. List nature
of complaint. SI:TNI)
Ni) NI( iN EY ! Repair sl
units will be rettinied
(Ill). All repairs guar-
anteed 3 months. Semi
for free lob sheet &
shipping labels!

TERMS: Credit established after initial or-
der. No minimum order. Send check or
money order. Add $1.00 for handling on or-
ders under $9.00. Canadian & Foreign, add
approx. postage. 25% deposit on COD's.

NATION-WIDE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO.

1275 Stuyvesant Ave., Union, N.J. 07083
Tel: 1212) 68E-1414 Dept. ET9

RFP R IOW L
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE

INSTALLATION COSTS
. . . without cutting into insulation!
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

BELL,
TELEPHONE,

THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low
voltage wiring.

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown

in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.

Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses 1-25 staples
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", -
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.,'

T-18 and 1-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,

OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT

COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses T-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8" leg lengths.

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort cn every type of wire or cable fasten-
ing lob. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working pals are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

)71=2:"="1":12=2113i.
Saddle Brook. New Airier/ 071363,..----
"Pioneers and Pacesetters

For .4/most A Half Century"
. for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card ... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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DIAL
& CODER
Delta's Instant

Emergency
Telephone

Warning system.

Dial & Coder guards you around -
the -clock, signaling alarm for any emer-
gency condition where a simple contact
closure activates the system. Completely
solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the
latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!
 Dial any phone number up to eight

digits.
 Change numbers in ten seconds.
 Over 100 different code combinations

allow multi -phone connections.
 Works with any direct contact switch.
 Unlimited applications. Use with in-

trusion detectors, fire & smoke detec-
tors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handi-
capped to call for help.

 Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

 Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

 Self-contained power supply. Once
tripped, unit cannot be stopped.

This one's really priced right!

Made in U.S.A.
Write or Call today for free sales details!

A DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,

Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

Superior Products At Sensible Prices
. . . for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

NEW PRODUCTS...
continued from page 53

ANTENNA SYSTEM 711

Designed to properly phase
CB signals handled

The Model HTM "Twin Huskies"
is introduced which
includes two an-
tennas - one for
each side view mir-
ror bracket on the
vehicle. A unique-
ly designed phas-
ing harness con-
nects the antennas
in the exclusive
Hustler "Double -
Talk" system which
reportedly has su-
perior perform-
ance over a single
antenna installa-
tion. Stainless steel
adjustable tip rods
permit tuning the
antennas for the
lowest standing
wave ratio (SWR ),
best impedance
match and maxi-
mum signal radia-
tion.

WRENCH

Adjustable with
thin tool head

712

An adjustable open-end wrench
features a slide adjustment located on
the side of the wrench body, resulting
in a thinner tool head. The body and
jaw assemblies are said to he machined
from stainless steel. The thumb operat-
ed slide adjustment drives the jaw
through a high ratio worm -to -bevel

to bevel -to -worm gear train for easy
adjustment in small increments. Nomi-
nal body size is 8 in. and the jaw ad-

justs continuously to 15/ 16 in. Nation-
al Trail Trading Co.

HOW TO CONVERT...
continued from page 41

impulse towards buying the item.
Train yourself to recognize the
"first possession" factor in your
"lookers." Prepare yourself to ex-
ploit this powerful impulse and you
will make many sales that other-
wise will slip by you.

Many manufacturers provide
special displays for their merchan-
dise. Most of these displays provide
the looker with some good incen-
tives to buy. However, most lookers
will not become buyers, even with
top notch displays, because they re-
quire "something extra" to create
the desire to buy. That "something
extra" is the personal selling ideas
you have-ideas that are not con-
tained in the display of the item.

When you tell the looker, "Here
is something you will really want,"
you are almost sure to make her
ask, or think, "Why?" The very act
of thinking or asking "Why?" kindles
the spark of desiring the item. All
you have to do is fan it until the
flames of ownership arise.

LCORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

36!
100 HMS OP M0111

33C1111 ruse

1

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast! * Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE

NEW 48 PAGE
COLOR CATALOG

* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL
OFFER

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER $10.00

2F
PER TUBEPER

Laarr,
FROM THIS LIST

6AGS 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
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When your looker shows little or
no interest in the item you are show-
ing her, it doesn't hurt your sales a
bit to help her become a buyer by
applying some extra sales push.
You'll find it fun and profitable. 

EXTRA PROFIT...
continued front page 27

dresses off checks given by custom-
ers. Set up a prize drawing as an-
other method to find out who those
cash customers are. Even if you
don't use mailing lists, knowing the
name and address of every custom-
er can have considerable business
value.
Friday Take the day off and make
a tour of other shops and stores in
the area. See what they are doing to
get ahead of your own. Take mea-
sures to keep your leadership.
Saturday What one idea used in
this schedule proved most produc-
tive? Try it again today and see if
there isn't still more business to be
had therefrom. Better still-give it
real close study to see if it will not
suggest something additional in the
same general area which can be
equally productive. 

NEW FINCO

Home TV/FM
Pre -amplifiers

a-goe

- G-956 ...."--- List Price: $60.50
 VHF -UHF -FM Broadband Pre -amplifier,

300 Ohm input, 300 Ohm downlead.
Complete with 300 Ohm power supply.

 Color TV  Black &White TV
 FM/FM Stereo

or A UNIT TO MEET EVERY TV RECEPTION NEED!
 VHF -UHF -FM Broadband Pre -amplifiers

 VHF -FM broadband Pre -amplifiers
 UHF Broadband Pre -amplifiers

Complete with Matching Remote Power Supply

 Rugged die cast housing  Silicon transistors

 Mast or boom mounted  Fast and simple installation
 Weather proof construction

 Four way lightning and surge protection

r, f,,, pn 617n n,pt ETD 9-7.1

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford, Ohio 44146
. . for more details circle 117 on Readm: Service Card

INVEST
5MINUTES

NG.
(ADD $150 OR MORETOYOUR

EARNINGS PER WEEK.)
Chemtronics chemicals can do that for you.

Starting with Tun -O -Wash. Our
exclusive premium degreaser
can help make a lot of jobs
faster, better and less expensive.

Got a really dirty tuner?
Tun -O -Wash degunks it like an
ultrasonic bath-removing dirt,
oxide and caked -on lubricant.
Without drift. Without harming
plastics. Without causing
intermiffents. And no need to
pay another guy to do the job.

ButTun-O-Wash's powerful
spray is good for lots of other
things. Like cleaning tube pins
and sockets, to restore proper
operation. Degreasing of those
encrusted switches you
find on hi-fi compo-
nents and appliances.
For removing grease
from practically any-
thing, the premium
electronic solvent in
Tun -O -Wash just can't be beat.
Cleans tape heads, motor drives,
brushes, linkages, cams and gears.
Has dozens of other applications.

When you're finished cleaning,
you can re -lubricate just as easily,
with Chemtronics premium cleaner

lubricants. Like Tun -O -Foam,
Tun-O-Brite, Tun-O-Lube or
Color Lube.

Why not get the full story
on Chemtronics time -saving,
money -making chemical
problem -solvers. See them at

your distributor's, or write for our brochure.

eINCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN, N Y 11236
Our business is improving yours.

. . . for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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Wading through reams of manufac-
turers' references is the hard way to
find transistor replacements. We
know, because we checked over
45,000 types to find just 66 universal
transistors that cover 99% of your
functional needs.

Now we've put them on our new
Transistor Application Slide -Rule so
that you can locate a replacement
every time - in seconds. All you have
to know is thetransistor's function and
polarity.

You'll spend more time on profitable
servicing, less time tracking down re-
placement numbers, special sources

and waiting for deliveries.
You'll save money, too. You stock

fewer types to do more jobs. And
when you buy ten IR premium quality
transistors, you get 20% off net, not
the usual 10% other brands al:ow.

GET OUR LATEST SLIDE -RULE
FREE, plus our current "Semiconduc-
tor Cross Reference and Transistor
Data Book", by redeeming the coupon
below at your nearest IR distributor.
And, with the addition of 14 new
types, IR's "universal transistor line"
now offers broader coverage of your
application requirements than ever
before.

Caift find the right
transistor in

your references?

Try IR's New Application
Slide -Rule, Free!

REDEEMABLE
FOR ONE

IR TRANSISTOR
APPLICATION
SLIDE -RULE
(Value $IM)

IOR

"!A I

01.AND FREE
SEMICONDUCTOR 11

CROSS REFERENCE
AND TRANSISTOR

DATA BOOK
(Value SI 001

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Div.: 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, California 90245 (2 3) 678-6281

TEKLAB REPORT._
continued from page 34

Brightness Limiting
The dc level of the fourth video

amplifier transistor (0908) is con-
trolled by the brightness limiting
transistor (Q906). The emitter cir-
cuit of this limiting transistor is
biased by the voltage drop across re-
sistor R930, developed by the pic-
ture -tube beam current from the
high -voltage multiplier.

As long as the picture -tube beam
current stays below 2.0ma, the
brightness limiting transistor stays
OFF. However, when the beam cur-
rent rises to 2.0ma, the tripler's cur-
rent through resistor R930 to ground
lowers the brightness limiter's emit-
ter voltage to -.65v. This biases ON
transistor Q906 and in effect re-
duces its impedance, bringing the
base bias of transistor Q908 toward
ground, reducing its conduction. The
resulting collector voltage rise in
Q908 is dc coupled to Q910, a PNP
transistor, causing its emitter voltage
to also rise. The increased emitter
voltage is connected through the
drive controls ( R958, R960 and
R961) to the R, G and B amplifiers.
A rise in their emitter voltage pro-
duces a rise in collector voltage,
causing a voltage increase at the pic-
ture tube cathodes.

The picture tube grid voltage is
held steady by a voltage divider net-
work consisting of resistors R984,
R987 and R988. The voltage drop
across these resistors is coupled to
the picture tube grids by resistor
R985. When the voltage at the cath-
ode becomes more positive with re-
spect to the grids, beam current re-
duces. When it falls below 2.0ma,
the brightness limiter shuts down.

Next month we will continue this
article by describing some more of
the interesting new circuits found in
this chassis. They will include the
color amplifier, automatic color lev-
el, chroma demodulator, Perma-
Tint, 3.58MHz CW oscillator and
the high -voltage sweep circuits. 

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
issues.

... for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE LOOKING AHEAD...
continued from page 42

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

BOOSTER AMPLIFIER 713

Supplies up
to 120w rms

Introduced is the Model 120B
Booster Amplifier reportedly designed
to work with all other Power Plus am-
plifiers or audio pre -amplifiers with
sufficient sensitivity to accept the out-
put of a radio tuner, crystal or phono
cartridge or tape deck with pre -amp.
The booster unit reportedly utilizes
the TONE controls of the interfacing
equipment and supplies up to 120w

rms. A convenient VU meter moni-
tors the power output and there are
two high -impedance inputs for driv-
ing the amplifier and output imped-
ances of 452, 81/, 1611 or 6.2551 at
25v and 49.11 at 70v balanced and un-
balanced. The unit reportedly em-
ploys IC's and other long -life com-
ponents for ultra-reliability-includ-
ing modular driver and pre -amp cir-
cuits. Safety circuits are designed to
protect it from shorts, opens and over-
drive. Fanon/Courier Corp.

UHF/VHF SCANNERS 714

The smallest scanner
to be introduced

The Sentinel package is reportedly
the smallest eight -channel scanner yet
to be introduced and includes eight -
channels for scanning, lock -out

/2Y/////1/10;

switches, manual or automatic scan
operation and ac/dc capability. An
important feature of the unit is the
priority channel, which reportedly as-
sures the reception of the most im-
portant or "priority" designated chan-

continued on page 58

economy. Oh, there will be inter-
ruptions, periods when the boom
pauses, or the economy flattens, falls
a bit. But long-term depression is
over. It is important to keep this in
mind and gear your planning long
range.

Ecology . . . clean-up . . . back -
to -nature, more than words through
the 70's. In time, billions to be spent
renewing rivers, bays, the air, etc.
This means more cost for firms to
prevent environmental harm, but no
halt to industry. Almost two million
new jobs a year.

In all this, you will need direc-
tions to follow, trade associations
will have to keep you informed,
alert you to the changes, detours,
dead ends in business, etc. With
more leisure time, more and more
trade association activities will be
apparent as well as the real needs to
stay with it by the service dealer. He
will need guidance on a national
scale as well as a state and local
level on government policy, which
will be political, taxes, controls, etc.
Strong associations for the future is
a must if a man wants to survive. 

The No.1 Antenna for
Metropolitan Areas...

RMS `STAR -TRACK''
#SK -T16 VHF/UHF/FM
COLOR ANTENNA...

Similar design to Space Tracking
Antennas- 5 1_11 -IF Disc Directors, 7
VHF Cut -to -Channel Elements. 1 Driven
Element, and 10 Corner Reflector
Elements. 23 Elements for maximum
reception--- Up to 50 miles on VHF,
and up to 50 miles on UHF. Single
down -lead- includes VHF/UHF Splitter.
Suggested Retail. $39. 95

Breaking All Sales Records...
since their introduction- 6 performance
proven models for all areas- See Your
Distributor.

RMS ELECTRONICS.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700

.. for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

FREE...
1973 Heath/Schlumberger
Electronic Instruments
Catalog

One -stop shopping for virtually
all your test equipment needs:
80 MHz frequency counters from $295'
... 200 MHz counters from $495' ... 600
MHz counter only $795' ... 600 MHz
scaler just $365' programmat le
timer only $335* ... dual trace 15 MHz
scope, $595' ...sine, square, triangle
wave genera -or, $245' ... high and
low voltage power supplies from
$34' multirneters from $65'

DVMs from $285.'
The new 73 Heath/Schlumberger
catalog describes all these and many
more ... all factory assembled and aligned ... all specification -guaranteed for one
full year... and all available at low mail-order prices. Use the coupon below and
send for your FREE copy now.

Heath

Electronic
urger

Instruments1973hlurn

FREE   
1973
Heath/
Schlumberger
Electronic
Instruments Catalog.
Send coupon now.

rNeath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments
Dept. 531.611
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
0 Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments Catalog.

PATH

Schlumberger

Name

Address

City State lip
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

Mall order prices; F.O.B. factory. EK-357

. for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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T & T
VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

80% off LIST

1

1V2 5 for $2.60 MO
2AY2 5 for $3.45 6G17
3A3 5 for $4.40 61:11.14

NM 5 for $3.50 3AT2
61E6 5 for $9.65 IIFQ7
6BK4 5 for $8.15 IC 6HA5
36K5 5 for $4.20 0 12017

5 for $3.25
5 for $3.40
5 for $4.10
5 for $4.25
5 for $3.25
5 for $4.20
5 for $6.05

TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACEMENT (BOXED)
80% off LIST

Li, SK3004 5 for $1.90
[j SK3006 5 for $2.35

SK3009 5 for $3.90
SK3010 5 for $2.10
SK3011 5 for $2.70
SK3018 5 for $5.25
SK3020 5 for $2.20
SK3021 5 for $3.15
SK3024 5 for $3.30
SK3026 5 for $3.00
SK3035 5 for $9.15
SK3039 5 for $3.30
SK3040 5 for $3.75
SK3041 5 for $4.20
SK3052 5 for $3.90
SK3122 5 for $2.20

O SK3124 5 for $2.10
] NEP707 ea. $3.40

IC EQUIV. TO: (BOXED)
HEP590 IC20 ea. $1.00
HEP591 IC8 ea. $1.00
Sylvania VA703 IC7 2 for $1.50
Zenith 221-45 IC508 2 for $2.50
Zenith 221-36 IC502 ea. $2.95

DIODES 8 RECTIFIERS
Assort. Diodes Inc. 1/434 .. 50 for $1.00
RCA Damper Diode Equiv. to:
135932 $2.00
TV Damper Diode Equiv. to:
RCA 120818 $1.50
Color Burst Boost Rectifier 8 for $2.00
Color Focus Rect. ITT 6500 PIV 5 for $1.00
Zen. Voltage Tripler 212.109 ea. $3.95
2.5 Amp. 1000PIV HEP 170 50 for $5.00
3 Amp. 1000PIV 40 for $5.00
IRDDO4 10 for $2.50
IRD005 10 for $2.50
IRD006 5 for $2.00

YOKES - TUNERS - FLYS
Zenith Color 58633 ea. $4.95
Syl. Color 51-29986-2 ea. $4.95
Jap. Yoke Color ea. $4.95
Zen. B/W Y130 95.2874 5 for $20.00
Stand. Coil Inc. 6017, 6HA5 ea. $4.95
Philco 76-13983.3 Inc. 3HQ5, 5017 ea. $3.95
Zen. 1751177 Inc. 2HA5, 4617 ea. $3.95
Philco Color Fly 32-10093.1 ea. $2.95
Fly 277 Stancor H0601C ea. $4.95

Cl

f1
CAPS 8 SWITCHES

100 MFD @ 400V
160/100/60 MFD fo, 350V
10/10/10/10 @ 450V Sprague
60/60/60 MFD @ 150V
Assort. Electrolytics
Assort. Caps Discs
500K On -Off Volume Control
250K On -Off Volume Control

3 for $1.00
3 for $1.00
3 for $1.00
5 for $1.00

10 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
4 for $1.00
4 for $1.00

AUDIO
rj 80 Min. 8 -Track Ampex Stereo

Blank Tape 5 for $5.00
O 60 Min. Cassette Blank Tape 3 for $1.00
fi Stereo Head Phones,

Wards Airline 3 for $5.00r Tel. Pick -Up Coil 3 for $1.00
Lapel Mikes 3 for $1.00
BSR Mini Changer $11.95

I) 10.7 MC IF Can 10 for $1.00
11 AC Adapter 117V to 9V & 1.5Y DC ea. $1.50

AC Adapter 120V to 9V DC .. ea. $1.25
Transformer 117V to 6 & 12V AC ea. $1.00
Stereo Head Phones SN-01 ea. $2.95
25 ft. Stereo Head Phone Ext. Cable $1.50

D 25 ft. Guitar Ext. Cable $1.50
GENERAL

Magnavox Tuner Knobs 3 for $1.00
3.58 Crystal OSC 5 for $3.00

- 19 & 25 inch Color CRT Booster 3 for $10.00
`" 200 ft. Hanks of Twin Wire $2.00

FREE WITH EVERY ORDER
50 IN60 DIODES & 6 NYLON

ALIGNMENT TOOLS
Minimum Order $30-F.O.B. Brooklyn

Catalogs $1 -Refundable upon your order

CT & T SALES co.)
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940

DEALER SHOWCASE ...
continued from page 57

nel. It comes equipped with cord/plug
sets for either 12y dc or 115v ac oper-
ation. Also included is a screw -in
telescoping antenna for VHF, and
where applicable a separate VHF
plug-in antenna. The receiver re-
portedly has a sensitivity of 3/.tv with
selectivity rated at -6dB (a? 9kHz.
Linear Systems, Inc.

STEREO CARTRIDGES 715

Compatible replacement for either
magnetic or ceramic cartridges

A new concept in stereo phono-
graph cartridges, termed Magne-
Ceramic, is designed to incorporate
many desirable features of both mag-
netic and ceramic cartridges, at a low
cost. Initially, two units are available.
They are models 5600D, which is
designed to track at 2 to 4 grams with
an output voltage of 600 my.; and
5601 D, which is designed to track at 3
to 5 grams with an output voltage of
400 my. Both cartridges use a .7 mil
conical diamond stylus. Some unique
features of the cartridges are that they

can reportedly be installed in tone
arms using either a 1/2 -in, mount or
single screw inline mount -both of
which are industry standards for turn-
tables and record changers. The car-
tridges are reportedly compatible with
any system and can be used to update
older units or enhance newer equip-
ment. EV.Game, Inc.

INDOOR ANTENNA 716

Includes push-button
fine tuning system

The Model 10X808H indoor anten-
na is said to include an exclusive
director/reflector ring to reduce

ghosts and inter-
ference. The two
five -section 46 -in.
chromed VHF di-
poles rotate 180°
and the Axial in-
ductors on each
dipole are said to
augment reception.
A single knob

counter -rotates UHF and VHF ele-
ments, doing away with the need to
move them by hand. The cabinet is
beige and brown with walnut -grained
inlay and chrome trim. RCA Parts and
Accessories.

NEW FINCO

VOM Multitesters

 Si/ V10-

Model No. VM-20K

Model No.
VM 20K

User Net
$2525

 20,000 OHMS/Volt DC; 10,000 OHMs/Volt AC
 1 YEAR GUARANTEE
 Lab type VOM featuring ±1% temperature stabilized,

carbon film resistors.
 Long mirror scale to eliminate parallax in reading.
 Overload protected by dual silicon diodes.
 Double -jewelled ± 2% meter.
 Banana type jacks for positive connection.
 19 Excellent ranges.

OTHER MODELS VM-30K User Net $33.75
VM100K User Net: 565.95 VM-10K User Net- 521.95
VM-50K User Net 550.25 VM-1K User Net 8.65

Accessories available for all models.
Write for Catalog 20-647; Dept ETD 9-73

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford, Ohio 44146

AU. NEW FROM ENDECO

the desoldering
iron with a
light

Exclusive new safety light
shows when power is on

MODEL 510 $15.95 NET

Three-way on -idle -off switch . Operates at
40w; idles at 20w for longer tip life 6 tip
sizes available to handle any job  Cool, un-
breakable polycarbonate handle . Burn -re-
sistant neoprene cord  Exclusive new bracket
insures alignment, prevents damage . 81/2"
long, 3,/2 oz  Also soldering irons and solder-
ing/desoldering kits.
See your distributor or write . .

QcCO

5127 EAST 65TH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA 46220
PHONE 317/251-1231

enterDriSe

corporation
. . . for more details circle 140 on Reader Service Card . . for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card . . . for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Electronic Test Accessories
A 64 -page general catalog of elec-

tronic test accessories provides illus-
trations and complete engineering in-
formation on all products including
dimension drawings, schematics, speci-
fications, features and operating
ranges. The line of electronic test ac-
cessories include 3/4 in. and 1/2 in.
spaced molded banana plug test acces-
sories, molded patch cords, cable as-
semblies, test leads, connecting leads,
test socket adapters, "Black Boxes"
and other test accessories all designed
to meet rigid specifications. Pomona
Electronics, 1500 East Ninth St., Po-
mona, Calif. 91766.

Tape Recorders
A 48 -page booklet packed with use-

ful information on home tape record-
ing methods and equipment offers a
wealth of facts and tips for those who
want to learn more about tape record-
ing techniques. It includes a short
course in tape recording terminology
and technology for the layman, in-
cluding an explanation of the various
types of tape formats, their relative
merits and applications. Emphasis is
on cassettes, with sections on how to
obtain the best results when recording,
cassette care, maintenance, internal
mechanical design features, construc-
tion details and even how to make
minor repairs. TDK Electronics
Corp., 23-73 48th St., Long Island
City, N.Y. 11103.

Test Instruments
A new Product Selection Guide de-

scribes and illustrates the principal
specifications for all of the company's
products. Prices are also included.
New to this year's catalog are a line
of 43/4 -digit multimeters, an economi-
cal 10MHz scope, and modified static
card readers with interface electronics.
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.,
10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
44108.

MATV/CATV Equipment
A 16 -page short form MATV/

CATV catalog and price list contains
complete specifications on the "New
Reliables" line of equipment-listing
over 40 new additional products. Kay -
Townes, Inc., P.O. Box 593, Rome,
Ga. 30161.

BLUE
PADS

are
new -

they
go in the bottom

of

strip type tuners
and

ng the
con -

aid in polishi

tacts
rec

menom

ded service
charge

tor

installing
a BLUE with

UE PAD

and treating
it

BLUE
STUFF

is 3.50.

TO HELP YOU GET YOUR CUSTOMER'S TV
SETS IN TOP SHAPE FOR THIS FALL'S
VIEWING WE'RE MAKING AVAILABLE . . . .

TECH
SPRAY'S

FAIL

011011P

SOCIA1
A SPECIAL PACK OF:

Your
Regular Cost

12 Cans of BLUE STUFF 23.88
3 Cans of Caddy Size BLUE SHOWER 5.97

36 Self Adhesive ME PADS 14.04
43.89

And all you pay for is the BLUE STUFF - Just 23.88
for 43.89 worth of BLUE STUFF. BLUE SHOWER
and BLUE PADS and you save 20.01!

This special is available
at most distributors

Do your customers a favor and
your wallet as well

Ask for TECH SPRAY'S
FALL CLEANUP SPECIAL

. . . Just 23.88

TECH
SPRAY P. 0. BOX 949
AMARILLO, TEXAS 79105

In Canada
TECH SPRAY products

are available from
Superior Electronics

. for more details circle 141 on Readei Service Card
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WELTR011
hemuts t

TAPE PLAYER REPLACEMENT MOTOR KIT
Weltron's put 18 of the most popular tape
replacement motors in a handy plastic
counter case. With the easy -to -use cross
reference chart included, your day-to-day
repair problems are simplified. For a
small investment and with a minimum in-
ventory, these Weltron motors are right
at hand for tape player replacement in
Ampex, G.E., Norelco, Panasonic, Pioneer
and many more units.

'Tilukt0
fr

CABLE & ADAPTER ASSORTMENT

Also ideal for the serviceman or dealer,
Weltron new 216 piece cable and adapter
assortment enables you to stock the
most popular items at a minimum invest-
ment. 18 each of your most -asked -for
pieces are on a free display rack, occu-
pying minimal space. Includes jumper,
RCA -type & hi-fi cables, cables with alli-
gator clips and AC Japanese replacement
cords.

DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
WELTRON DISTRIBUTOR OR:

eltron0
THE WELTRON COMPANY

DURHAM, N.C. 27702

READERS

SERVICE

INDEX

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

Amperex 13
102 Antennacraft 10
103 Arrow Fastener 53
104 B & K Div., Dynascan 30
105 Book Club -Tab Books 18-21
106 Book Club -Schematic 43
107 Centralab Distributor 52
108 Chemtronics 55
109 Cornell Electronics 54
110 Delta Products 54
111 Edsyn, Inc. 51
112 Electronic Devices 16
113 Elin Uniform 50
114 Enterprise Development 58
115 Fordham Radio 60
116 Finney Company 58
117 Finney Company 55
118 Finney Company 26
119 G.C. Electronics 17

GE Tube Products Div. 25
GE TV Receiver 6
GTE Sylvania 22-23

122 Heath Company 48
123 Heath Company 49
124 Heath Company 51
125 Heath/Schlumberger 57
126 International Rectifier 56
127 Jensen fools 60
128 Jerrold Electronics 45
129 Leader Instruments Cover 3
130 Mallory Distributors 5
131 Motorola Training Institute 50
132 Mountain West Alarm 60
133 Nationwide Tube 53
134 Oneida 49
135 Perma Power 46
136 Precision Tuner Service 12

RCA Electronic Corp. 14-15, Cover 2
137 RMS Electronics 57
138 Sprague Products 11
139 Systron Donner 16
140 T & T Sales 58
141 Tech Spray 59
142 Telematic 47
143 Triplett Corp. Cover 4
144 Tuner Service Corp. 3
145 Universal Tuner Tabs 17
146 Wahl Clipper Corp. 48
147 Weltron Corp. 60
148 Winegard Co. 8
149 Workman Electronics Products .28-29
150 Xcelite 9

NEW PRODUCTS

700 TV Sweep Generator 24
701 Antenna Amplifier 24
702 Tool Case 24
703 Digital Multimeter 52
704 Multitester 52
705 C -R Regulated Power Supply 52
706 Crystal Checker 52
707 Tape Head and Guide Aligner 52
708 Instrument Enclosure Cabinet 53
709 Alignment Tool 53
710 Color Bar Generator 53
711 Antenna System 54
712 Wrench 54
713 Booster Amplifier 57
714 UHF/VHF Scanners 57
715 Stereo Cartridges 58
716 Indoor Antenna 58

TEST INSTRUMENT

900 Dynascan's Model 1403 Scope 44

ICC/Mullard Tubes Specials
Catalog & Prices on Request

FORDHAM Radio Supply
Company, Inc.

Q558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.
)..,/ Tel: (212) 585-0330 RCA
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

. .. for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

FREE ALARM CATA
Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and sup-
plies. 80 pages, 400 items. Oft
the shelf delivery, quantity
prices.

mountain west alarm
HI 4215 a. 16th st.. phoenix, az. 113

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more that 1700 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

irs.mrsr TOOLS
Ilq N. 44th Street, Phoen, Ant 85018

. . for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card

1 rr71:p5[SERVICEc E_

"Try thumping it!"

c)

LcLosEirj
il

. for more details circle 147 on Reader Service Card
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livea life of crime.
llonefily!
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SENSITIVITY

ALARN. OPERATION POWER

RADAR SENTRY ALARM

Every 20 seconds a burglary takes place in the United States.
At that rate it's a billion dollar a year

business for burglars.
And an even better business oppor-

tunity for you.
Why? Because burglary can be

stopped ... with an effective profess-
ionally installed security alarm system.

The all new computerized Radar
Sentry Alarm microwave security system
is one of the most effective professional
alarm systems on the market today.

Here's where you come in.
We need technically competent

dealers to demonstrate and install RSA
in key market areas throughout the
country.

Part time dealers following our
proven program can add over $12,000.
to their income.

Income for full time aggressive dis-
tributors is unlimited.

Send for the
alarming

details Now.
In a few days you'll

receive our free prospectus
outlining the career

opportunity with RSA.
Act Now... it could be

the most profitable move
of your career.

Lease contracts can build up to a
life time of security for you, and your
family.

Our dealer manual shows you how,
and you don't have to be a super-
salesman when you offer the best pro-
tection available ... a Radar Sentry
Alarm unit. All you have to do is demon-
strate RSA ... it sells itself.

RSA is the professional, uncorrupt-
ible computerized defender of life and
property. It operates on fool -proof
microwaves, and commands respect even
from todays most hardened criminal.

A single unit can be adjusted to pro-
vide complete protection in areas as
small as 200 square feet or as large as
20,000 square feet of floor area. A glance
at some of our technical specifications
on the next page shows why RSA is the
most advanced security system on the

r

market today.
In the past ten years thousands of

RSA units have been sold throughout
the world ... sold by men like yourself
on a part-time and full-time

We're one of the oldest and most
experienced manufacturers of quality
professional security systems, but we're
also young enough for you to grow
with us in the billion dollar a year
security market.

So take advantage of your profession.
Put your technical knowledge to work
for you in a totally new area ... an area
that will make money for you.

Don't wait.
Get in on the ground floor of this

highly profitable business.
Become an RSA dealer or

distributor, and Live a Life of Crime ...
Honestly!

Gentlemen:
Please rush me your free dealer -distributor prospectus
outlining the new Radar Sentry Alarm program.
Name

Company

Street

City

Zip

State

Phone

Current Occupation



Radar Sentry
Alarm the finest multiple
zone, microwave intrusion detection
system available today.. .

Technical information
RSA is a complete microwave doppler
radar motion detection system which
saturates the entire protected area with
invisible, harmless microwaves. With-
out human movement in the protected
area, the microwave signal remains
stable. Any human movement (oper-
ation is unaffected by rodents
and small animals) in the area
creates a doppler frequency shift
of approximately 2 to 4 CPS.
An ultra -stable IC detector
senses the doppler fre-
quency shift, amplifies
it, and applies the signal
to an advanced motion
analyzer computer. The
motion analyzer computer
triggers the alarm within seconds after
being armed by the first intrusion into
the protected area. System is F.C.C.
approved under Part 15. No license
required for installation or operation.

Multiple Area Coverage Our all
new SS -9001 can cover up to 5000
square feet of floor area, and can be
expanded to cover up to approximately
20,000 square feet of coverage by
simply adding low cost Model RD -900
Motion Transceivers.

Analog to Digital Discriminator
provides freedom from false alarms
common with other types of systems.

A computer type counter circuit, using
the latest state of the art C/MOS
integrated circuitry provides
exactly the amount of signal to
noise ratio needed to provide false
alarm free operation in virtually any
environment.

Electronic Siren featuring a unique
tone generator that produces one of
the most terrifying sounds in the
industry is built into every unit,
powering two remote siren speakers.

Standby Power is supplied with
every SS -9000 series unit. A big
apacity long life Gel-Cel is

standard equipment. 12 volts at
4.5 amp hours. Continuous regulated
trickle charger keeps battery in
top condition.

Fail -Safe normally closed alarm
relay control circuits, provide tamper
protection, and maximum security.

Complete System approach means
you do not have to buy additional
controls, batteries, key switches, etc.
Every SS -9001 series system comes
complete, ready to install. Nothing
additional needed, except inter-
connecting cable.

Versatile Outputs Everything
from N.O. and N.C. contacts to a high
powered siren generator output is
contained in the control console. Can
be used with dialers, central stations,

FIRST
CLASS

Permit No. 225
St. Clair Shores.

Michigan

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States

Radar Devices Mfg. Corp.
P.O. Box 268
St. Clair Shores, Mich. 48080

local alarms, etc.
Installation Manuals supplied with

the equipment are probably the most
complete in the industry, and include
complete circuit schematics, circuit
analysis sections and complete wiring
diagrams. We feel that you must under-
stand the system to install it properly,
no mysteries here.

Handsome Packaging makes the
system a pleasure to demonstrate
and use. No black -box concepts here.
Compare our packaging design
to any in the industry and we think
you'll agree we're 300% ahead of
our competition.

Quality Components and Work-
manship used throughout. Made in the
U.S.A., each unit is completely life
cycle tested for the equivalent of two
years of average use before it ever
leaves our facilities. You can depend
on this system when the others fail.

Conservative Design means long
life and trouble free operation. All
components considerably overrated to
provide maximum system stability under
varying environmental conditions.

Maximum Flexibility means the
system can be used almost anywhere
except in outside applications.
Our complete installation manual
tells you how and where to install it for
optimum results.

If someone has
already ripped -off
the coupon, write
or call us at:
Radar Devices Mfg. Corp.
383 Lenox Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48215
Phone 313/822-8422 or
822-1002



ET/D's ACTION CARDS
FILL IN THE CARD (PRINT CLEARLY PLEASE),

DROP IT IN THE MAIL. NO POSTAGE NEEDED.

141X1°4e4 - your copy
of the 1974 Heath catalog

The complete line of Heath test instru-
merts is described in the latest cata-
log - and now twelve of our famous
kits are available in factory assembled
and calibrated form. Send for you
free copy and equip your bench with
quality test

gear ... from
Heath.

HEATH COMPANY, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022

KIT OR ASSEMBLED...
Heath test instruments now available as hits or factory assembled and calibrated

Now you can buy many Heath test instruments as kits or fac-
tory assembled and calibrated. Either way you get famous
Heath quality and an essential piece of service equipment at
low cost. Test gear for all your servicing needs ... scopes,
digital multimeters, VTVM5, power supplies, sine -square wave
generators, audio and TV service instruments. Buy it in kit
form and enjoy maximum savings. Order it assembled and get
it ready to work. Either way you get quality equipment... and
substantial savings through Heath's low, direct -to -you prices.
Send for your FREE catalog today.

Name

Company

Title

Street

City State Zip
7E-300

Here's The Fastest Troubleshooting Shortcuts
To The Easiest, Most Profitable Repairs
ELECTRONIC TRotiBLESHOOTING: A Manual for Engineers and Technicians

By Clyde N. Herrick
New -puts troubleshooting techniques for all equipment at your fingertips. You'll see
how to quickly and effectively troubleshoot such diverse pieces of equipment as electric
organs, quadraphonic sound equipment-MATV and CAT V- tape recorders - color and
black/white TV- AM, FM, CB, amateur and mobile radios -and much, much more. Over
280 photos and drawings zero -in on any problem you're ever likely to face --speed you to
far easier, more profitable repairs.
Pub. Dec. 1973 304 pp. 282 illus. 6 x $12.95
FILL 011T AND MAIL FOR YOUR FREE 15 -DAY EXAMINATION COPY
Name
Street

StateCity Zip
SAVE! If payment accompanies order, plus your state's sales tax where applicable,
publisher pays all postage and handling charges. Same 15 -day trial privilege, full refund
guaranteed.
Dept. I R249I-0

15 Day FREE Trial Offer
PHILIPS PM5324

11111 I 411° HF Signal GeneratorH
et

 Pushbutton range se.ection; 100 KHz to 100 MHz.
 1% stability; Internal Xtal calibration 0.1%.
 Stabilized output from 5 NV to 50 mV RMS at full scale.
 Output impedance 75 t! on all scales, at all frequencies.
 Internal 1 KHz amplitude-or frequency-modulation.
 AM /FM wobbulation. Blanking prevents double scone traces.

Extremely versatile instrument for servicing and maintenance of AM, FM and
FM multiplex equipment. Economically priced at $490 for use in the service shop,
in the lab and In the technician -training classroom.

NAME

TITLE PHONE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE & ZIP

TEAT v - MATAWLIA7Alli MIAMLIMATNAFff /N/i.
-1 t-Mt00

Send details of 15.day
free trial offer.

1 Contact me
for a demonstration.

] Just send
complete specs.
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Heath test instruments now

available as kits or factory
assembled and calibrated.
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1

Schlumberger



ET/D's ACTION CARDS
FILL IN II -HE CARD (PRINT CLEARLY PLEASE),

DROP IT IN THE MAIL. NO POSTAGE NEEDED.

SOLID-STATE TEST EQUIPMENT

EICO 379
Sine/Se. Wive Gen.

574.55

Name

EICO 242
FE" TVOM

579.95

Title

EICO 150
S gnal Tracer

$54.95

Firm

Address

City State Zip

EICO 330
RF S gnat Gen.

$64.95

Secun:y Catalog
Full hie EICO Catalog

RegJo

FREE
BOOKS

How much better off would you be if you
had...your 1st Class FCC License?

Everywhere you go, the man with the 1st class
'ticket" gets top billing. And that makes sense ...
the FCC License is certification by the U.S. Govern-
ment that you know "what's what" in Electronics. It
sure pays to have one.
CIE has six exciting career courses that will prepare
you for your FCC License. And all carry our FCC
License Warranty. It's all explained in these FREE
BOOKS. Why wait? Find out today. Get started on
the road to top-flight career potentials!
NAME

(please print)
HOME ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

71 Check here for G.I. Bill information.
FREE CATALOGS ... MAIL CARD TODAY ET -68

Tektronix TM 500 Series Test and
Measurement Instruments

Modular, compact, synergistic,
multifunctional, versatile,
cost effective and more!
Includes digital counters, signal sources, pulse generators, digital multimeters, signal
processors, power supplies, and CRT monitors-a total of 24 modular test instru-
ments wish many more to come. They're all new ways to think Tektronix. Send card
for full -color brochure and data sheets.

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City State Zip
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
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Tektronix, Inc.
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Beaverton, Ore.
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE 1489 SYLVANIA 1486
TV Models GAI.1-13003,4/GAI-1-13063A 810-14/-17
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PINS

At

43 Tr

110 M14-21'_

5C502
13-.7174-2

107
03511

07
Sew,

114

CA%

04

7200
aS' v10(04

1,

424

Tcze
o.

002
205 C4

2260

CI11

AGC

).C.L57.

or
Pill

1/2 6GH8A
AOC 4.4

2284223

20%

04 0246
4700
20%

04
4E J7

240 4020
97 4417

9
06
IOW 2

04
0222
0027

s1465III3OVI

1112°

;az
'01501/37

IF 007601E3 (4

,C200 L20,

L20113121:32.2:rf

6234
47011
20%

03

C212

21Iv001

)_.710 T4
TEMA

9049
070$9

--f at
2437

6930r)

rjor
Et

- I
022633 "1-1:77

..._

Ft 4221 I 220K
22011 AGCrriV

i
20%

rt

NOMINAL

Al r,1°'
i5w

455211414
p
,00 Mr0

C502 "
500 46 V'

43 )_ )/ I
.44 13,..=F,05w. 4 `SZnCe.

1, CAC;

T 9C5001.5004FD
C3004 300v 441 350v

13.1,74-2 3500
8500
4.11

VII
P1.I

7114[

15L9 00 vs v2 v3
0115 17e6 1004 1710 4107

L5061.504

5 4 i 12 5 C416 I 12 5 5

.002

 270v

  1409

1.210
O0u14 (3

L-. SSEt 1/2v 10CM 9

I/ 10,Fre,,,,,,, Ate Il402
9IIIPOL9(I /-!7)7 7--.---1

e., ION
,:r.7,6-17; C236 9-3

3300
662362 11234-i 20% 00221

2 70 2 20 (CO2-CN I A. . 08 119
MI

L__4,
7 457

403,-14 5% 1C01,97,1410 ,IS",,

14

E5 #242
CM I (3 ST4.1-111107 ) 0.

, L212
IN

'. 22009

o040794061

7-3

6300
5200%

co f3
13-29033-2

1CO2 ) NOISE YIP
CO 00 1/0 F 610 ST0161 -40.10

4307
2201
20%

(3

(2

701,

8306(5 v50 0011
1/2101.7A
1/210J79

reL Ste
-115

Et (- 6 471 2

C

302 00.302
740

NOT1401.0 
4505

24

506
AGNS* KoLTII 460114

X411.

INDICATES VOLTA41 NOWT

 INDICATES VOLTAGE SOURCE

0N5 /X1063

Aseassueme

OS C5I4
0022

5

DI CSO
0022

To PIN 3
50500

Et
)1

0303
01.2

13-29033-2
IC03-14C0 I

01.1
13.27050-1
NOISE GATE

ICO2 -14 CM I
MO 00 Fe/ RED ST41P1  I6C. I

2

VV"

"POE

/OW

-

(- i 6t 62

Fl.40 P3,11
dNFG

C304

243036400
' 47°'p,

1CO2, C0344
2342

12

C1
F5

C303 ':' C306
0.543 00K,
r3115071

..7[01
63 VG R
1/2 6GH13A
VENT 05C

 751,
7210

70 'ff 110031

P44
11206

032328
8321 i"

(46X10
420

7010063

r31

R340
01.0.1
310EG

62

1 032.
6800

643

/-1

C3I4
3

0022
ittv

F3
C312
001

SonT204
1.104.6

4511* TRAP

03 4246
100A

0C2.
lee

1C04. 14C71 I

4-644.4.... 4253L24.1  721
150110 r 1 20%

I SC202 13-24467-I I 1[02/6( D STOMP -14C0 I
,......_,, I _441,4esvonso, I

ICOI *0800 991411715C. 1
6240 1 C230 .255 ri:2,
ISO

5-d .
217

III-- !'°:;::

I 31-. q- -
N256 _ _

I
"-'._ 1 ..-0 ---

13317,1_. 560K V

ar -L
.4: ..r

111.6702 TuNEN G..

1 -,1;.!.:C.1 4y,"

4.I 4328
ISOM

ev
F! 1,4v1
4330

2
22011

0%

F3
vE

10686
VERT OUTPUT

04
PACT OF R336
0445515 1.01114
4,54

8
111244
OW PI*  2 70 v
12:
24

0 SC204 -4
3-2911167,2

Alrir TOTE
6047

-C244 13

4250
zsa
CON uliuT

7250v C3111 - 63
/71457) .064

V.5;1-

13 04

V

C 324
00

1111.0 1660

111

1300
APT

OUTPUT

.1352
1723C91

g11231 1
20%

04 %%2764
1W

MI

E4

---4/ 63
764

C400 1/2 664134
006' 64 94,2 mOota OSC

64 44
F4 64

0400 4406 Mt: 14/2F
OK 270. 5%

...ow sc. 470o IWO. C410 CIZI 6
AF- 00

F4 C406 I SI 64 1

13.17596,2
F

CAC? TSI
330 AO

T
470
PP

fiig,
F'4410

P4 1... zi.:
sc.o ik/
irc75" 2

42014

f4

72202
(LWOW

1400
14163

/1302
0,60v/

Ind
5744

DO NOT ATTELIPT TO MEASURE
DC VOLTAGE
CLIP SCOPE TO
INSULATION

MI rI5
9se VS70 I 7JN6 NI

N0012 OuTPuT I..
7

°Ai
.1'1 Sit

4)0 (L. -IN  rLIOL,

64411

4436
NOT.
!Cm

1400
070742 OuTPuT

OSA
AN !At3
.14.45 ve

-i7ON MCI. /

64
C422
00
)1
MI

4429
1600

64 .
CMS 64 C420

0033 7 FFF41:1.
047 540P.

C44

t. rvi
ELT#74-. F4 64 14.

1
24

1 445 4,422:

8430
220

0%

21Ill6s9

-4EY
(-KW

42!)

MOOT
4434
t25.11.4

ITCHI

1000.16011

4441
 30

1-4.C.15%
3 311

1.1/5:17C.

F4- C402
1 470(7

N406
1120

"'VIM56Pf
4 Sav

TO C212

03

05

v9
IDG3

vNECT MAE

Le02

ro 3' C0.30

C43 1
C317
.027 1033

9 1100.1614.1600,..,4
TO 1 NO -9* MOST .17041

Al ;\

zo

44.47/16
3 an

3 VPP
Vert.

1486
SYLVANIA
B10-14/-17

SEPTEMBER  1973

ft

PANT Of C0436/5 4574

NOTE,

4339
494

r - R2s-e

63 33740

61400
MICE ENO

5 7

isomm.41011

24

43

6471.41 TU41
V154541-14,-15. ol.
214544(-06C71)

?Sy

OS'27.Y

+
LI(I
.2.26 270v
2204
20%

 ,o 9 600.

corrattr OCUS $1110(11

c (-TKO 711,
Cm, i  WViS

3.407744SS

#3341
INICOLD

1 302
VENT

DEFLEC
COLS

L300

- -pART 07 TuNER CLuSTE711,...-15.-.11C17 I
2 PART OF CmASSIS ASSE7011LT
3 41.19 vE6TAGII WILL vART NIT. WIDTH CONTOOL
 EXAMPLE WI LETTER  44.1.1414 NEAR

CONPONENT DESIGATES POINTED CillculT
PAN1L CO0401114,71
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1487
RCA CORP
CTC 53 Series

SEPTEMBER  1973

TO VHF TUNER

pioi

TO pW500
Ito-``,,

ESOUND
IF

CR201

SOUND
DET.

ELECTRONIC
TOCHNICIAN/DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

-14,81.--. 130V
RIIS
3900,7w

B_ -
r,21C299 220 L299

R299(PM2MI.M.G 0018

C2921
L214 0269 .00471

1.8 4

r_ii
---1

R225 C235 I:213°7r

1
IC 290.110K 10 18 82r

1

L216
L202 IT60

12

_1299

I
...- C291

.0471

VOLUME
406

R4201

8252 1/21C299
3300

C297
47

4-1(- r flC247
.047

C295 +7)-168

13
1,-)0-

T6 T.
c.c2):7

.ot L.6-4
-4-

1
Y I c 246

.1.016

OR

V103
11DS5

AUDIO OUTPUT

R249 9
106

R250
4706

5v

825
180

C2315I

C230
33

/C223 8226
30 1_2700

C233
230

3

1L206
41.25 kito

F B 202

4 L21t
1.8

R2:0, ICCW R217
33K 9 56

VI
C20401I C(2410

0204 0209
A

. 10-
T201 10

R204
47

4
C205

5

0206
5

L 201 1 r C207
e 15 I

9209
1800

3W

I C201" 1C202

R255

1.001=
RF.211AS

P211
I .01

E tOOK 4W12.5mEG
G

1 Yr!

L202
47.25
MHZ

0203- 31" 11
.01 I

PIX
IF

1.11205
}13300

R2107
2200

8203
'ezoo

C 211

3680
1.1 VIDEO IF

0203
78-20i

Tp203 368011-0 2nd VIDEO IFC254 C2I2 R216001 10 56

I -C163E1:
5Sv

R206.1. L255
345°1C210

.001

50v

C214,
.0011

R217
1000

.oca I
8215 
1800

82I2 k R208
3906 rE 3300

65.5v 0201

6t,ev©
3536-2
AGC

1800

U

192143900

PW200
8210

0204
3576

3rd VIDEO IF
0216 8222

75v 10 56 4.5.,v 57.7 v
1

I
C216
00i 51;7 Ea; I I

-Z-14
L 0!

0215I .001

R218
1000

1,8223
62100

1 8219

(II)

2200 '

C

t5pf
221

0
R221 02221 R220
8800 100 T 1500

71
3 1.57v L209

r _ _ _, .200261.1 100

I I
ii.5

C.21p2f4

C265 R227 R254
001 1000 1/2 1C201 C

1/2

11 SV

1C201

I R702
1 10

l...T7y

AM

R75a

I
2._i

I C22: AFT I

I

4.7 MEG

L
.001 I_

._ ,1001 R701A

1
Cr, OiLmLLEOEGRR

2E68083v

-

R7I0
1501

TRANSISTOR BASING DIAGRAM

C E E 8 C a

EOC 0 .) E DC 8 q C
8

CASE

IAN

L

P224
:

1. r205

CO20191

2700 .
L'2700.

C2

.11j
.27

05
MEG

001

R238
2700

LII3
pw- 5000 1.8

En-ci

CR202_ L219 18
118201 PiX.DET. 2.0, C23111

L2
36150 15.4V

e .,(77-1'
C2362 C252*

: L 2 1 7
IS -*- 5 = ..., r 4.5 111.12

L107
pw200-J tS

0206
3597-1

CNROYA PREANP

ne v
R236

/5.51'

/Iry

120

a

V7058r- - -; 1 1/2 6GH8A
*C104

p7
1.1 cs4R01.1 AMP

ro-
e'3ii I

PW 200-6

t 4147021 ° 23 2
27K

= C251 N5c12LARE1712R.:2;4001:2.2743_ 22002343.

,P84015.204TiFx

8

R242>_001 TOE

0205
3597-1
1.1 VIDEO

/5 V

7702

WILL
VARY

701 WITH
ORAL

I0706
-.01

J
470 01

70 "C7 91":7.6k7151054K
2W 6,111

280V

R7Il
70

C714
.01
N

91144
I2K
4W

2110v
[168]

gi.003R ,
0 0

e:J

MEND =MIMS UMMIM11

1111111

ZI N V704A
1/2 6GH8A
2nd HAOMA AMP

0709
100

CC715 8759'0717
C 33 * 390 S .01

R721  Sy
68K

C721
10

B

11111101111111 =MiMM11 SEMEN"

1MMMIM1 IMME1

1P703 -c718 8122
9 -exo 390

RCill 762
.82 r 470K

4

c7- 02
.047

R773
4.7 MEG

0701
3574

COLOR KILLER

-w
R703
1000

CR709
25 0702

3631-1
ACC

8717
22K

0701
NOTEI .0' R716 R716 AND R709

2.4 MEG c ARE sAATCNED.--.
TOLORENCE PAIR

200V

Pw700-8

8704
1000

Isv

R712
1.2 MEG

f.047 .1oe

C706 C705

R107
2.2

MEG

0 TP701

0
CR708

tv

V703
4CB6

i.p.,04 BURST AMP

0
517.01'

6
1,70v

4Y

0710 C712
.01

R;
9

-.51v

8706
33K

R707
82K

10703.t

- -
v701

T701 3.511 MHz
OF--

PW700

TO
P8400 -P --

e FLYBACK
AUG WINDING

AP AG AE

V7011
1/2 6GHBA

3.58 MHz
0SC

150y

140 V

702

e

R726
100

C. 01719
724r

Fr 19
11000

2 BOY

08153

 280V E6C
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B

C

8 5v -p
VERT RATE

P103
YOKE
PLUG

RED

PLO

ORR

GRN

mi.
0021 3 YOKE

I

I PW600 PIN AMP T6°' r _______, -
I c,.31 6e07 ..9,A" L102

I I WIT I
3:1

Lips
,,,,Dcf L 3

I
eLK

111Fr 7
L601A

1

91 #. 4 5 4 515 4

16662 C602
1 11101 5 TEL ... 8604 060

4111010
RTiO4

ful
O

10.

AMP
PIN 8601 ;

2,21 .

C601
i2

TO 1
.001 SKV

NTI I STOP 1

004 5 0 L101 2000 212

P44500.1. A N
pC

r,22-.) I-6- - - - -.- ',0 ' Ri Rii
AT 100

1.150111-
VIOLET

RED

1

NV,

R
F

C4.253--4oos.
AO 51 7 L 51 -

.1

TEL L

r
VERT RATE

',T'N17TE 35

C) I
P. P- P WENT PRE

A SRN

P.1
VERT RATE V

CONVERGENCE
PLUG

GIRT

RED

.813, 120
TOP RED/ORN

6 HORIZ. LINES

I
I8815,120
TOP RED/GRN
VERT LINES

ROTRIVD)G11°11
181912 LINES

511.55.0
ROT RED/SRN
VERT. INES

8808
82

C809
5011

(.- -J
L806A , RED L805A,G104

I C801

I ST RIGHT EILU
HORIZ. LINES

Mil -sr

R809,150
ROT OLU

R814,120 #0912 LIN
TOP !WU
#0911. LINES

-J 4-.0- J
L802

NI HED/URN
VERT LINES

CR 01

C603

9502

0607
.12

L1193
T RED/URN

HOME. LINES

d1211,911,,
C

R1106
54
2*

L805151.
GRP r

L

Immo*
580,12/ 1.-J

IIJ

PW800

Pan'
120
LEFT

I REDIGR
VERT
LINES

110111L Mc

i0Oglo°

GONVERG.1

240v P -P
HOME RATE

CUT IF

MEDUSA/Pt'

1-`4
TF401

*106
CATHODE
OtSCONNECT

17 0402
36MC6

HORIZ WTPUT

C401

P401

17CT3 9
DAMPER

SG 402

4r

2-6

L402 1 6403*MIL /EFF

280V

L401
IOUN

R112
150
7*

2900

[2 5 -H]

1300

Cg
Rio..

0

I

A.

C401

I C"

C402
540 L106

19v

CII9

1v
C405

PW400
HORIZ.
OUTPUT

PV/ 400-S
2800

720V 000ST

V101

7102

SPOT'

61,

3.211

i 211

5 8 6003T

I

O C1101-2 [22-9

V

BRIGHT
LIM.I

viol
SASE

viC4
11.11911

TO *47700 - AP

[7-E]

300v
001181
RATE

TO PWT00-4
9412

I [27-11806

14 3

5404
2.5 MEG la

TO BRIGHTNESS
84202 P700-14

4011
111

44 itt- A)
NM%

J2
F

INPUT

L23

L24

AGC

RII
22K

TO
280V

--1(-
C29
1000

C17
-

1000

ICS

GIMMICK,

18 6

L14 C35,

EL8

.2
03

04 54
0\t's REAR

6

R9

RCA CORP
CTC 53 Series

VHF TUNER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

RI3-
16K R7

2 2K

330

L27 BASE

EMITTER

C21 NOTES COL LECTOR

ALL RESISTANCE
VALUES ARE IN OHMS

101000
ALL RESISTANCE
VALUES ARE I/2 WATT
EXCEPT WHEN
INDICATED.
ALL CAPACITANCE
VALUES ARE IN pi,

SWITCHES SHOWN IN
CHANNEL 13 POSITION

IC13
p.3

2-7

RF
VI

3HA5

30

C34
20

C22
82

CU

751,
INPUT

VHF
KRK 181

LIO

1

\-
612

13332
RIO
1000

C19
47

01

MIXER
285V

2./V

73V

R8
3900
JVNI%-

CII R21
3.9K

MIXER

135
560

TP10

C6  C5
-

C2

C33
II

L 30

33 1000 2

.22 C30 1
'. a82
L29."

C7
IOpH

T
0 S C 10 560

12 2 0

011

Q3 L41 R4 l'CI
1000

1 -----I

8 2V

18V 02
MIXER

FB2

-C11

to

EMITTER

BASE

COLLECTOR

CPR7I

C71

130
1400V

L5 T T3

C9_
t3.0
N220
(51a
N150)

R19\2.2K \ 12

R22
5.6K0 3.3K

1 R24

127

TT2
R2

L3 470'

IF
OUTPUT

JI

EE3 0e(1 1)
1000 1

I

R3 C8
680 3.0t

NPO
(33)A

L31

R6
6 8K

018V

I

2
-LC2285:12.55toK0- t0

I

0NAFKTRK181

5.6 56

C231TO

10 3 AFT
CONTROL

8 5 oat
R2114K

I
s7 VOLTAGE

ctz4t
9 4

751 6 3527
IL 261
VI

A VALUE USED WITH KRK 182
t USE WITH KRK 181

VHF
ANT

RIST
27K

C14611.

100(2 j 1
1111,34

FILAMENT
SUPPLY

450MA

r- -617071 -- -I
T70 I

I

I ..f- a; `37,1E.1 E,,,
-I

i,
1

C73 -1

47 1 c72 R72 I I

VA745.,
I

I

1
150 5141E41 1

I

I

6)
' "" '' L. _. _. J.' L _CERN__ a

300 A KRK 182INPUT
VHF
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RCA CORP
CTC 53 Series

650
42101(

 621

'`.0°

C503
.01

I200 11319
SUPPLY

CM*

..""TWPT11.6 /
mem
,p7

0501
3555

AGC KEYER

6503 C11502
106

A101/ P -P
moRi2 RATE

(O V/
60v ,507

1000

rit.5v
17.5V

 TO PW200-TP202 [A.14]

6514
330

POLZV

15.9V

0502
3597-1
SYNC COP

.

00
NW

V

6509
1000

;ge1904 051°T--c:i:1%1
1E O

00

fR 315

AGC.SYNC.VERTICAL

C506 0507
.22 .01

1 II

z:n2 6516
1600

0303
3601

SYNC SEP

16V TO 50V
1000

,-T7 )6517
tCW n0:1 {6608 -

35Y P -PVcr vERT HATE

MM. '610.101. %
WA,

VERT RTE
15V P -P

P9400-111 -.TO L113 P.200
[32-0 [9-A] TO

13.400-AH
D5-031

54101r--1 "0' ON/OFF

6.4.1

CB101
106.1 SAWA

FL 4064
V40, L 405 V402

t 13.-- -3
C1OB
.047

14n

I21n

TO P9700 -TI

6.150 AC16 -CZ

RAMP

6108 C10713
39 150 Is

TO P.700-77 05
CIA -C]

rHT
"H6OH1ec_f1V702 V 0704. 5

RTIO3

V703 0701

CR101

CH6
660 131"

V201

16V P -P
NOM RATE

1

411 632

C1058
20011

2,

22

R544 6945
416 621
AA.

4-.SY4

ez

C1J4

AG 0

v50213

no/ P
C540 1/2 13GF7/13GF7A

VERT. OSC.
1201 vERI ROE TN

C527
.033

R554
711 0036 -20Y

0530 ¶50v

.0015

[3130 vi
SOURCE

r 0502 V5071

LION

i.zeoA
SOURCE

C1066
13001

.

170'3 36MC6 4056
H

HII I
4 3 5 4 5 4 4 5 2 63c4.  4

"II7KY6
IN 50S45 1"1

4 3 5 4

HI
13GF7A 6GROA

C14 4

IDAMPER Nolta OUT 6GHIM 6GH8A mooIc732001 RTOF

J LPw700
PART OF

4C86 60:1:j L PARTpw 5 001 ,0

VHF TUPAI

3HA5

LPw400

PANT OF

I 620.

NOTES:

.A

1 RESISTANCE VALUE IN OHMS 1. 1000
2 RESISTORS ARE 1/2 WATT EXCEPT AS NOTED

3 XI INDICATES 5% TOLERANCE I REPLACE ONLY WITH APPROVED PART I
 88 !ISOLATES 2% TOLERANCE
&CAPACITANCE VALUES 10 AND ABOVE ARE IN PF, THOSE BELOW ARE

AlP EXCEPT AS INDICATED
6 INDUCTOR VALUES 111.CH EXCEPT AS INOIAT ED

7 VOLTAGES ARE NEASUNED TO CHASSIS GROUND WITH A  VOLTONMYST

(NO SIGNAL) AND SHOULD HOLD WITHIN 20% AT RATED SUPPLY VOLTAGE
 ALL INTERCONNECTING POINTS COOED ACCORDING TO ZONE SHOWN IN C 3

6I I INDICATES VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH SIGNAL
CALL TUNER SWITCHES ARE SHOWN IN CHANNEL 13 POSITION

TRANSISTOR BASING DIAGNAM

C EESC8

0 8QC0 E

C
0

B

(.7.
CASE

C537

iwa

7t3i,

jl

1-6204
HOOK

VERT.
I HOLD
LtART OF P1AIlgO_I

N

8546
271

67, P -P
.0.112 RATE

C511
ISO

VENT RA'E

N
min

PW700-0
CI23

R701C
2.5 MEG 2

VERT.
LIN.

R706

LP

100E

W700
Or 140 /

.VI4 V

6551
1K _Aro,/

7: 6356::,,
0

7002 P -P
ANT RATE

p.

-r
67016

IIRE°

./uS,

HEIGHT

RI45

3820

-.TO P.400- N [36-J]
TO4720v BOOST

P9400-138
(34-J]

V50113
1/2 66118A

6522 6323 HOR 12. CONTROL

3906 2706 90V

r-
501

8521220K L -

HORIZ
OSC

uv P -P

NOW NATE

V

2.5 v

11325
626

6526 6529
150K 1200

LPW500

770v

7

1IN

0541
.0022.

3 KV

OUT

V502A
1/2 130F7/

I3GF7A
VENT.

.,I

ILU

210A

TO
r

0260 VMIKE BED

[25-H]

JO YOKE
TER. I3

133-F]

DART Or SERVICE
SWITCH S701

I

1-

r,--

-
1 \

,
1,,,NOMIAL I /0to
, 4

T1'
1

AT .L0 s,,,,,Acil /
PART OF PW700_a

7104

Cl2 2
50,1

IwIRE ENO
vIE91

GRN

GRN/RED

MI I i50
Cul

2KV 4Kv

TO

IrigT
.1103 [34-4

YOKE SOCKET
+NOV PW400-31

[34-J

: A
r. !ILK /ORN

C 3n
 BLK/RED

R15/
33

YR,

RED/31/NT

zn

ORM

TO P.500 -F

[21-0 ]

TO P.700 -P
[11 B]

1/2 60118A
V50IA 1.45V

cm:,,

27116
HORIZ. OSC

9AAP --70V
NM ...C515 7V

a ---'
k...../

!k...--
f4:10

270
320v p.6

CUT W AI MORI RATE

NECESSARY

6531 0A
106

C522 L5016
3300

OAR

6537
271

I

C520 I047
I

J102
CONVERGENCE

SOCKET
(RAW END VIEW)

(DOE

AC

4
ftsse

7' 336

C5111TP50 T1200

3 :11-001,01R536ORE sew) II

3
COIL C521

I
RAVE -.1 AO

V503 .1
v P P

RA,

}7201
.1.1200
--0517

OA
66-

X161103 3I
IHORIZ 04,,w40o
,HOLD BOARD- J

270V OR 01321.1IMMWAN

TO 4 280 V ....43-T oon - TO El- BOOST
R134 mSOURCE  720V(35-,0isso of

[25-11]

A

B

C

F
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11811110 MIND

A

0207
3597-2
2n4 VIDEO

MONO IMOW.
PW400-M [34-5]

54202 2 
BRIGHTNESS

s

n °
250K

:v nA
RATS

1000
f5V R246

I330 DL;,ii

l V
CR701R234

0 e5v .-DV111-1--°-':245
v 560 C Ltoe

R255 -g

13 VI

5243
270

0-4 39

retc)0321
51

I

C120

500-C
I TO

17

IEF-22)

I
I

I

24
130VI%

MIMI IMMO IMRE,

1011111 1111111101

C722
.01

T
"4'

.01
*C245

VIDEO

V IV
NOV P -P

soon RAT(

704

J

TO
P111700 -EI

L/03
27

R730
680

API1

V706
71CY6

VIDEO OUTPUT

roar
R731 R734 7
2751 : 100K -.7v. 9

N Ano.
C725 I17351 -

.75:0321
.1 100

130V

\
D.

11Ca!0
9v P. P ri.r.

140412 RATE

j 8733
48K

1t

JTO .1102-11.91=LI r
*C723

470
11711
22K

.11na
-SPY

1172111
100K 4.0

111111111

r - -
7703

crt
33

C742
.01

54204

I
TINT
10K

ACM MODELS L
SEE Fa I

3 IMI
57
330

CHROMA

tOOV

V705A
1/2 6GH8A

BLANKER

1,, 1,1 I;

iV s v v
,.1,1) NOME RATE .0702 RA,

016
330

R4A
6200

_ -

MASOOIA 111
NON-ACCUTINT

MATCHED

ACCUM
ACCU

MIR
1iii

MAS004AATIC
TINT

2

III-_1f)1)
620 .0, I

--a,LI

I

R738
270

Litt)
480

2

3.

100

il2210006 wooer

.406..:

NORMAL

PART
OKC.Z0217 _11

5701r-
SERVICE

tHV
V7041

In WHOA
IIII-Y AMP
/S0V

MATCHED
PAIR

L E
620 a

R11

16K

A54Mnat

t

10 5-
C7.01

11MMIll
AK

ACM MODELS
SEE PAGE 28

(ESP)

2CM3

R763
I MEG

R764
IWO

v701
4C86
11-1 AMP

ttOv

8104
47K,

. ,..v

3[013

OK -10

.22
TO P1174004

). R768
j 270

S R769
270

L

11444
3300
4*

4. R731
LLUR

AM

0735
.01

tap. v T I

VT2

VT3

lair T6

Yv T

Y T4

VTS

S2

O

SI

VIDEO DRIVE TAPS
SELECT ANY THREE

2110V.
06

C732
.01

**/411
IRK

EllOV
No]

C74I
.001
N

II

R747
47K

i 2
C744

01

R124
3900!IV

RIDS
3900

R125
3900

I

SG125

6>

50124

4
YEL/ RED

WHT /RED
R 74 EIC
1.5 MEG

RED SCREEN

Cc7)40
R Me§

01 LS MEG.

GREEN SCREEN

N
0739 R748A
.001 1.5 MEG

BLUE SCREEN.

3

-

-vv
11755
450K

R750
2.2
MEG

VIVIA
1/2 6GH8A

6-V AMP

C730 L704
.01 620

4

R;r3A1117403 330K

1410Y

71781
47K

13

11FT :,

FT 2 IO 9
FT 3 Ii 0

II .0- ILK

StO v

WHI/GRN
515v

WHT/OLU
480V

FOCUS

8124
3900
PAR

8128

sG,2s

4

3 S.2,0

RIDS

31.20

R127
3900

0 4

SG126

t #

S5128

5>

613

4
50129

I11756 "6 I To ,

-ROOST DS- I]

TO 7 405- 4 1

SRN

ploy

,150
I4

1111N
.1

p TO r108-4

CR704

CR703

R767
3300

R7300663

EI

O

RED

1143
61300

21/
280V [111-8]

PW700- E

0142 (6-111
F

Zw 1SOV

GRN

iv
R7421 R 43

I MEG. 7 woo
z C731

C734
.01

.001

*731
733
.0, 1752

39K 2.2
IW MEG'

R765
3280V 300

CD483R705

OLU

wre

0731

2.218K
R754

MEG

r'

tu!
RATFP

50127

8120
3900

R121

3t14..50

1

14 )

I  3> ilOY

4
S0120

I 7, 108 Y

50121

I2) 'Iry
5122

390

IONE SOCKET GROUND

4-1 NOTES:

RCA CORP
CTC 53 Series

3

1. RESISTANCE VALUE IN OHMS. K. 1000.
Z. RESISTORS ARE I/2WATT EXCEPT AS NOTED.

11INDIINCDAITCAESTE5S&
%2 TOLE

ER.EPLACE

ONLY WITH APPROVED PARTS).
1.4 TOLERANCE.IANC

5. CAPACITANCE VALUES 1.0 AND ABOVE ARE IN Pf, THOSE BELOW ARE IN EXCEPT AS INDICATED.
t INOUCTOR VALUES IN EXCEPT AS INDICATED.
7. VOLTAGES ARE MEASURED TO CHAS!! GROUND WITH A' vOLTOHMYST ( NO SIGNAL) AM SHOULD HOLD

WITHIN 20% AT RATED SUPPLY VOLTAIK
A ALL INTERCONNECTING POINTS COOED ACCORDING TO ZONE SHOWN IN C).
A ( ) INDICATES VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH SIGNAL.
C ALL TUNER SWITCHES ARE SHOWN IN CHANNEL 13 POSITION.

I I.  NON-ACCUTINT a NON-ACCUMATIC MODELS.
12.T ACCUTINT B ACCuMAT1C MODELS ONLY.

PR000CT SAFETY NOTE
SHADED COMPONENTS HAVE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY.
BEFORE REPLACING ANY OF THESE COMPONENTS READ CAREFULLY THE
PR000CT SAFETY NOTICE ON PAGE 3 OF INS SERVICE DATA. DON'T DEGRADE
THE SAFETY OF THE SET THROuGH IMPROPER SERVICING.

TO 8144

TO RI43

130V
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1488
ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
19DC11

SEPTEMBER  1973

I.F. INPUT F PORI
TUNER

TO V it
TUNER

Z : 'flgr 'au.

P204
LUC

IL./ IRO.41 Lao
0101

so:10;19T

(;)>
ILIAD MO

411.1

2,2
"$0

'2$.
IMO

0201

77135.10LT
P.0 NO 130410

ELECTRONIC '7 /17,(7=4Ca ,311TECHNICIANMEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 4 NEW SETS

L L 0122.21043 242
o .52 MOTH

1

I

5I
I

I vil. 111;.1

1 0101 I
2,71...

1

12 I - 503 or T.I03' 121-500 ors '

11.

121-501
MT i . F I ST. I. F.

I
- coo_

'

CAN me , try; i
:ir :,,,:t ;',, TYE

lix,,,,,,,,.. _
-

A0.1 Tn.
TRAP

21). m.°7 Tr
1

, CII3

I

TI: S'N?

f0:1

5,
L 0014

Ic.ot f ttt
oa

532 1,044

004 C.C41

11

5err 5:4*.

2400C

S i.

Rtp

Sr203

5,
0'

or

t 1019.

4.03

Z l;

iii
Cim

s0%
ww 4100

..114
514

lan
Inoro

Tyr.

004

3101F
CON.

Ort-
5%

ton

IF
5%

0103 cox'
121-883 0(121124
SOUND DET.

I  .4 1112

6.42 1

Vier
541.

54

2102..
121-507 or
121-50607
12/-509 _I2ND. I.F.

 24v

urit

TRAi

. 23
flmu.

24V

42051
tigir

114
5g°4

Ti 48 713 II 4 St.

1.C.400 221-45
13

4324

01000 PROCESSOR 610019.1
SSEMIBLY AS

S10 A? 514 T3

0,0.27

0044 1

44.4 Cr203.

71' ii

AOC
DELAY

5 IA

+ 24 V PIP

U2

US OF9-112

SIR Ry

IW.

CPI
CPI

VDT S.7.2

Otos
23.04

C.211
009.

I1T

SIR

0104
121.524 or
121-526
3RD. I.F.

  C

TO 405
Y x001

0203
121-881 0221
VERT r  002:
()sc. i i-- .7-, 021;= 711.

1004 M 442 1.

- lit k
-

it';'--
....

OM. I 21210*
o : rl

.11;1 .10210 ; ::;a ,,,
."

A r2 ,!r''

DI Z"' i .s,iii. TT ors.
./.

ii6,..- . vERT NOLL.s. Ain I trsOu '
!:.'_NM ....Ct.

oi T 'OF. 102.., Wu

.. rT Ctt
U t)

17,7'

1K
uro

t--154074

1:31.0

r-12-42-1
43.4 II,'
lqa

04tH cm",

114V

4*

V202A V2028 V202C V203
V3 6U10 1/3 6U10 "° 1/3 6U10 6LF6 OR 6L X6

140R12. CONT. 6L110 HORIZ.OSC. 1 NORIZ. NORIZ.OUT PUT

Cl., Hoy
13042

11,-
17113.0

.0114

 240

Cl,.I:422 **""
04

4024

81INFTEL

,a.91-0,0,

TO TUBE 21L
4.3v

4323

0231
-11--

.50044

01127

02-
 T202

Ot

10r

0243 ,,
.0002

TO

HI lor
1.043 -C2112 ..2)

40' .311
.42441211

C4203 .

0206
121- 806
24V REGULATOR

RCN S-
AT 1202

er

4333

43
410

0,411

'CPIs RPM
IF

tc1T V201
8 JAS.

OU Ott, VERT
it

1-1rOUTPUT25
`S

11

IQ

4240

'1')01 ll
....

0105
121-105 or r
121-834
I ST. VIDEO

4253
t**

0

:

clr

1.1

Ft0:2- A.
4 1 0

St'-".,
..-.-........ 0 0.,

111°,%:/
- ".

'...C11-2 - P214-5

eN.11 MOOTS j.804,46at\
02°4 ylAy ALP
121-695 ' "

0232

42.2
Ptv

41.4

0205
121-744
2ND VIDEO

BRIGHTNESS Ift.
LIMITER

tlt

nit
tfuful
hw

If1
111311

BRIONTNESS LIM
CONTROL

111

et MI

toe sa
LIoT T \RIGHTNESS

Ctul
11Cor.

LIMA

4,240

0207
121-587
VERTICAL
BLANKER

0208

rtOr

C'.

01102 c;;:l
4.3

nst.
$.00

2CtO

ol
VERTICAL

tt CEPITERMIG

ITTe0,42_744.,

044

570

2703

Ott, RED
op.

RmHUIL,

to>.:Rer.

%MOS\
JIM% 'We 1!""
:27i

"

TO
CMS

121-952

HOPI
01244

L111 00

101-17-.

1S:4
IMPEAR M X

42V

3RD VIDEOc> INTIIRLOCIF

CI1100T-4".
1.

11120.

0
12,0
Rt
IN

+IL

04203

04449.4

10203

OWN

Ekstrom

to

4,111.

To 0212

TEL

4E0

240

3234
Wo

IV n.
C244 I...E.

00:

...CR N V ADJUST

C°6 T LF.v.
T st.

02435
500
354

- 3
1

SLO

Tv .020112- 2
5

3017011

.200 4203 "T'aL*
203 0111)8 FOR
tract CONNARO

SUM

000..
,o 0.pool

NOS

E L

Teo

SOT) or, 26
6003 6LF6

4a,

52)

1205 C422

0411

2200

J202
CONVERGENCE

SOCKETS CAGLE.0 .0 v..1
5nv V204

6DCI3

801/
SOOST

24 WM,.
1144 or -t-< (44-407 LIMO

tIO I 11

GSM
1

1

Ma r
-m -t-< 

owe t1. 1.,.:
I I

.+<1111(14-
+4-, "6°

-1-(o+r-
tto

<il-
1

042

I I
I

to

Es`s71
'I --J

CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY PART MO 5-1111171

331 FLU, 3102 t"
COM

10005 10 CRT LEAD ::...oeu

4°.

1.140.424114043 1400

C2114

1,10.
.0204

2204

4v 2,00

TOP Sufi
401162 L411111

ISO

CROOK X

C114511 CROM

wau
- r

set Lu KOH
NIT eo

outs

peHaw L03

endie eo!,

M9.1
.c.::..I- - 4-'.. .= . eta

A .4 .7
.001I1 14

,

..422 44,002 1 =2
,,,,,., I

MED 40002

I-2. VIr'0,133t--
on

MOM
ISO

MO. I

110_84.1=
L.--

ORR 0241
MOO

10402

L 051

FRO

0150 yERT
.tell

55
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A

7040 MODULE
..

r.50-2

Tia

J

0209
121-1166
SLUE VIOE0
OUTPUT

. 214

5%

4,0

+24V

0210
121-1366
RED VIDEO
OUTPUT

0501

11.1.LER
TERESHOLD

17ll061E71

CHilauTdy
iNP

,oT

C

CIL

raigirfiP203.3 .1303-i3

Mn

WEAK POP PEW SAKE
COMMAIO0 AvLr

OTOS

NEXT

COLOR LEVEL
CONTROL
I OUAL I

ROSS

277

0211
121-669
GREEN VIDEO
OUTPUT

5%

4--4,

ww

 v

0202
121-713
SOUND
OUTPUT

Jr

CtEe  

CRT IOCRIT

51, ,20.

2700

,255

-w-
i)

"g -
02;'

2904
IEL. .2 GS2

2,06.

.50
I

2.352071
RSD ,I

5'3'6

5.42141 .262031
ni55

2,620.71,25

.26

.:602302

2240V :1411_
-erns

ivinTent0

2 +

"i

($1.2

PIX

AO-19VC0P22

100-606 .4

2

Tuvrr-t-r"

\2E/

trILU

17:"

'1,1114

ca

 RGI

.

VANE

-
pN, '°4PlyT°77;7.Z4v L - -t _

Ts613 AN WWI AM N vB.2 Ai5 12.2 Ts IALAS TT T1 AS 1.4 L.2 WI

716
tLIVNM R.e.CI'' rI\/-...N/0.-41547741.11.SP

altCEP
RIDE MA. in

w-11
IN t,

LIP

ro

C1106.013
IFEr Sir *Sr 41 bIr

114 3 I 1 H) II

I.C. 9E4 221-43 ENROMA AMP
I 2 3

LION 5+ 14.50

.114 J.C11103

LI PM

4111
.3o
too

VIt ito

4115.6NSA

CR ADJUSTOSSTALR

SIC
'Sr

CCM
047

ALL RESISTORS
I/4W 5%

7.7 UNLESS
OTHERWISE

WPECWIEL,,1

et

FST

1003

11-- s

MOO

OS MO

To.
2.002,

226

6 .

1012

1: 3E202

40r 3.0R

nor

GMT
la

1I r

S.0.
Cllr 13.

IS 10

0.
,

M.--
I.C. 902 221-46 CH. NUM

5 3 S
Or

CORONA MODULI
ASSEMOLY 16,3710RATEE

Sr

SO 013 Al GO 52
trov MP. -

-71E06

42

060154.
2024,

CEO,

Ri0i6 "I/113.
A P C

coo. cone 65

*3En
Re0i.

Ftv

EW SO. 6E060to
6.6 Ina fII

IS 12

1001 221-42 SUSCARRIER REGENERATOR
3

/2.0

10007

5'

Pr CC Jr

on? 1

/002 ,..
cEE

TEo.s. c.o.

lOr Sull-GEN roODuL- -
5 L.4 u2

AMNIA. 1 -275SLACR I

J.I. T T

 I 
c.o.r

16ENEE Cal0*,
11

3%

IICr
.16. lv

NOP

31
31

000.
Coo

200

AT

dr

11142 6.2.6

1.1'20311-5
C273 cm ur" ss,.30,5%

.3o5.16 T'0. os

04
470

0O 401
245 CO. ems2.C2

Socn2T,

t2T

GTIOLOCA

7010

0075 3.620. 745 5542. ANC
Al60 '5115 5i5.11 ifs CAT
$06.27

0.0.

ZENITH
Color -TV Chassis
19DC11

PRP NPR

0 c or c

L--- 0.00.0.010E. 04 mos --,
6

I cw 2

450.0201.010{ Cr 0207

.260

0

; 
0202 0201 0202 0203.0210 OR al.

I- &OTTO.. Gill OF TRANSISTORS

TEST POINTS

ST -MSC WITH ATOP, I.WeRn Aim
1 F ALIGNMENT

C PICTURE DETECTOR OUTPUT

CCI VAS PONT FOR CI ADJUST

Cl SOUITO DETECTOR OUTPUT

C3 SYNC DETECTOR OUTPUT

O rE.rEASS SITS list 2:4:4 t6tro
C 1.0 ARC

, INPUT POINT FON 4711

:43
. ' '

h INILPilleltrifikl_ RIM
ORIN COLOR C244142EL

WIE/30.040 OUTPUT

O ACC vOLTAK
R KO COLOR AMP. COLLECTOR

S Glut COLOR GOP COLLECTOR
T GREEN COLOR AMP COLLECTOR

sootossress LIMITER SET -1P
ii7i room

NOTES.6.0T0G RAGE ON A ITANOARO GATED RAMP, COLON OAR SIGNAL
THE Hut SETTHE ADJUSTED FOR PROPER COLOR THE WAVE SCOPES AT
THE RECI.GREEN ANp 0.122 CATHCOES OF THE PICTURE TUNE 01/%13 ON
THE HUE. COLOR LEVEL (CHAOS*(.CONTRAST COLOR COIEGUMERI
AND PICTURE REARING CONTROLS

FOR 130/(FORWS 43 MG. 411. TEST POINT IV OUST NE NY -PASSED WITH
A 1.11FEI CAPACITOR

ALL vOL AAAAA MEASURED FROM MASERS TO POINTS INDICATED.

ALL vOLTAKS ARE DC LNILESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

ALL DC vOLTAK1 TO K MEASURED MTIT  %%Gyula IWO EOLTNETER
HAGAN II IlEOHM INPUT RESISTANCE.

ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO K MADE WITH IM WIG/ PRESENT RED
NOONEAL SETTING OF CONTROLS ANO DIANNEL SELECTOR KT TO CrIANKL

UNLESS OTNERINISE SPECIFIED

PETETANCE WEAMPIEWEIET1 SHOWN WITH COILS DISOEIRGEGTE0
FROM CIRCUIT

ALL RESISTORS ME 2,0% TOLERANCE. CARSON. it/ WATT UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIPIEO

COR. RESISTANCE NOT GIVEN LINDEN ONE OHM.

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN INCROFARADS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIES

FOR CAPACITOR TOLERANCE. SEE LEGEND

CUT000E RA7 Tuff ENO ANODE VOLTAIC TO It MEASURED WITH
ELECTROSTATIC OR 205 Mali PER VOLT MG HIGH VOLTAIC METER.

MEROWS ON POTENTENKTERS INOICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION

ID -.INDICATES ALIGNMENT AND TEST POINT

PF  PICOPAROD NIG  NEGANERTZ EH  NICKGENIIT
r INDICATES 20% NM BE USED 0- INDICATES VOLTAGE SOURCE

C111..EHOsEst REDss0.11v1,04p0Ms.C14.0.CR PEOGEsTE01. StEssCrsA........,
WAVEFORM

1011. INDEATES WAVEFORM ISEE CIGIT I WAVEFORM MEASURED ACROSS
POINTS INDICATED (NOT TO CHASSIS GROUNOI OSCILLOSCOPE SHOULD
NOT K NOT GROUNDED TO CTASSII.NEVERSINS LEADS REVERIES WAVEPORII

ED-. INDICATES CHROMATIC SWITCH WIRING POSITION
INOICATES CHASSIS GROUND
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3" DUAL TRACE,
DUAL CHANNEL SCOPE.

LBO -3O2 OSCILLOSCOPE

Auto

L_EA.1=1E

TIME I
'N Ih

ssf

HORIZu N., iAL

LBO -302
tl-,e only 3" dual trace h ggered scope for the service market! Conque-; the test

bench squeeze. Otters
pushbutton convenience

for trigg., autc sweep & "tree run' tu7ction. For

trouble shooting color
circuits low level checks, delay line,

prodTn or stereo tests. 10M- z b'width.

Vert. sensitivity 10mVp-v to 514-p/tin/ in 9 steps, plus sec. or simul. displays of 1 & 2 -

alt. chopped, aided &
vector.Smec range is lils/div (0.i.J.2 with 3XMag) to 0.2s/dir , 17 steps.

With accessores. $699.95

LBO -505 - 5" DUAL TRACE TRIGGERED SCOPE ALSO AVAILABLE. $669.95

LEADER,
NATURALLY.

LEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP

"Put us to the test"

151 Dupont Street Plainview. L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300

. . . for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card



r"TRIPLETT MICRO  POWER'"

TURN IT ON AND LEAVE IT ON

Combines

4 1/-0-M

firsts

FET V  0  M

ACROSS 60011

PaG

60011

ZERO

AP
Of P.M

MID -

S 10

T
S

1046

Utul.uul

610011 603

SAT?3 CHECK)

FET Input Circuit-which Triplett
pioneered in the Model 600.

Low Power Ohms -which
Triplett pioneered in the Model 601.
Auto -Polarity - which Triplett pio-
neered in the Model 602.
TMPT" Triplett Micro -Power -which
Triplett is pioneering in the Model
603.
In fact, the Model 603 FET V -O -M
combines all 4 of those pioneering
features to make it the most feature -
packed V -O -M that Triplett or any-
one else has ever offered.
The new innovation -Triplett Micro -
Power - is a revolutionary V -O -M
circuit with such a tiny power con-

"ae °J.

CC WIG  AC,r NOB

xl MEG

xl0K

x1K

x100

x10

xl

1000

100

10

AC  DC MA

sumption that the service life of its
ordinary carbon batteries is equal to,
or longer than, their normal shelf -life.
Imagine a V -O -M which needs bat-
teries only once a year.
And the Model 603 has a simple, un-
cluttered dial with just four scales to
cover 44 ranges, a null -type zero
adjustment for quick setting with no
parallax error, a suspension move-
ment that soaks up the shocks of
everyday bench and field use, and
a built-in overload protection that
shrugs off overload.
This great, new, feature -packed tester
... Triplett's Model 603 FET V -O -M
is available for immediate delivery

. for more details circle 143 on Reader Service Card

Model 603 $165
1. Exclusive TRIPLETT MICRO -POWER -
IMP'. provides battery life in excess of
a year for carbon batteries.
2. LOW -POWER OHMS-LP 11 ranges
with 70 mV power source for in -circuit
measurements without component damage.
3. PET V -O -M WITH AUTO -POLARITY -
convenient and time -saving, always reads
up -scale.

through your local Triplett Sales/
Service/Modification Center or dis-
tributor for $165, For more informa-
tion, or for a free, no -obligation
demonstration, see him or your Triplett
sales representative. Triplett Corpora-
tion, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

For full details, dial toll -free
800-645.9200 for nearest Triplett

Representative ... New York State ...
Call Collect 516.294-0990

TRIPLETT
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817

The World's most complete line of V.O.M's .

choose the one that's right for you.


